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INTRODUCTION

In 1884 J. Owen Dorsey spent a month at the Siletz reservation,

Oregon, collecting short vocabularies of the Siuslaw and Lower Ump-

qua, as well as of other languages. Prior to Dorset's investigations

the linguistic position of Siuslaw and Lower Umpqua was a debated

q uestion. Some investigators believed that these two dialects belonged

to the Yakonan family; while others, notably Latham and Gatschet,

held them to form a distinct stock, although they observed marked agree-

ment with some features of the Yakonan. After a superficial inves-

tigation, lasting less than a month, Dorsey came to the conclusion

that Siuslaw and Lower Umpqua were dialects belonging to the

Yakonan stock. This assertion was repeated by J. W. Powell in his

"Indian Linguistic Families" (Seventh Annual Report of the Bureau

of American Ethnology, p. 134), and was held to be correct by all

subsequent students of American Indian languages. This view, how-

ever, is not in harmony with my own investigations. A closer study

of Alsea (one of the Yakonan dialects) on the one hand, and of Lower

Umpqua on the other, proves conclusively that Siuslaw and Lower

Umpqua form a distinct famity, which I propose to call the Siuslawan

linguistic stock. 1 The term " Siuslaw" was given preference over

"Umpqua "or " Lower Umpqua," in order to avoid the ambiguity of

meaning which might arise from the fact that we have become accus-

tomed to call the Athapascan dialect, spoken on the upper course of the

Umpqua river, the "
Upper Umpqua."

The material on which the following sketch is based was collected,

under the joint auspices of the Bureau of American Ethnology and of

Columbia University, on the Siletz reservation, Oregon, during the

months of March, April, and May, 1911.

My principal informant was Louisa Smith, a Lower Umpqua
Indian over TO years of age. Her advanced years, her absolute

lack of knowledge of the English language, her ill health, and, above

all, the fact that prior to my arrival on the reservation she had

lit is not at all impossible that this stock, the Yakonan. Kusan, and perhaps the Kalapuyan, may
eventually prove to be genetically related. Their affinities are so remote, however, that I prefer to
take a conservative position, and to treat them for the time being as independent stocks.

437
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not used her native tongue for a considerable period, rendered her

a poor, though willing informant. In the course of this investiga-

tion it was therefore necessary to employ such additional inform-

ants and interpreters as were available. By far the most important

of these was William Smith, an Alsea Indian and the husband of

Louisa, who had spent his childhood among the Siuslaw Indians,

from whom he had gained a fairly good knowledge of their language.

But he, too, was far from being an ideal informant. His command

of English was imperfect, his degree of intelligence rather limited,

his pronunciation of Lower Urnpqua was affected by Alsea pho-

netics, and he was only too often unable to keep apart the Siuslaw,

Lower Umpqua, and Alsea forms of a given word. However, in

spite of these deficiencies, his services proved highly valuable,

because, having previously assisted me in my work on the Alsea

language, he knew more or less what was wanted of him. My
other informants were Spencer Scott, a son of Louisa; Louis Smith,

a full-blooded Lower Umpqua Indian; and Hank Johnson, the son

of a Lower Umpqua father and of an Alsea mother. The three

last mentioned were, comparatively speaking, young men, whose

knowledge of Lower Umpqua was imperfect and rather vague.

They were employed solely for the purpose of settling questions

that pertained to phonetics, and of disentangling the frequent diffi-

culties that were involved in the collection and translation of texts;

and if I add that throughout the progress of this work, Louisa

Smith was suffering from a severe ear-ache (which at times ren-

dered her absolutely deaf), that William Smith had to undergo

frequent surgical operations because of a poisoned finger, and that

my other informants could give me only part of their time, I shall

have mentioned all the difficulties under which the following mate-

rial was collected. Should this sketch, therefore, be found deficient

in completeness of treatment and clearness of interpretation, it will

have to be accounted for by the extraordinary circumstances under

which the work was conducted.

But if the actual work involved in this investigation was rather

trying and tiresome, there were other features connected with it that

rendered it pleasant and enjoyable. These features consist of the

many courtesies and helpful assistance received from the inhabitants

of Siletz
;
and it is a great source of pleasure to me to record my deep

gratitude to these kind friends. My greatest obligations are due to
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Superintendent and Mrs. Knott C. Egbert, to the former for his

untiring efforts to assist me, both officially and personally, in

whatever way he could, and to the latter for the motherly care with

which she attended to my personal wants throughout my stay at the

reservation. My sincere thanks are also due to Dr. Maximilian F.

Clausius, the physician of the Siletz agency, for the numerous tokens

of friendship received at his hand.

COLUMBIA UNIVEKSITY,

September^ 1911.





SIUSLAWAN (LOWER UMPQUA)

By LEO J. FRACHTENBERG

1. DISTRIBUTION AND HISTORY

The Siuslawan stock embraces two closely related dialects Lower

Umpqua and Siuslaw that were spoken by the people living on the

lower courses of the Umpqua and Siuslaw rivers, in the southern part

of Oregon. Their northern neighbors were the Alsea Indians 1

(whom

they called Hani's kite 2
), on the east they came in contact with the

Kalapu}7a (chiefly the Yonkalla tribe, known to them as the Qat'xgax),

and on the south they were contiguous to the Coos ( Qu'yax). The terri-

tory- of the Lower Umpqua was bounded on the north by Five Mile lake,

on the south by Ten Mile lake, while on the east they claimed the whole

region adjoining the Umpqua river as far as Scottsburg. The posses-

sions of the Siuslaw Indians extended as far south as Five Mile lake, on

the north they bordered on the Yahach river, and eastwards they

extended as far as Mapleton. Thus it may safely be assumed that

these two dialects were spoken in the western parts of what are known

today as Lane and Douglas counties. No information pertaining to

the previous strength of these two tribes could be obtained. Their

numbers have been so great!}
7 reduced, that, besides the four indi-

viduals who served as my informants, and the two or three Siuslaw

Indians said to be living near Florence, Lane county, there are no

other members living; and since these people no longer converse

in their native tongue, the Siuslaw family may be looked upon as an

extinct linguistic stock.

1 One of the two members of the Yakonan family.

2 For explanation of alphabet see pp. 443, 444.

441
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The Lower Umpqua call themselves Qu'ltc, and refer to their lan-

guage as Qu'ltcax wo!as. These terms are of native origin, and are

formed from the stem qu'l or qo'l SOUTH. The Alsea called them Tkul-

ma k', and they were known to the Coos as BUdjl'ysx, i. e. NORTHERN

Indians. The Siuslaw refer to themselves as Ca'yucLa, and were

called CafyucLe by the Coos and Qwas or Kwas by the Alsea Indians.

The etymology of these names could not be ascertained.

Judging from the scanty notes on Siuslaw obtained by Dorsey and

myself, the differences between this dialect and Lower Umpqua were

very slight and of a purely phonetic and lexicographic character. No

distinct morphological formations were found. The chief phonetic

feature that seems to separate these two dialects is the change of a

Lower Umpqua n into I in Siuslaw.

Lower Umpqua Siuslaw

pa'nu pa'l'u well, spring 76.12

qanl'nal 19.6 qali'nal knife 50.19

qa'nm qa'lni (D.)
1 face

tsna'wi tsla'we (D.) bone

Ikwa'nuqP Ikwa'l/ukP (D.) hat

The lexicographical differences cover a limited number of stems and

words, of which only a few examples may be quoted here.

Lower Umpqua Siuslaw

la'n- 23.7 Itdvn,- to call by name

xip- y%q!a
u- to split (pitch wood)

LI'U- 8.3 xumc-to come, to approach 23.2

t.'amc 40.19 tft'lmfo (D.) child

xwa'ka 29.5 qami'Lis (D.) head

ti't.'a* 34.23 wUsfu'we (D.) food

Jcfwl'yos
2

cqa'xtc* dog
Jco'tan

4 34. 10 tau'wEx (D.)
5 horse

Texts of myths and tales in the Lower Umpqua dialect were col-

lected by the author, and were published by Columbia University.
6

All references accompan}dng examples refer to page and line of that

publication.

1 Words marked (D.) are quoted from Dorsey's manuscripts in possession of the Bureau of American

Ethnology.
* Coos kwl'yos,
8 Apparently related to Alsea tcqenx.
4 Chinook jargon.
6 Related to Alsea t.'awa'yu.
6 Lower Umpqua Texts, Columbia University Contributions to Anthropology, vol. 4.
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PHONOLOGY ( 2-17)

2. Vowels

The vowels have short and long quantities. Resonance vowels,

marked here by superior vowels, are employed often, as is also the

obscure vowel E, which seems to be related to short a. In some in-

stances, due to contact phenomena, the obscure vowel partakes of the

quality of a short o, and is represented here by . The open e vowel

appears to be lacking, while the long e frequently glides from e to I

and resembles a long I. Significant pitch appears in a few cases (see

p. 447).

The a 1- and au diphthongs occur in two distinct forms, one with the

initial element short or long (a\ au
, a*, aw), and the other with the

first element short and the second long (a* and dF). The latter two

forms are closely related to the long I and u with which they constantly

interchange. This interchange usually takes place after a, A, m, n, q,

x, and /, although numerous instances will be found where the substitu-

tion of a1 and a* for I and u respectively has taken place after vowels

and consonants other than those enumerated, or where the interchange

does not occur at all.

Examples of interchange between I and a1
:

inq/a'l 30.23 rnqla'a
1 river 30.20

mtta'ltin gamtta'aHmmy mother 100. 12

sVnxit G.18 ci'nxaH he thinks 90.15

tl'Jc
Enx here thou 56.19 tal'kEns here we two (incl.)

56.6
katjl'xam he was asked 66. 16 skwahtf'xam it is placed (in)

tsl'k/yan Jvi'sltl lio> I am very tct'fana aya'qattl sl'xa1 here

glad 25. 8 we two (incl.) shall leave

our canoe 56.5

Examples of interchange between u and a*1 :

waa'un 7.4 waa'aFn he says to him 20.7

waxafyutsmE he gave him tkwlhafhaPtsmE he buried his . . .

his ... 76.9 40.22

Jcftmutf'Lun k/imoPif'Lun I am hitting him

MyatsVtsun he put it on 11.8 aqa'qaPn he took it off 13.1

pttq
utsu'ni made of raccoon hamxcfi'ni made of tied (grass)

(hides) 70.23, 24 8.6

Jcaflutun I tire him out ka'lcfitin I am tired

yakfistfinu' L/aya' on a small mlklcfi' L/aya' in a bad place

place 38. 19 12.10; 13.1

2
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The Siuslaw 1

system of vowels and diphthongs may be represented

as follows:

Vowels Semi-vowels Diphthongs
o

a (e) i % o u ft w y a1 au

d a e i d u & du u*

The umlauted a occurs rarely, and is pronounced like a in German

wahlen; i is pronounced like the Slavic short y-vowel; and u indicates

very short quantity.

3. Consonants

The consonantic system deviates in a great many respects from

those of the neighboring tribes. Its chief characteristics are the total

absence of the anterior palatal series (gr, 7r, &/, a?'); the absence of

all sonants excepting d; the presence of a palatal lateral (); and,

above all, the occurrence of a double series of glottalized explosives

differing in the quality and amount of stress employed in their

production. The real explosives are followed in this sketch by the

sign of exclamation (!), while the glottalized stops of ordinary strength

will be found accompanied by the apostrophe ('). The latter seem to

be confined to the consonants of the dental series and to k. The surds

t and Jc occur also as aspirated consonants.

The following table illustrates the Siuslaw consonantic system:

Sonant Surd Fortis Aspirated Spirant Nasal

Velar q q! x

Palatal k(w) k!(w) V
Alveolar d t tf,t' t' s, c n
Affricative -

ts,tc &/, tc!

to', t<?

Labial... - p p! (?) ra

Lateral - L L! I, I', I

Glottal stop
e

Aspiration

y h w Ti
u

The palatal l
m

is pronounced like I in the English word lure. The

glottal stop occurs seldom, and seems to be associated with the explo-

sive character of the consonants following it, although I did not suc-

ceed in verifying this connection definitely. The aspiration corre-

1 Whenever the term " Siuslaw" is used, it is to be understood as referring to the whole group, and
not to the dialect only.

$ 3
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spends to the character of the vowels and consonants that precede or

follow it: that is to say, after palatal vowels it is of a palatal character;

while before the vowels &, 0, and u, and before velar consonants, it

becomes guttural. When followed by a vowel, it is changed into an h.

tutc- to spear 62.2 tuhatca'yun he spears it

qaqun- to hear 30. 18 qa'q
uhantun he heard it 36.23

si* to grow (intr.) 98. 10 slhl'tcm xintyax I began to grow
up 100.17

qnu- to find qnu'hun (they two) found it 56.9

wa'^tux again shall ... 11.2 waha'hun fcyatsi'tsun again he put
it on 12.1

In some instances the aspiration results from the dropping of a t

before a following n (see 16, 58, 59).

4. Sound Groupings

Clusters of two consonants are admissible, except w + any conso-

nant other than n. Whenever a w is followed by a consonant other

than n, it changes into a voiceless w, represented here by
hu

. Clusters

of three or more consonants may occur medially or finally, provided

a nasal or lateral forms the initial sound of such groupings.

When, owing to grammatical processes, three consonants that can not

form a cluster come into contact, an obscure or weak vowel (mostly

, a, or i) is inserted between two of the three consonants, thus facili-

tating the pronunciation of the cluster.

A similar insertion takes place in initial clusters beginning with m
or n, and between two consonants belonging to the same series. The

latter rule applies to clusters in initial, medial, and final position.

Examples of clusters consisting of w + consonant:

a^cnaw- to trade mutually + aHcna'^tuxts you two will

-tux + -ts trade mutually
Ldlnaw- to hit mutually + -Em Ldlnafjiumatd you hit one an-

+ -tci other!

xnl'wna he does 11.11

Examples of avoidance of clusters in initial position:

m- (prefix of relationship) mita father 54.22

+ ta father

m- (prefix of relationship) mila mother 54.23

+ la mother

4
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Examples of avoidance of clusters in medial position:

winx- (to be afraid) + -nawaux winExna'waux they two were
afraid of each other 86.1,2

qatx- (to cry) + -tux qa'tx
atux he will cry

Examples of avoidance of clusters in final position:

qatc&nl'tx (to keep on going) qatcinl'txan I keep on going
+ -n

<

qatx (night) + -nx qa
irxEnx (at) night thou . . .

70.18

tal
Jc (here) + -ns tal'kEns here we two (incl.) 56. 6

hatq (ashore) + -nxan hai

'q
Enxan ashore we (excl.)

88.13

hatJa'yun (he asked him)

tcln- (to come back) + -nx td'nanx they came back 72.23

Examples of avoidance of clusters of consonants belonging to the

same series:

fcumi'ntc (not) -\--tc Jcumi'ntcEtc not his 92.15

ants (that one) + ca'ya antsE ca'ya that penis

plula'wax (he intends to hunt) plula
fwaxuxun we two (excl.)

\--xiln intend to go hunting 54.22

lit!- (to eat) +-tux ll't!
ltux (you) will eat 50.2

tchnt (how much) +tsx ta\,ntE tsx suppose 38.20,21
8*a*l (such) +L/a'ai s*a!t* L/a'ai such a place 15.1

Examples of clusters permissible in medial or final position:

Final Medial

tsinqJt poor 16.10 tsi'nq/tanx you are poor
lakwa'ultx (their) . . . was lakwa'ultxan my . . . was

taken away 50.22 taken

loJcwl'xamltx his . . . was lakwl'xamltxaux their two . . .

taken away from him 54.14 were taken away from them

The only consonantic cluster that does not seem to be permissible is

the grouping of nx + 7c. Whenever these three consonants would

appear together in the above-named order, the x is always changed

into a.

tstya'L/lnx (you will be shot) ts^a^L/lna lc
una you might get

+ ~k
una shot

kuwa'mnx(they willbe beaten) Tc
uwannlna ~k

una they may be

+ Jc
una beaten

4
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An exception to this rule is found in the following sentence:

Vkwa!yuncmx ~k
u Wl'<Ll

you may get (some) salmon 48.18

In like manner the combination nx+u is changed into a* (see 132).

ya'quyunanx (thou art seen) yaquyu'nana? thou art seen

+ -u (a'
a
) here

5. Accent

Siuslaw exhibits a stress accent, represented here by tne acute mark

('); and a pitch accent, designated by the mark f). Only a limited

number of enclitic and proclitic particles show no accent whatsoever.

The pitch accent occurs mostly in monosyllabic words that have a

short vowel, and lends to the syllable a sharp, abrupt intonation. Both

accents are freely shifted from one syllable to another. It seems,

however, to be a fixed rule that in the past tense the accent is placed

on the first syllable, and that the locative case-endings and the adver-

bial suffixes must be accented.

hatqa'q he goes ashore 58.17 hat'qiqyax (having) cornea-
shore 56.13

qafxi'x it gets dark 64.19 qat'xixyax it became dark 34.4

twatcif

tcunaux they two are Pwa'tcbtcyaxaPn I have been

spearing it 56.15, 16 spearing it 66.17

tsfaln pitch 26.6 tsltinaf (locative case) 94.18

ll't/a1 food 34.23 ltt!aya' (locative case) 13.7

Iqaftu log 32. 21 Iqatuwlyu's (locative case)

88.16

pVl'tl lake 62.18 pltltlyu's (locative case) 34. 11

sl'xa1 canoe 56.5 SExcfi'tc into the canoe 34.5

qafxun above, up 34.21 qaxuntel'tc upwards
sEa'tsa thus 8.7 sEatsl'tc in that manner 8.1

yaPktt'stfln very small 36.23 yakttsttinu' in a very small

. . . 38.19

6. Phonetic Laws

In both dialects a number of phonetic laws are found which affect

both vowels and consonants. All phonetic processes are due either

to contact phenomena or to the effects of accent. They may be sum-

marized as follows:

VOCALIC PROCESSES:

(1) Diphthongization of I and u.

(2) Consonantization of i- and u-.

5-6
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(3) Contraction.

(4) Vocalic hiatus.

(5) Vocalic harmony.

(6) Effects of accent.

CONSONANTIC PROCESSES I

(1) Consonantic metathesis.

(2) Consonantic euphony.

(3) Simplification of double consonants.

(4) Modifications of t and k.

(5) Minor Consonantic changes.

7-12. Vocalic Processes

7. Diphthongization of I and u

This is by far the most important phonetic change, owing to the fact

that it gives rise to a double form of stems that contain these vowels,

and because it is employed in certain grammatical processes (see

111, 112). The principle may be described as follows: For the

purpose of expressing (in nouns) the discriminative case and (in

verbs) intensity or duration of action, long I and u are changed into

ya and wa respectively.

Examples of diphthongization of i:

hlna'yunhQ brings him 23.2 htya'nyutsanx I'll take thee

along 58.6

hltsl'xam it is put on 11.8 htyatsi'tsun he is putting it on

11.8

llqa
1 ' he digs 84.2 a'ntsuxya'lgaPnthosQtwo (who)

are digging (a hole) 84.5

ditx- to flop tfyatx it flops around 36.23

ya'q
uhltunx thou shalt see yoq

u
*ya'wax he intended to see

36.25 70.8
u
l
Enx kH'ntflt they went to k/in&ya'wax(l) intend to go and

look for 60.5 look for 60.5

Qa'aftcfafi along the North Fork qa
ut
xtinyax along the sky 32.19

32.19

Examples of diphthongization of u:

qunl'xamlmE it was poured qwaf^nyux pour it into his . . .

into his ... 29.2 29.2

L/xurxuun he knows it 40.16 kumi'ntcwax ts'q Llxu'waxu not

they two anything knew it

54.16

7
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laM'kun he takes it lakwa'Tcuun he took it 64.10

tutca'yun he spears it 64.12 twatcVtcunaux they two are

spearing it 56.15, 16
ulaux tkuma'yun the}

7 two ulns tkwa'mlsun we two (incl.)

made a dam 48.8 will keep on making dams
48.14

u'ltl snow 76.10 wait it snows

psku'ya xdL/aif L/a'ai
people a'ntsux paJcwa'wax those two

make shinny-sticks 78.5 (who) are about to play . . .

shinny 78.10, 11

Owing to the interchange between I and a 1 and u and aP (see 2),

these diphthongs are subject to the same amplification.

hl'q!a
l
t he started 22.6 hlq/ya'a? it will be started 32.1

mEq/aHx they dance 72.13 mEq/yafwax (I) intend to dance

72.12

qaftkin IE atqa'qaPts (from) tal
'Jc
Ens aya'qyun here we two

here he left me 60.4 (incl.) will leave it 56.16, 17

IcaPf&'s he keeps on following Wvia^yv!tsanaP you will follow

92,7 me 92.3

The change of I into ya often takes place in the third person sin-

gular, which ends in -I (see p. 468).

Ll'watUn I come frequently Ll'wat/l 68.5, (Li'wat!ya) he

came frequently

ci'nxyat/in I am thinking (<A
rnl

{Byat!l\ d'riixyat!ya 17.6

he is thinking
ka'Tcwatttn 1 fall frequently (ka'Jcwat/l), ha'lcwatfya 90.12 it

falls continually
xi'l'xcin I work xi'l'xd 50.9, (xil'xeya) he was

working

psll'tcfin I (am) ahead psll'tcya he was first 48.11

ya'q
uhin I look ya!q

u
*ya he looked 70.16

si'nxin I want si'^xya he desires

8. Consonantization of i- and u-

The i- and u- elements of the diphthongs are changed into the semi-

vocalic consonants y and w whenever they are followed by vowels of

different qualities. This law affects also the simple short or long i-

and u- vowels.

8
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Consonantization of i-:

pitca? (he goes over) + -aux pitca'ya
ux they two go over 88.15

ll't/a1

(food) + -a ya!xatd
>

lstlsnx llt/aya' for food

you will always try to look 13.7

kul
(not) + -aux ku'ya

ux not they two . . . 98.11

qnuhu*'- (he finds) + -a1

qnuhu'yun (they) found it 60.7

tExmu'm (male) + -a la'kukyax tExmvfnya she took a

mortal man 60.23

xil'xci- (to work) + -a* xtt'xcya?' (they two) worked 48.10

t!l (bear) + -uni tllyu'ni made of bear (hides) 70.24

si'nxl- (to desire) + -un si'nfxyun I want it 15.8

Consonantization of u- :

Llya'a
u

(fire) + -a+ -tc haf'gmas Llya'watc alongside of the

fire 25.4, 5

wllu- (to affirm) + -axam wllwa'xam he was assured 30. 11

xa'u (he died) + -ll kurm'ntc xa'wll not he dies 15.8

xafts/u (two) + -aux xa'ts!uwaux two of them 40.18

A peculiar case of Consonantization seems to have taken place in

the objective case td'wa 32.20, formed from the noun td WATER 36.20.

9. Contraction

Contraction of two or three vowels following in immediate suc-

cession does not seem to be of regular occurrence, and there are no

fixed rules governing this process. The following usages may. how-

ever, be stated to prevail:

(1) Short or long i or u following a vowel of different quality form

diphthongs.

a

The combination i+ u^ however, does not form a diphthong (see

10).

tsmu'- (to assemble) + -lie tsmu^tc xint (they) assembled

30.15, 16

qa'ntcya (from where) + -lie qantcya
l
'tc from where

gatcu- (to drink) + -itxcfin qatcu
if txcfin (they) drink (from) it

76.12

(2) A short vowel preceding another short vowel or a diphthong is

contracted with the following vowel into a short or long vowel or

into a diphthong.

9
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a'tsa (thus) + -aux a'tsaux thus they two . . .

waana'wa (to talk to each waana'waux they two talk to each

other) + -aux other 10. 4

sea (this) + -alxaux sEal'xaux on tnis they two . . .

88.18

xafts/u (two) + -aux xa'tsfux they two . . .

yalga'a"
1

(a hole) + -un ya'lqcfin (they) dig holes 84. 5

au'tclsi (camas) 4- -aux au'teisaux yuwa}' camas they two

dig 96.18

(3) The obscure vowel E is contracted with all vowels preceding

it into a vowel of a clear

hau- (to quit) + -Em, ha'um quit!

na (I) + -Eml namEl of me 20.6

sEairna (him) + -Eml s^^na'ml of him

An exception is

wa- (to speak) + -Em wa'am speak!

(4) Two long vowels of similar qualities immediately following each

other are contracted into one long vowel.

psku- (to play shinny) + -us pEku'
us (locative case) 78.18

A peculiar case of contraction has apparently taken place in the

genitive case lqlanu
irml OF HIDES 102.1, composed of Iqla'nu HIDE, and

-Eml, the genitive case-ending (see 87).

Another process of contraction takes place whenever a personal pro-

noun (see 24) is added to the suffix -yaxs, which expresses the past

durative tense (see p. 526). In such cases the suffix -yaxs is invaria-

bly contracted into -Ixs. Attention may be called to the fact that in

this case we are dealing with a process that is of a character opposite

to the diphthongization of -$, which has been discussed in 7.

aus- to sleep 24.1 au'slxsbn I have been sleeping,

instead of au'syaxs^n

qatcu- to drink 76.13 qa'tcwcfixsin I have been drinking,
instead of qa'tcuyaxsin

psku'- to play shinny 9.4 pa!~ku
lxsanx you have been play-

ing shinny, instead ofpa'kuyax-
sanx

lit!- to eat 13.10 ll't/lxs he has been eating, instead

of ll't!yaxs

9
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10. Vocalic Hiatus

In cases where contraction has not taken place, two vowels occur-

ring in immediate succession are separated by means of an inserted h

or by means of the accent. No definite rules could be found that

would show under what circumstances either of these processes may
be employed. Separation of two vowels by means of an inserted h

occurs more regularly than separation by means of accent.

M!q!a (dentalia shells) + -a% hiq/ahaFni consisting of dentalia

shells 70.6

Lxau' (pole)-f-w.E Lxau'hmE with a spear (in his

hand) 64.11

mrMl' (mother-in-law) + -Itin instill'hltin my mother-in-law

Ifi'a 1

(salmon) + -anx Wlat'anx xaya
1 ' salmon they catch

82.13, 14

LI'U (he came) + -un Llu'un he arrived 16.3

11. Vocalic Harmony

The tendency towards vocalic euphony is so inconsistent in Siuslaw,

that one is almost tempted to deny the presence of such a process.

The two examples I have been able to find are extremely unsatisfac-

tory and do not permit the formulation of any clearly defined rules.

haf'mut (all) + -Eml hatmutu'ml of all

qa'xun high up, above 34.21 ga
u'xun on top 32.19

$12. Effects of Accent

Besides the frequent tendency to lengthen the vowel of the syllable

on which it falls, or to lend to it a clear quality, the loss of accent

shortens or obscures the quantity of the stem-vowel as soon as it is

shifted to one of the suffixed syllables. This law appears with such

regular frequency as to make it a characteristic trait of Siuslaw

phonology.

While examples covering the whole vocalic system could not be

obtained, the following rules seem to prevail:

(1) The -, i-, and u- vowels of the stem, when they lose their

accent, are changed into open i (written here $) or obscure vowels

whenever they precede or follow non-labialized consonants.

(2) These vowels are changed for the sake of harmonization into

short u whenever they appear before or after labialized consonants

or 10.

10-12
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(3) The unaccented diphthongs lose the second element, especially

in cases where the stem-vowel is followed by the accented verbalizing

suffixes -a* and -u* (see 75).

Examples showing the change of a-, *-, and u- vowels before or

after non-labialized consonants:

maftl dam 48.10

tsfaln pitch 26. 6

maatc it lay 32.22

yax- to see 34.4

tcin (they) came back 7.7
' arrow 50.1.1

sl'xa1 boat 56.5

smut''- to end 20. 5

huun- to be dark 34.8, 9

sun- to dive 64.21

mitl'yu'
u the art of making dams

48.11

mEtl'txaux they two always made
dams 50.12, 13

ts/Una'tc with pitch 24.1

mitcufwi many were lying 36.27

mEtcafwanx they intended to lie

down 38.23

yixa'yun he saw it 58.13

tcEnl'tc xint he went back 58.15, 16

t&L/a? he shot 50.20

tsiL/l'tc by means of an arrow 15.8

SExaP'tc into (a) boat 34.5

smWu*' it ends 14.6

hwinu1'
it is dark

sinu*' he dives

Change of a-, i- (and u-) vowels before or after labialized conso-

nants or 10:

md'q
uL crow 34.23 mu

gwa
fLEm of crow 34.21

ya'wlsun (you) will pick 36.18 yuwa 1' he digs 96.18

Uqwa'
atmi trunk of a tree Uqutml'a

ux qaa
if into the stem

the}^ two went 92.6

mukwair he cuts

92.5, 6

ml'kutux he will cut

Treatment of diphthongs:

xaftc- to roast (meat) 90.8

o hunt 15.3

xatca*' he roasts (meat)
u
l
Enx paLnl'tx they are hunting

82.16, 17

am*' he sleeps 70.2

tc!hacuir he is glad

qutfa
1 ' he dreams

Shortening of the stem-vowel frequently takes place after the suf-

fixation of an additional syllable, regardless of whether the accent

had been shifted or not.

12

aus- to sleep 23.9

tc!hauc- to be glad 23.3
- to dream 68.21
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ya^xa* much, many 8. 5 ya'xtux (ye two) will multiply 32.6

yExa
l
'tcwax xi'ntls they (dual) con-

tinually multiply 98.12

t/amc infant 40. 19 ttt'mct/Hux (they) will raise chil-

dren 32.3

tdmtca'mfi ax 27.10 tdmtd'mya (locative case) 29.1

In a few instances accent and suffixation have caused the loss or

addition of a vowel, and hence that of an extra syllable.

qmtcu'ni woman 30.21 qlutcnat' (when) he marries 76.8

mit/a'sk'tn step-father m^.VsPm'^mmystep-fatherlOO.5
waai'muxu (they two) talk to waa'ysmxust (they two) begin to

each other 10.7 talk to each other 56.4

waat'mxustx (they) began to talk

to each other 64.20, 21

qayu'
wints stone qay

una'tsltc upon the rock 62.11

13-17. Consonantic Processes

13. Consonantic MetatJiesis

This change affects mostly the subjective suffix for the third per-

son dual -aux (see 24), and (very seldom) the Consonantic combina-

tion n -\-s or n+ ts.

In the first instance -aux is transposed into -wax (contracted some-

times into -ux) or whenever it is added to stems or words that pre-

cede the verbal expression (see 26). This transposition never takes

place when the pronoun is suffixed to the verb.

tsim (always) + -aux tsi'mwax always they two . . .

50.10

pEm's (skunk) + -aux ants pEm's
wax those two skunks

88.6, 7

ants (that one) + -aux a'ntsux those two 52. 3, 5

s*atsl'tc (thus) + -aux sEatsl'tcwax thus they two 50. 15, 16
u
l (and, then) + -aux u

'l
wax and they two

an'tsitc (this his) + -aux a'ntsitcxu these their two 50.4

This transposition is seldom absent; and parallel forms, like a'ntsaux

and a'ntsux 50.12, stl'maux 50.21, and stl'mwax 52.20, are extremely
rare. As a matter of fact, the tendency towards the metathesis of

-aux is so great that it takes place even in cases where -aux is suf-

fixed to stems ending in a vowel.

13
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qwoa'txa
1

(beaver) + -aux qwoa'txa ax they two (he and)
beaver 52.4

tsiml'l'd (muskrat) + -aMa? ts&mU'a!wax they two (he and)
muskrat 54.19

The transposition of n -f s and ts actually occurs in a few instances

only, although 1 have no doubt that under more favorable con-

ditions a greater number of cases could have been collected (see

also p. 599).

ants . . . hai

qa
if

. . . when tsafnd" Ll'utux when it will come
he comes ashore 82.5 (this way) 62.21, 22

. . . ants tkiva'myax when it tsa'ntci if you ... 74.8

closed up 78.3
faZ*' nats if not ... 29.7

14* Consonantic Euphony

This law requires that the consonants of the ^'-series should corre-

spond to the quality of the vowel preceding or following it. Hence

all velar and palatal ^-sounds following a w-vowel become labialized.

Owing to the fact that Siuslaw does not possess anterior palatal

sounds, harmonization of consonants does not take place after or

before ^'-vowels.

lk!anu'ku screech owl 86. 1 Ikwa'nuf hat

tcu'xus vulva 90.16 tfa'ntuq/wl moccasins

qo'x
um off shore 34.6 ts/u'xwl spoon

cuqwa'an roast 90.12 Jc!uxwma1 '

ice appears 76.13

qo'q
u knee cu'kwa sugar

1

15. Simplification of Double Consonants

Double consonants, when not kept apart by means of an inserted

weak vowel (see 4), are usually simplified. This process especially

takes place between two t and n sounds, in which case the repeated

consonant is dropped. This phonetic law is of great importance; and

it should always be borne in mind, because it affects the subjective

suffix for the first person singular -n, when following the transitive

form in -un. In such cases the subjective pronoun is invariably

dropped; and since the third person singular has no distinct suffix, it

becomes at times rather difficult to comprehend by which of these two

persons a given action is performed ( 24, 28).

i English loan-word.

14-15
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hated I (tall, long) + -'u

ytikt (big) + -*V*
wan (now) + -nxan

si'^xyun (he wants it) -f -n

anxa'xaun (he gives it up) + -n

mi'ltc&st (he begins to burn) +
tx

yak/l'tc (in pieces) + -yax+
-aam

Compare, on the other hand,

Vkwa'yun (he takes it) + -nx

L/wa'nisun (he keeps on tell-

ing him) + -nx

ha'tcu'u a long (time) 48.3

yikfu'
wi

large size

wo1nxan now we (excl.) 30.13

si'nixyun I want it 30.4

anxa'xa^n I give him up 60. 1 1

mi'ltcfefa Lad his mouth be-

gins to burn 29.3

yak/ltcya'xam into pieces it

was cut 29.4

VJcwa'yunanx you get it 48.18

L/wa'nlsunanx you keep on

telling him 17.2

16. Modifications of t and k

Siuslaw seems to have a tendency to avoid as much as possible

the clusters tn and Jen. Since the phonetic character of certain

suffixes causes t and n to come into contact frequently, there are

many cases of sound shiftings due to the influence of n upon the pre-

ceding t. Combinations of this kind are the passive suffixes -utnE and

-IsutnE (see 58, 59). In these cases the closure is not formed,

but replaced by a free emission of breath, thereby changing these suf-

fixes into -unE and -IsunE respective^. It is not inconceivable that

this process may have a dialectic significance, differentiating the Lower

Umpqua and Siuslaw dialects, because it was noticed that William

Smith (who spoke the latter dialect) never used the forms -utns and

-Isutns; while his wife *

(a Lower Umpqua Indian) invariably hesi-

tated to acknowledge the correctness of the use of -UUE and -Isuns.

But as I had no other means of verifying this possibility, I thought it

advisable to discuss this change as a consonantic process. The dialectic

function of the process under discussion may be borne out further by
the fact that in a good many instances these two suffixes occur in

parallel forms.

waaif he says 8.9 waa'yutns 20.6

d'nxl- to desire 18.5 sVrixyutnE IS.4

waa'yuns he is told

72.3

si'^xyuns it is de-

sired 20.4

16

1 See Introduction.
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hate* - to ask 66.16 hattfa'yutnE 68.3 hattfayu'^uE he is

xnl'wnutnE 62.9xnlwn- to do 10.5

waair he says 8.9

Ll'u- to come 8.3 L/iL/wl'sutnE 26.2

gaLx- to count 8.5 qa'Lxutns 62.8

Jcfaha*' he invites

tutca1 ' he spears
62.2

hdkwa1' he drops

tqulu
ir he shouts

92.6

haWtx they shout

13.11

asked 66.23

xnl'wnunE it is done

wacfi'sunE he is con-

tinually told 23.10

Ll'wlsunE he is con-

tinually approached
26.6

qa'LxlsunE (they) are

continually counted

62.11

tanx Ic !aha!yutnE this one you are invited

24.3

tutca'yutnE it is speared 8.7

hakwa'yunE it is thrown 8.7

tqulu'yunE he is shouted at 78.3

Utah'suns he is continually shouted at

14.2

cfcl'x- to move 27.3 cftfl'xisutnE he is continually shaken 27.2

li
l

yats- to put on Wya'tslsutnE it is continually put on 11.7

11.8

The verbal suffix -t expressing periphrastically the idea TO HAVE, TO

BE WITH SOMETHING (see 76), is very often dropped when followed

by the subjective pronouns that begin with n (see 24; see also 88).

atsl'tcfitin ha1 thus 1 think sEatsl'tcfin ha 1 thus 1 think 21.7

na'mElltin wa'as my language na'mElln wa'as my language
36.13

L/a'itanxan our residence na'mEllnxan our . . . 102.5

100.3

hlirslnxan hltslri
good (was) our

house 100.13

The same tendency of dropping a consonant prevails in clusters con-

sisting of k + n.

taak (this here) + -nx tanx this one thou 20. 6

tcP~k (this here) -\--nxan ta'nxan these ones we ... 25.3

The dropping of k in these instances may also be explained as

having resulted from the abbreviation of taak into IE (see 115);

the more so, as an analogous case is furnished by the local adverb

16
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stlmk THERE, which usually loses its ~k before all following sub

jective suffixes (see 119).

stlmk (there) 30.18 +~nx stl'msnx there they . . . 32.3

stlmkts (there you two) 32.12 stlmts there you two . . . 32.6

stl'mtd there you (pi.) 32.8

17. Minor Consonantic Changes

In this section those changes affecting the consonants will be dis-

cussed, for which not enough examples could be found to permit the

formulation of clearly defined rules.

Here belongs in first place the apparent change of a sonant into a

fortis in initial reduplication, a process exemplified by only three

cases.

Ll'u- to come 9.2 L/lL/wl'sutnE he is continually ap-

proached 26.2

L/lL/wa'xam he is approached
16.3

tEinu'- to assemble 7.8 t/Emtlma'xam people assemble

about him (passive) 23.3

Another sporadic change is that of q and q! into k before the suffix

of place -a mu (see 103).

yaq
u*- to look 9.1 yikyaFmu a place from where one

can see, a vantage point

ma'q/l- to dance 28.7 mEkyaPmu a dance hall

Compare, however, on the other hand,

yaq
u
*ya'waxan I intend to look 25.8,9

mi'nq/yEm buy a woman!

A third doubtful process consists in the change which the modal

adverb feu? xyal'x ALMOST, NEARLY (see 121), undergoes whenever

used with the subjective pronouns for the second person singular or

third person plural (see 24). In such cases the form obtained is

always 7cwl'nEx yal'x THOU ALMOST, THEY ALMOST, which may be ex-

plained as a result of a simplification from Jcui+ -nx j
rxyal'x (see 15).

ku* xyal'x smu'ffa it almost is hm fnEx yal'x Jcu*na'wun you almost
the end 10.9, 11.1 beat him

Jcfunnx yal'x Ll'iml they had al-

most arrived 66.25

17
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18. GRAMMATICAL PROCESSES

All grammatical categories and syntactic relations are expressed in

Siuslaw by one of the following four processes:

(1) Prefixation.

(2) Suffixation.

(3) Reduplication.

(4) Phonetic changes.

Prefixation as a means of expressing grammatical categories is

resorted to in only two instances. Almost all grammatical ideas are

expressed by means of suffixes. A singular trait of the suffixes in

Siuslaw is presented by the fact that the adverbial suffixes are added

to the locative form of the noun and must precede the pronominal

suffixes. Reduplication is practically confined to the formation of

intensive and durative actions; while phonetic changes are employed

for the purpose of forming the discriminative case and of expressing

duration and intensity of action.

19. IDEAS EXPRESSED BY GRAMMATICAL PROCESSES

By far the majority of stems that constitute the Siuslaw vocabulary

are neutral, receiving their respective nominal or verbal significance

from the functional character of the suffix that is added to them. All

stems expressing our adjectival ideas are in reality intransitive verbs.

Of the two prefixes employed as a means of expressing grammatical

categories, one indicates relationship, while the other points out the

performer of an action.

The suffixes are overwhelmingly verbal in character; that is to say,

they indicate ideas of action and kindred conceptions. Hence they

are employed for the purpose of expressing activity, causation,

reciprocity, the passive voice, the imperative and exhortative modes,

etc. The pronouns denoting both subject and object of an action are

indicated by suffixes, as are also the possessive relations that may
exist between the object of a sentence and its subject. All temporal

ideas are conveyed by means of suffixes, and Siuslaw shows a remark-

able development of this category, having distinct suffixes that

express inception, termination, frequency, duration, intention of

performing an action, as well as the present, future, and past tenses.

Other ideas that are expressed by means of verbal suffixes are mainly

18-19
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modal in character, indicating distribution, negation, location of

action, and the attempt to perform a given act.

Nominal suffixes are, comparatively speaking, few in number, and

express chiefly adverbial ideas, such as local relationships and instru-

mentality. They are used, furthermore, for the purpose of forming
abstract concepts, diminutive and augmentative nouns, and also ex-

press cases of nouns.

Ideas of plurality are hardly developed; for, with the exception of

two suffixes that express plurality of the subject of the sentence,

Siuslaw has no other grammatical means of indicating plurality of

action or of nominal concepts. Distinct verbal and nominal stems for

singular and plural subjects or objects, such as are employed in other

languages, do not exist. Plurality of subject and object is sometimes

indicated by particles.

Reduplication expresses primarily repetition and duration of action;

while phonetic changes serve the purpose of denoting the performer

and intensity of action.

The grammatical function of particles covers a wide range of ideas,

pertaining chiefly to the verb. Some express finality of action, sources

of knowledge, emotional states, connection with previously expressed

ideas, others have an exhortative and restrictive significance.

In the pronoun, three persons, and a singular, dual, and plural, are

distinguished. Grammatical gender does not exist. The first per-

son dual has two distinct forms, one indicating the inclusive (i AND

THOU), and the other the exclusive (i AND HE). In like manner the first

person plural shows two separate forms, one expressing the inclusive

(i AND YE), and the other the exclusive (i AND THEY).

The demonstrative pronoun, while showing a variety of forms, does

not accentuate visibility or invisibility, presence or absence, and near-

ness or remoteness, in relation to the three pronominal persons.

The numeral is poorly developed, exhibiting forms for the cardinals

only. Means of forming the other numerals do not exist. They are

expressed mostly by the cardinals. The ordinals are sometimes indi-

cated by means of an adverbial suffix.

The syntactic structure of the sentence presents no complications.

The different parts of speech may shift their position freely without

affecting the meaning of the sentence. Nominal incorporation and

19
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words that are compounds of independent stems do not exist, and

words denoting nominal or verbal ideas can be easily recognized

through the character of their suffixes.

MORPHOLOGY ( 20-136)

Prefixes ( 20-21)

Siuslaw has only two prefixes, -a fact that stands out most conspicu-

ously when we consider the large number of prefixes that are found

in some of the languages spoken by the neighboring tribes. Of these

two prefixes, one is employed for the purpose of denoting nouns of

relationship, while the other forms the discriminative case of nouns

and pronouns.

20. Prefix of Relationship m-

This prefix is found in a limited number of terms of relationship.

All these terms occur also in Alsea,
1 and it is quite conceivable that

they represent loan-words assimilated by means of this prefix. By
far the majority of nouns expressing degrees of relationship occur

without the prefix m-. Owing to the fact that Siuslaw does not permit

an m to appear in initial consonantic clusters, the prefix is often

changed into mi- (see 4).

The following is a complete list of all terms employed in Siuslaw

for the purpose of denoting the different degrees of relationship.

English Siuslaw

Father mtta 2

Mother mtta 3

Elder brother mat/I' 4

Younger brother muu'sku 5

Elder sister ntisi'a1 8

Younger sister mictdfi

Grandfather LipL, LipL'ma, (see 84)

Grandmother TcamL, TcamL'ma (see 84)

Grandson llml'stfin (see S3)

Granddaughter Itskd'n

Paternal uncle, stepfather mit/a'stfin (see 83)

Maternal uncle t!a'asits!V

Paternal and maternal aunt ku'la

1 See p. 437, note 1. * Alsea hdft!. Alsea sofa.

2 Alsea fl. 5 Alsea mu'Mk: 7 Alsea tfd'atsa.

a Alsea M.

20
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Parent-in-law mskll' x

Son-in-law mu'n(%)
2

Daughter-in-law te'mxan (f)

Brother-in-law, sister-in-law ta'maxt 3

Stepmother mUastfi'l'ma, (seo 83, 84)

Stepbrother muusku'l'ma (see 84)

Stepsister (?)

Nephew (son of brother) lip

Nephew (son of sister); step- tfat*

son

Niece (daughter of brother) li'pxan (?)
5

Niece (daughter of sister); tinl*

stepdaughter (?)

Term of relationship, by mar- xayu'sL
7

riage, after the death of the

person that caused this kin-

ship

In addition to these terms of kinship, I have obtained a few other

stems, whose exact rendering did not seem to be very clear in the

minds of my informants. Thus, William Smith maintained that

gfaWntl* denoted ELDER SISTER; while Louisa Smith thought she

remembered that taq/l'iob signified BROTHER-IN-LAW. Other terms that

may belong here are the nouns tcma'nl (rendered by my interpreter

by COUSIN), that seemed to be used in addressing a non-related member

of the tribe; ts'il'mu't FRIEND, referring to a person outside the

consanguinity and affinity group; tsi'mqma PEOPLE, FOLKS; and ts'q

RELATIVE (see 123).

21. Discriminative q- (qa-)

This prefix is added to all terms of relationship and to all independ-

ent pronouns for the first and second persons, whenever they are the

subject of a transitive action or whenever the presence of both a

nominal subject and object in one and the same sentence necessitates

the discrimination of the subject. The discriminative case of nouns

1 Alsea mak-l.

2 Alsea mun.
a Alsea temxt SISTER-IN-LAW.
4 Likewise so by Dorsey for "nephew." The use of this term for "stepson

" contradicts the term for

"stepfather."
5 Frequently rendered COUSIN.
8 Th same contradiction as mentioned in note 4.

7 Coos xa'yustatc.
2 Alsea qa'sint.

21
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other than terms of relationship is formed by means of an internal

phonetic change (see 111). The same case for the independent per-

sonal pronouns for the third person will be found discussed in 113

(pp. 575 et seq.). The rules of consonantic clusters change this prefix

frequently into qa- (see 4).

mita father 54.22

muu'sku younger brother 56.6

mtta mother 54.23

na 1 21.8

na'han I 40.14

qamita'to wi'ltcwtun her father

sent her 92.20
w
l wan waha'haPn qa'msk

utc now

again (said to him) his younger
brother 56.20, 21

a'laq qlutci'l'ma ta'yun qamila'-
altin one old woman kept (in

her house) my mother 100.12

tsri'Tdyanx qna s%'ri
i

xyuts very
much thee I like 22.7

L/xu'yun qna'han I know it 19.9

hlifsanx ma'nlsuts qnl'x
ats well

thou shalt always take care of

me 22.2, 3
ulnx qnl'xPts xriVwriisun and you

will continually do it 98.10

qna'xun Lslu'yuts we two (excl.)

hit thee

qna'nxan ya'q
uhlsuts we (excl.)

will watch thee 72. 6

qwatc L/xu'yun he who knows it

44.8

Tcumif
ntc*nl qioatc Tcu^nlsuts not

us (excl.) anybody will ever

beat 72.17

Suffixes ( 22-105)

22. General Remarks

Besides the few ideas that are conveyed by means of other gram-
matical processes (such as prefixation, reduplication, etc.), Siuslaw

employs sufiixation as a means of forming practically all of its mor-

phological and syntactic categories. These suffixes are either simple

or they are compounded of two or more distinct formative elements.

The compound suffixes usually have the cumulative significance of

their separate component parts. In many cases, owing to far-reaching

22

nau'xun we two (excl.) 36.15

na'nxan we (excl.)

watc who, somebody 10.1
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phonetic changes, the derivation of the compound suffixes can not be

given with certaint}
7
.

From a functional point of view all suffixes may be divided into a

verbal and a non-verbal group; the former used in the formation of

verbal ideas, the latter employed for the purpose of conveying gram-
matical concepts of a nominal, adjectival, or adverbial character. In

one or two instances we do find a suffix denoting both verbal and

nominal ideas. This is especially true of the suffix -uu
,
-uwi

,
which

may indicate an act performed by several subjects, or else the abstract

concept of that action (see 79, 97); and of the auxiliary -tf,
which is

also employed in the formation of a number of words denoting adjec-

tival ideas. (See 76, 104.) While it might have been more proper

to discuss such suffixes in a separate chapter as "Neutral Suffixes,"

practical considerations have induced me to treat them in accordance

with their functional values, notwithstanding the fact that this treat-

ment entails some repetition.

The majority of Siuslaw stems are neutral, and receive their respec-

tive nominal or verbal meaning from the nature of the suffix that is

added to them. There are, however, a few stems denoting adverbial

ideas that can under no circumstances be amplified by nominal suffixes.

Furthermore, it seems to be a general rule that nominalizing suffixes

can not be added to a stem that has already been verbalized by some

verbal suffix; while numerous instances will be found where a stem

originally developed as a verbal idea, and nominalized by means of

suffixes, can again be verbalized by adding to the derivative noun an

additional verbal suffix.

The following examples will serve to illustrate the three possibilities

that prevail in the derivation of verbs and nouns.

(1) NEUTRAL STEMS:
Stem. Verb

tslL/- to shoot 8.6 ts%L!air he shoots 10. 3

Vt!a1 ' he eats 44.19

hfa/a/tnu!** they live

wait it snows

tsxaya
1' L/a'a* day

breaks 50.3

a'ntsux ya'lqa^n they
twodig (the ground)
84.5

$/- to eat 13.10

kits- to live

ult- to snow
tsxa 1- to shine (?)

llq- to dig 80.6

Noun

tsl'L/l arrow 50.7

ll'tfa1 food 34.23

hltslH house 25.2

u'ltl snow 76.10

tsxayu'
wi

day, sun

7.3

yalqa'a^ hole (in the

ground) 84.6

22
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(2) ADVERBIAL PARTICLES:

sEa'tsa thus 8.7

waha! again 19.5

(3) NOUNS:

qi'utc female
52.17

plctc-f

waa- to speak 7.1

Noun

glutcu'nt

30.21

plctcEm
46.11

wa'as language
34.21

yaftsa sEa'tsEyax for a long time

he did it thus 11. 3, 4

sEatsl'xamyax thus it was done

32.16

waha'haPn qa'msk
ute again (said

to him) his younger brother

56.21

wa'^tunx mu
qwa'LEmtc wa'as

you will again (talk) Crow's

language 38.8, 9 1

Verb

glutcna? (when)
he marries 76.8

plctclma? (when)
it gets summer
54.2

sEaina/
mltG wa'as

waa '

syaxa^n his

language he

spoke 36.14

woman

summer

Verbal Suffixes ( 23-81)

23. INTRODUCTORY

The study of the verbal suffixes of Siuslaw brings out a strong ten-

dency to phonetic amalgamation between different groups of suffixes,

by which the component elements are often obscured. For this

reason the question of an ultimate relationship between many of the

suffixes that occur in Siuslaw can not be ascertained as easily as

might seem at first sight, owing chiefly to the fact that in most of the

compound suffixes the originally separate elements have undergone
considerable phonetic changes and have become to a large extent

petrified. However, a careful examination of the phonetic composi-

tion of those suffixes that convey kindred psychological and gram
matical concepts will show that certain phonetic elements of a given

suffix may have served originally to conduce one leading idea, and

have amalgamated, in the course of time, with other suffixes, thereby

showing a genetic relationship between many of the verbal suffixes.

i See also 135.

3045 Bull. 40, pt 212 30
23
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Thus, -u may have had primarily a transitive indicative function

occurring in the suffixes -un (see 28), -uts (see 29), -ux (see 30), etc.

In like manner, -ts- may have been the proto-suffix that indicated pro-

nominal relations between subject and object, being present in suffixes

like -uts (see 29), -smts (see 31), -utsm- (see 34), -ults (see 36),

-Its (see 42), etc.; and -I- seems to have been originally a modal

suffix, denoting chiefly the possession of the object of the verb by

another person or thing, because it is found in suffixes like -ul

(see 35), -ults (see 36), -ll (see 45), -llts (see 46), etc. To all

appearances -I must have been an independent suffix implying a com-

mand, for it enters into composition with imperative and exhortative

suffixes like -Is (see 62), -Us (see 42), -Imts (see 44), -ll (see 45),

-llts (see 46), -lxm% (see 63), -Inl (see 41), etc.; and -to was

undoubtedly the general adverbial suffix.

The following table will best illustrate the plausibility of relation-

ships between some of the suffixes that occur in Siuslaw. The forms

marked with an asterisk (*) represent the probable original suffix,

while the other forms indicate the suffixes as they appear today.

*-u indicative

-un direct object of third per-

son (see 28)

-uts direct object of first and

second persons (see 29)

-ux indirect object of third

person (see 30)

-utsm object possessed by sub-

ject, but separable from it

(see 34)

-ul object possessed by a third

person object (see 35)

-ults object possessed by a first

or second person object (see

36)

-yun, -lwyun exhortative (see

-awun intentional (see 70)

*-ts pronominal relations be-

tween subject and object

23

-uts direct object of first and sec-

ond persons (see 29)

-smts indirect object of first and

second persons (see 31)

-utsm object possessed by subject,

but separable from it (see 34)

-ults object possessed by a first or

second person object (see 36)

-Its imperative with direct object
of the first person (see 42)

-Imts imperative with indirect ob-

ject of the first person (see 44)

-llts imperative with object pos-
sessed by a first person (see 46)

-tsx imperative expressing posses-

sive interrelations between ob-

ject and subject (see 47)

-Itsms exhortative expressing pos-

sessive interrelations between

object and subject (see 48)

*-l imperative
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-lwyun, -ml exhortative with

direct object of the third

person (see 41)

-Us imperative with the direct

object of the first person (see

42)

-Imts imperative with indirect

object of the first person (see

44)

-ll imperative denoting that

object is possessed by a third

person (see 45)

-llts imperative denoting that

object is possessed by a first

person (see 46)

-ItsmE exhortative with posses-
sive interrelations between

object and subject (see 48)

-Is imperative for transitive

verbs (see 62)

-Ixmfi intransitive exhorta-

*-l possessive interrelations be-

tween object and subject
-ul object possessed by a third per-
son object (see 35)

-ults object possessed by a first or

second person object (see

36)

-ultx, -xamltx passive with posses-

sive relations of subject (see

39)

-ll imperative denoting that object
is possessed by a third person

(see 45)

-llts imperative denoting that

object is possessed by a first

person (see 46)

-Z (?) exhortative (see 64)

*-tc adverbial

-t<? tentative (see 52)

-tc local (see 90)

-lie modal (see 94)

tive (see 63)

In discussing these suffixes it seems convenient to begin with the

group that appears in the sentence in terminal position and proceed

backwards with our analysis. According to this treatment, we may
distinguish

(1) Pronominal suffixes.

(2) Objective forms.

(3) Modal sufiixes.

(4) Temporal sufiixes.

(5) Verbalizing sufiixes.

(6) Plural formations.

(7) Irregular suffixes.

PRONOMINAL SUFFIXES ( 24-26)

24. The Subjective Pronouns

The pronouns denoting the subjects of an action, transitive and

intransitive, as well as pronominal objects, are expressed by means of

sufiixes that invariably stand in terminal position. The third person

singular has no distinct form. The first persons dual and plural have

24
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distinct forms for the inclusive and exclusive. The same pronouns

are used for all modes and voices. In the imperative the second per-

son singular is omitted.

The following table will serve to illustrate what may be called the

fundamental type of the subjective pronouns:

Singular Dual Plural

1st person sing. .
]

,
to

, , . . -n -ns -nl
Inclusive du. and pi. J

*

2d person nx -ts -tci

3d person
- -aux -nx

Exclusive du. and pi. . -auxun, -axun -nxan

It would seem that the exclusive forms are derived from the third

persons dual and plural and the first person.

These suffixes appear also in the independent personal pronouns (see

113). The suffix for the first person singular, -n, disappears regularly

after the transitive -un (see 15), and the confusion that might arise

from the fact that the transitive form for the third person singular

ends in -un also, is avoided by accentuation of the first person singular

as the subject of an action by the additional use of the independent

pronoun that either precedes or follows the verb.

The second person singular and the third person plural happen to

consist of the same phonetic elements, -nx. Ambiguity of meaning in

both forms is avoided* by addition of the independent personal pro-

nouns. The suffix for the third person dual undergoes frequent

changes, which have been fully discussed in 13.

The rules regulating consonantic clusters require the insertion of an

obscure (or weak) vowel between stems ending in a consonant and

any of the subjective suffixes that begin with a consonant (see 4).

According to the manner in which the subjective pronouns are

added to a given verbal stem, the verbs may be divided into the five

following distinct groups:

(1) Verbs that add the pronominal suffixes directly to the stem or

that take them after the verbalizing suffixes -a1 and -ul
.

(2) Verbs that end in -I.

24
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(3) Certain verbs that end in x.

(4) Verbs that express the third person singular by means of stem

amplification (see 112).

(5) Verbs that end in -a.

The first group presents no difficulties whatsoever. The subjective

pronouns are added directly to the stem or else follow the verbalizing

suffixes -a* and -u* (see 75) .

A number of verbs seem to end in -$, which undergoes a pho-

netic change whenever the pronominal suffixes are added to it. Thus,

it is shortened when followed by the pronoun for the first person

singular, and it undergoes the process of diphthongization (see 7)

whenever a pronoun for any of the other persons is added to it.

Whenever the third person singular is to be expressed, the verb

appears with 4, which is often diphthongized into -ya. Verbs that

take the tentative suffix -ttf (see 52) and the frequentative -at!l

(see 68) are treated similarly.

A peculiar treatment is accorded to certain verbs that end in x.

Here belong only such verbs as have been amplified by means of the

modal suffix -Itfax (see 51) and of the temporal suffixes -awax, -tux,

and -yax (see 70, 73, 74). These suffixes do not change their pho-

netic composition when followed by the pronouns for the first person

singular and second persons dual and plural. However, as soon as

the subjective pronouns for any of the other persons are added to

them, the final x disappears. An exception to this rule is offered by
the future -tux (see 73) when followed by the pronoun for the third

person dual. In this case the final x is always retained. Whether

the disappearance of the x is due to contraction or to other causes,

can not be said with any degree of certainty.

The last two groups comprise verbs the stems of which undergo a

process of amplification whenever the third person singular is to be

expressed. Verbs belonging to the fourth group show an internal

change of the stem, while those of the fifth group add an a to the

bare stem. A full discussion of the phonetic character of these two

processes will be found in 112, p. 574.

24
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In accordance with these five types of verbs, the following tabular

arrangement of the pronominal suffixes may be presented:
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(2) Pronouns added to verbs that end i

xi'l'xel- to work 50.3

si'nxl- to desire 18.5

wi'nkl- to work 50.6

to work 50.3

xi'l'xcin I work

xVl'xcyafis we two (incl.) work

x&'l'xcyanl we (incl.) work

sftnixyanx (if) you desire 44.6

si'nfosyats you two desire

wftfnkyatcfc you are working
wi'nlcl he is working
xi'l'xal (xi'l'xcya) he is working

50.9

xVl'xcya
ux they two work

xVl'xcyanx they work
xi'l'xcya

uxun we two (excl.) are

working
tt&'l'xcyanxan we (excl.) are work-

ing.

(3) Pronouns added to certain verbs that end in x:

qatc
sn- to go, to start 8.2

aq- to run away 52.10

Ll'u- to come 8.3

aq- to run away 52.10

XWIL!- to return 12. 6

hutc- to play 8.8

Ll'u- to come 8.3

ttf it lives 32.21

mlku'- to cut 82.14

tsmu'- to assemble 7.3

Ll'u- to approach 8.3

aq- to run away 88.3

ta* it lives 32.21

Ll'u- to approach 8.3

aq- to run away 88.3

- qa'ttfntuxan I shall go 22.2

aqa'waxan I intend to run away
90.21

Ll'uyaxan I came

a'qtuns we two (incl.) shall run

away 92.2

aqa'wans we two (incl.) intend to

run away 90.23

Jtunl we (incl.) shall return

60.9

I'L !yanl we (incl. ) have returned

fiu'tctunl we (incl.) shall play 7.2

Llwa'wanx you intend to come 25.8

taif
yanx thou didst live

ml'kutuxts you two will cut 90.5

tEmu'tuxtciyou shall assemble 30.7

Ll'utux he will come 8.9

aqa'wax he intends to run away
86.15

to?yew (if) he lives 44. 12

Llu
ftuxaux they two will come

Ll
r

uya
ux they two came

aqa'wa
ux they two intend to run

away 86.18

24
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aq- to run away 88.3 a,qa'wa
uxtin we two (excl.) intend

to run away
Ll'u- to approach 8.3 m'utunxan we (excl.) will come

30.11

Li'uyanxan we (excl.) have come

(4) Amplification of stem:

llq- to dig 80.6 yalq (they two) dig 84. 7

ciltoi}- to flop tfyatx (they) flop (around) 36.23

haul - to be ready 8.10 ha'wa it is ready 23.10

Lion- to tell 16.9 L/waan he relates 16.6

(5) Verbs that end in -a:

hau'- to quit 11.4 ha'wa it is ready 23.10

wa- to speak 7.1 waa' he said 12.10

qa'tdn- to go 12.1 qa'tcpna he goes 36.1

wllw- to affirm 17.7 wllwa' he affirms 58.9

25. The Objective Pronouns

The same forms as those discussed in 24 are used to express the

pronominal objects. In these terms the verbal stem is followed by
an objective element, which in most cases is followed first by the

pronominal object, then by the pronominal subject. In all cases

where this composition would bring two consonants into contact they

are separated by a weak vowel (a or i).

The objective elements here referred to are -un, which expresses the

relation to the third person object, and -uts, which indicates the rela-

tion to the first and second persons. These will be treated more fully

in 27-29.

In all forms that express a relation of a second person subject or of

an exclusive subject to a singular pronominal object, the latter is

omitted, and the pronominal subject follows directly the objective

element before referred to. Perfect clearness is attained here, since

the objective element defines the person of the object. Thus the

forms THOU, YE TWO, YE, acting upon either first or second person,

can refer only to the first person; I AND HE, and I AND THEY, only to

the second, for otherwise they would be reflexives. In the combi-

nation I-THEE the subject is omitted. In the combinations I-HIM,

I-THEM TWO, I-THEM, the subject pronoun -n seems to have been con-

tracted with the n of the objective element (see 15); while in

THEY-ME the order of subject and object is reversed.

25
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These phenomena may be indicated in the following tabular form:

I. OBJECTIVE FORMS FOLLOWED BY SUBJECT

Third person object
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of these combinations may be indicated by means of the discrimina-

tive forms of the independent personal pronouns (see 21, 113).

All forms having a third person as the object do not, as a rale,

indicate the number of the subject. This is rather done by means of

the numeral xa'ts!u TWO for the dual, and the numeral particle hat'mut

ALL for the plural.

The difficulty arising from the fact that the suffix -unanx may
express THOU-HIM, etc., and THEY-HIM, etc., is bridged over by
the additional use of the independent pronouns for THOU and THEY

(see 113). This rule applies to all cases, so that it may be stated

that, whenever, by some process of contraction, simplification, or

abbreviation, two or more suffixes expressing identical relations be

tween subject and object are phonetically alike, their subjects are

indicated by the use of the independent pronominal forms. Thus,

for instance, the form -utsanx may express I-THEE, THOU-ME,
and HE-THEE. These are usually distinguished by means of the

pronouns gnal, qmxa
ts THOU, and sEas HE (see 113), that are placed

before or after the verb, denoting that the first, second, or third

person respectively is the subject of the action.

The third person singular has no subjective element, owing to the

fact that Siuslaw has no distinct form for that pronoun (see 24).

si'nxl- to desire 18.5 si'nfasyutsanx qua hutca'wax I

want thee to have fun 21.6

waa*' he says 19.3 sEatsl'tcEnx waa'yuts (when) thug

thee 1 tell 36.19

Vkwa1 ' he gets, he takes 82.6 sEa'tsanxtanxli

~kwa'yutsqna that's

why I (came to) get thee 21.3

Am- to take along 9.5 Wya'nyutsanx hltsi'stein I'll take

thee into my house 58.6

tcaq- to spear 68.18 ycfk
usin tcaqa'qcfin a seal I was

spearing 68.8

yag
u*- to look, to watch 9.1 ya'quyutsatsqna I will look at you

two

yax- to see 34.4 yixa'yuna
ux%n qua I see them two

xriiwn- to do 9.7 sEa'tsauxm xmyunl'
w
yun thus to

them two I will do it 88.17
tsmu'- to assemble 7.3 lcumi'ntc*tei nfatetftc ta'td tsmu'-

uts not you in vain these you I

assembled 30. 18, 19

25
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sEa'tsa thus 8.7

waa*' he says 8.9

'- to assemble 7.3

tqul- to shout 52.8

man- to take care of 38.13

L/waan- to tell 16.5

LElu 1 ' he is hitting

waa'- to speak 7.1

hln- to take along 9.5

L/XU- to know 19. 9

yax- to see 20.10

skwa- to stand 10.9

yax- to see 20.10

LEl'u 1 he hits

yax- to see 20.10

xbntm- to travel 13.3

Jcun- to beat 78.18

25

ssatsa'utsatc% thus I (do it) for you
32.14

hai'mutinxan waa'yun (to) all them
I tell it

temu'unanxin 1 assemble them

tqulu'yutsanx qm'x
ats thou art

shouting at me
htf'sanx ma'nlsuts qm'xats well

thou shalt always take care of

me 22. 2, 3

L/'wa'iwsunanx sEatsl'tc thou wilt

keep on telling him thus 17.2

Ina'tinx LElu'yutsa
uxun alwaj^s

thou art hitting us two (excl.)

LElu'yunanx tu'aux xa'ts/u thou art

hitting those two

ya
f

q
uh1sutsanxan hlrisa thou shalt

always watch us (excl.) well

70.14, 15

ya'quyunanx qm'x
ats thou wilt

look at them
waa'aPtsin he told me 58.18

atsl'tcin waa'aPts thus me he told

58.20

^n sEas Jd'nlxcfits qa
iha'ntc and

me he took way off 66.18

L!XU'yutsanx sEas thee he knows
td'JcEnx ybxa'yuts ma'q

uL u
l
Enx

wa'a^suts tsim wherever thee

sees Crow, to thee he will keep
on talking always 38.16, 17

skwaha'ha^n sEas he set it up
yixa'yun he sees it 70.2

LElu'yutsans sEas he is hitting us

two (incl.)

yixa'yutsa
uxun he is looking at us

two (excl.)
ulaux xi'ntmlsun he takes them

two along 92. 16

lcumi'ntcEnl qwatc Icu^nlsuts not

us (incl.) any one will ever beat

72.17
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yaq
u*- to look 9.1

Ll'u- to come 9.2

he hits

xnlwn- to do 9.7

1 '

he hits

xau' he died 40.21

LEluir he hits

ya'qu yutsanxan sEas he looks at

us (excl.)

Mya'tc^nxan L/l'L/uts people us

(excl.) came (to see) 100.8

LElu'yutsatd he is hitting you
ssa'sutsatc& LElu'yuts he is hitting

you
LElu'yunanx sEas he is hitting them
sEas hairmut LElu'yun he hits all

xnlwnl'wyuns 10.5 (abbreviated
from xnlwnl'wyunans) we two

(incl.) will do it

LElu'yutsa
uxun we two (excl.) are

hitting thee

qna'xun LElu'yuts we two (excl.)

are hitting thee

xau'nauxun ants ml'k/a kite we
two (excl.) killed that bad man
96.8.9

qna
u'xun LElu'yutsats we two

(excl.) are hitting you two

qna'xun LElu'yun we two (excl.)

are hitting him

LElu'yuna
uxun tu'aux xafts/u we

two (excl.) are hitting those two

qna'xun LElu'yutsatch we two

(excl.) are hitting you two

qna'xun
ulxun LElu'yun tu'a L/a'ai

we two (excl.) are hitting those

(many)

LElu'yutsats qnl'x^ts you two are

hitting me
LElu'yunats you two are hitting
him

qnl
f
xats LElu'yutsa

uxun you two

are hitting us two (excl.)

LElu'yunats tu'aux xa'ts/u you
two are hitting those two

qnl'xts
Ets hat'mutfnxan LElu'yuts

you two are hitting us (excl.) all

LElu'yunats hairmut you two are

hitting (them) all

sEa'swax LElu'yutsfai they two are

hitting me

25
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ya'x- to see 20.10

qnu- to find

he hits

L/xmlr/a
1' he kills

~k!a- to invite 16.3

hate'- to ask 66.16

yaq
u*- to look 9.1

si'nxl- to desire 18. 5

Lxul'- to dr^ 60.19

LEluir he hits

anx- to give up 54.12

yaq
u*- to look 9.1

hate'- to ask 66. 16

yaq
u*- to look 9.1

waair he says 19.3

25

yixa'yuna
ux they two saw him

62.20, 21
ulaux qnu'hun they two find it 56.9

sEa'swax LElu'yutsans they two are

hitting us two (incl.)

sEa'swax LElu'yutsanxan tney two
are hitting us two (excl.)

tua'swax LElu'yutsatci those two
are hitting you two

tua'swax LElu'yun haf'mut those

two are hitting (them) all

L/xmlya'yunanl we (incl.) will kill

him 28.3

qnanlL/xmlya'yun tu'anxwQ (incl. )

will kill those (all)

sEa'tsanxan kfaha'yuts that's why
we (excL) invite thee 24.10

a'tsanxan IE hatrfafyuts qua that's

why we (excl.) ask thee 74.15

qna'nxan ya'q
uhlsuts we (excl.)

will continually watch thee 72.6

si'ntxyunanxan Ll'utux we (excl.)

want him to come 17.2, 3

ya
a'xainxan Itfl'a

1

Lxuyu'yun lots

we (excl.) salmon dry it

qna'nxan Lslu'yutsats we (excl.)

are hitting you two

qna'nxan LElu'yun tu'aux xa'ts/u

we (excl.) are hitting those two

qna'nxan LElu'yutsatci' we (excl.)

are hitting you (pi.)

hai'mutinxan LElu'yun qna we

(excl.) are hitting (them) all

a!nxaHsatcl you (shall) let me
alone 27.5

yaq
u
"yl'

w
yutsatct haya'mut }

rou all

shall look at me 72.11, 12

hatc'a'yunatcb you (shall) ask her

74.10

ya'q
u
*yutsa

uxun qnl'xts
Etc$ you are

looking at us (excl.)

atsl'tcEnxan waa'yuts thus they
told me 46.20, 21
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l- to desire 18.5 L/xma'yanxm si'rixyuts (to) kill

me they want 21.9

ts^ha'yun he kills it 46.5, 6 ts^ha'yunanx ants ifimnctq they
kill that elk 82.17, 18

L/waan- to tell 16.5 tua'sEnx L/ona'yutsanl these told

us (incl.)

26. Position of Pronouns in Verbs Accompanied by Adverbial Forms

As has been stated before (see p. 474), the pronominal suffixes stand

in terminal position, and theoretically are added to the verb; but

whenever an adjective, an adverb, or a particle precedes the verb, the

pronouns are preferably suffixed to these and precede the verbal

expression. The verb appears in all such cases in what ma\T be called

the fundamental type (see pp. 470, 474).

ni'ctcim because 18.8 m'ctcimin mEq!ya'wax because I

intend to dance 72.12

kumi'ntc not 12.2 kum%'ntcPnxplnaif not you are sick

86.14

talk here tal'kEns aya
f

qa
l
tl tE si'xa1 here we

two (incl.) will leave this (our)

canoe 56.5

sqa
lk there 14.6 sqa

lkts qa'tc
E
ntux, sqa

lkts t!im-

ct/Hux there you two shall go,
there }

7ou two shall raise chil-

dren 32.5

sEatsl'tc thus 8.1 sEatsi'tcwax waana'wa thus they
two speak to each other 10.1, 2

hairna different 58.9 licPnanl hu'tctux differently we

(incl.) will play 11.2

ya^xa
1 much 8.5 ya

a'xalnxan kutcuif lots (of games)
we (excl.) play 70.19

trtJc where 34.2 twfktd hutcu1'

',
sEatsa'td xnl'wnls

where (ever) you play, thus you
will keep on doing it 72.20, 21

u
l and, then 7.4 ulnx wan td^i then they finally

returned 60.10, 11

The same tendency to suffix the subjective pronouns to adverbial

expressions that precede the verb is shown even in cases where a

verbal expression is preceded by a nominal subject or object.

Wya'tc people 60.25 h{

ya
f

tcEnx ll't/lsuts txti people thee

will eat just 13.10

L/wa'x messenger 7.7 Lwa'xEnxan tE Liu' (as) messen-

gers we (excl.) these come 30.6, 7

26
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Uqwa
a'tEm root, alder tree Uqutml'a

ux qaa
1
'

an alder tree they

92.5, 6 two entered 92.6

ya kus seal 62.4 yEku's
Enx tutcd1' sea-lions they

spear 62.2

qatx night 40. 14 qa
irxEnx a'l'du ya'q

uhltux (at) night
likewise you will watch 70.18, 19

OBJECTIVE FORMS ( 27-48)

27. Introductory

In sentences containing subject and object the interrelation between

them is expressed with great definiteness by means of suffixes that

precede the subjective and objective pronouns. My original inten-

tion was to treat these suffixes as pronominal elements; but the chief

objection to such a treatment lies in the fact that the pronouns, sub-

jective and objective, are repeated after them. Hence it was found

advisable to treat them as objective elements. In the expression of

the relations a distinction is made between third person objects on the

one hand, and first and second persons on the other. Furthermore,

the indirect object is distinguished from the direct object, and the

same classification of persons is found. The possessive relations

between the subject and the two objects are also expressed with great

clearness
; and, finally, a sharp line of demarcation is drawn between

the indicative, imperative, and passive modes.

It would seem that the following table represents all the suffixes

belonging to this group:

INDICATIVE
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Some of these forms are applicable to the present tense only, show-

ing different suffixes in other tenses. Thus, an entirely divergent

treatment is accorded to the suffixes denoting possessive interrelations

for the durative, intentional, and past tenses (see 37) .

For the purpose of greater clearness, these forms have been sub-

divided into the following four groups:

(1) Indicative forms denoting personal interrelations.

(2) Indicative forms expressing possessive interrelations between

object and subject.

(3) Passive suffixes indicating pronominal and possessive interrela-

tions.

(4) Imperative forms denoting pronominal and possessive interrela-

tions.

Indicative Suffixes Denoting Personal Interrelations ( 28-31)

28. Direct Object of Third Person -On (-a*n)

This suffix transforms nouns into verbs, transitivizes all verbs

expressing intransitive actions, and changes a transitive idea into a

causative concept. In all these cases the object must be a third person.

All stems ending in /-diphthongs change the i of the diphthong into y

before adding the transitive suffix (see 8). This suffix immediately

precedes the subjective pronouns, and hence invariably follows the

tense signs. For the interchange between -un and -cfin see 2.

~k!uxwina1 '

ice appears 76.13 Tc!uxwi'nun L/a'ai ice he made all

over 94.2, 3

L! trap 100.4 tskfa'lcL/un he sets traps
hole 84.6 a'ntsux yaflqraPn those two (who)

dig holes 84.5

sEa!tsa thus 8.7 sEatsa!un thus (he does it)

hlifsa well 12.2 hlsa'un he cures him
'unnx he is afraid 17.6 wVnxcfin she was afraid of him

86.1

dl'x it shook 36.10 ci'l'xun she shook him 58.4

inaltc- to burn 25.2 ma'ltcuun Llya'wa he made a fire

94.23

xau' he died 40.21 xau'un he killed him 96.13

maato it lay 32. 20 qaPx ma'tcun on top (they) put it

80.9

3045 Bull. 40, pt 216 31

28
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xnl'wnE (they two) do 48.12

L/waan he tells 16.5

waa! he says 12.10

waa1 he said 8.9

Vt!av he eats 44.19

yixa
ir

(they) look 66.6

tutca1'

(they) spear 62.2

ta* it sits 32.21

qnuhu
if he finds

tqutu* he shouted 92.6

ya'cphaH he looked 25.3
ulaux wl'lut they two affirmed

90.6

wa'ayax he spoke

xi'ntmiyax he traveled

xVntmls (you) will continu-

ally travel 13.3

wa'al
s he says continually 26. 8

Ll'u (they) came 9.3

xau' he died 40.21

yixa? he sees

hate'- to ask 66.16

xnl'wnun he did it 94.14
ulaux L!waa'nun they two told her

96.10

waa'aPn he said to him 20.7

waa'yun he told him 36.26

IHIa'yun he devoured him 15.2
u
l yixa'yun and he saw it 58.13
u
l
Enx tutca'yun they spear (them)
62.5

ta'yun qamila'aHin my mother

kept her 100.12

ts*q qnuhu'yun something he finds

tqulu'yun he shouts at him

ya'fliaHun (I) look at them 25.5, 6
u
l ma'q

uL wl'lutun Crow answered

him 36.6, 7

waa
'yaxa

un he spoke to him 36.11
u
l xifntmi

yaxa
un he took (them)

along 92.13

qnl'xts
Enx xi'ntmwun you will

always carry it 14.3

wo!a1sun (you) keep on telling him
19.5

Lm'un he got (there) 16.3

xau'nauxun we two (excl.) killed

him 96.8, 9

yixa''yuna
ux they two see it 62.20,

21

hatda'yunatci you ask her 74.10

29. Direct Object of First and Second Persons -uts (-a^ts)

This suffix indicates that an action has been performed upon a first

or second person as object. The person of the actor is expressed by

suffixing to -uts the corresponding subjective pronouns (see 24). Its

use corresponds to that of -un for the third person object.

An explanation for the interchange between -uts and -aPts will be

found in 2. This suffix follows all other verbal suffixes excepting,

of course, the subjective pronouns. The u unquestionably denotes

the indicative mode, and is identical with the u in -un^ -ux, -ults, -ul, etc.

(see 23,28, 30, 35, 36).

This suffix has been referred to in 25, where a tabular presentation

of the different combined subject and object pronouns will be found.

S 29
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si'nxl- to desire 18.5 s&'ntxyutsanx qua hutca'wax I

want you to have fun 21.6

yaqu- to look 9.1 yafqiiyutsats qna I will look at

you two

man- to take care 38.13 hl'sanx mafnlsuts wellthou shalt

always take care of me 22. 2

yaqu- to look 9.1 ya'q
uhlsutsanxan hlfisa thou

shalt always watch us (excl.)

well 70.14, 15

woof- to speak 7.1 waa!aPtsin he told me 58.18

yax- to see 13. 7 tc$'k*nso yixa'yuts ma'g
uL where-

ever Crow sees thee 38.16, 17

For further examples see 25.

30. Indirect Object of Third Person -ux (-a*x)

Each language has a number of verbal expressions that require the

presence of a direct and indirect object. Such verbs are, as a rule,

distinguished from other stems by means of some grammatical con-

trivance. Siuslaw uses for that purpose the suffix -ux added to the

bare stem. This suffix, however, is used only when the third per-

son (singular, dual or plural) is the indirect object of the sentence.

As soon as the first or second person becomes the indirect object,

another suffix, -Emts, is used (see 31).

The pronoun expressing the subject of the action always follows

the suffix -ux.

waxax- reduplicated stem of u
l waxa'xaPx ants mi'^xwl then he

wax- to give 18. 5 gave him that lightning 38. 2 (for

ux = aux see 2)

hamts- to dip out sEas ha'mtsux he dipped it out for

him 46. 6

Wyate&'ts- reduplicated form Wyat&'tsuxan I put it on him
of hits-, htyats- to put on,

to wear 11.8

laku- to take, to fetch 7.5 laJcwa'Jcuxan I took it away from

him
hamx- to tie 8.6. hamxi'xux he tied it on him

31. Indirect Object of First and Second Persons -Emts

This suffix is used only with verbal stems that require a direct and

indirect object. The direct object expressed by this suffix is always

the third person, while the indirect object must be either a first or

SS 30-31
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a second person, regardless of number. The suffix expressing the

same idea with the third person as the indirect object has been dis-

cussed in 30. The pronominal suffixes denoting the subject of the

action and its relation to the direct object are the same as those used

in connection with the suffix -uts (see 29). The verbal stem to which

this suffix is added has frequently terminal reduplication.

hamx- to tie 8.6 hamxi'xsmtsanx I tie it on thee

wax- to give 18.2 qna'hamts
Enx wa'xalSEmts to thee

I will keep on giving it 44.15

waxa'xEmtsanxin they gave it to

me
hltsa1 ' he put it on hltsa'yEmtsanx qmxats you put it

on me
sEa'sin Jtfyatsi'tsEmts he put it on

me
sEa'sEnx hltsa'yEmts he put it on

thee

al

q- to leave 56.5 ai

qa'qEmtsin he left it to me
wax- to give 18.2 waxa'xEintsanx ta'la he gives thee

money

Indicative Suffixes Expressing Possessive Interrelations Between Object

and Subject ( 32-37)

32. Introductory

The phenomenon of expressing possessive interrelations between

object and subject of a sentence through the medium of distinct suf-

fixes is by no means of uncommon occurrence in the American Indian

languages.
1 From a logical point of view such a formation is per-

fectly justifiable, and may be said to have its origin in the actual

difference that exists between the concept of an act performed upon a

given object and the conveying of the same act performed upon
an object that stands in some relation to the subject of the sentence.

Thus the English sentence I WHIP MY HORSE states a fact that is

fundamentally different from the sentence I WHIP THE HORSE, in so

far as it expresses, besides the act performed by the subject upon the

object, also the possessive relation that exists between object and sub-

ject. In the Indo-European languages, in which each idea maintains

an independent position in a complex of grammatical concepts, such

1 See, for example, Sioux, Chinook, Kutenai.

32
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relations are indicated by means of independent words, as a rule pos-

sessive pronouns; but in Siuslaw these relations are relegated to the

verb, and consequently we find them conveyed by means of certain

suffixes that are added to stems denoting verbal ideas.

The possessive relations that may exist between object and subject

of a sentence are of a threefold nature. The object may form an

inseparable part of the subject (I WASH MY FACE); the object may be

separably connected with the subject (I LOSE MY KNIFE); or the ob-

ject may stand in a possessive relation to another object (I LOSE HIS

KNIFE). Siuslaw distinguishes clearly between these three types of

relationship, and expresses each of them by means of a distinct suffix.

33. Suffice Indicating that the Object Forms an Inseparable Part of

the Subject -itx (-a*tx), -tx

This suffix indicates that the object of the sentence is inseparably

connected with the subject. Hence all stems expressing an action

performed by the speaker upon any part of his own body (and even

upon his name) occur with these suffixes. Now and then they will

be found added to stems denoting actions that do not necessarily

involve an integral part of the subject as its recipient. All such

formations must be looked upon as ungrammatical ;
that is to say, as

due either to analogy or to an unintentional mistake on the part of

the informant. 1

The verbal ideas which are expressed in this manner need not

always be transitive in our sense of the word. They may, and as a

matter of fact they do, denote conditions and states in which an inte

gral part of the subject may find itself. Such expressions are possi-

ble, because to the mind of the Siuslaw they convey transitive ideas.

Thus the sentence I AM SORRY expresses, according to our interpre-

tation, an intransitive idea. The Siuslaw treats it as a transitive

sentence, and expresses it by saying I MAKE MY MIND SICK. In

the same manner Siuslaw conceives of our expressions MY HAIR

BURNED, HIS CHILD DIED, IT is COLD, etc., as transitive sentences,

and renders them by (I) BURNED MY HAIR, (HE) CAUSED HIS CHILD

TO DIE, THE EARTH MAKES ITS BODY COLD, etc.

No specific reason can be given for the occurrence of the parallel

forms -Itx and -fce, nor has any distinction been detected in the use of

1 My informant made such mistakes rather frequently, but corrected them promptly whenever her

attention was called to them.

33
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the two forms. It seems, however, that -tx tends to appear after

other suffixes, while -ttx is added to bare stems.

This suffix must not be confounded with the frequentative -Itx (see

68). -Itx interchanges frequently with -altx. For an explanation

of this interchange see 2.

kuts- to paint
Ik!- to open (mouth) 28.2

skwa- to stand 14.4

kutsat'txan qa'nm I paint my face

lk!altx Laa' he opened his

mouth 96.1

haifmutEnx lat'qat skwahal 'tx

xwakl' they all had feathers on

their heads (literally, all they,
feathers to stand caused on their

heads 10.9

k!uxwinal'tx L/a'ai ice appeared

(literally, ice made on its body,
the earth) 76.10

plna
ltx ha1

they were sorry (liter-

ally, sick they made their minds)
15.4

ya'xa
ltxan ha1 I am crafty (liter-

ally, much I have in my mind)
20.7

tcanhatl'mxutxaux q
uLl'm t ants

psni's they two were clubbing
each other's anus, those skunks

86.9

tlntx ha1 his heart cooked 96.9, 10

ha'm ixtxan hl'qu* I tie my hair

mi'ltcfotx hal'mut hl'qu
1 his hair

began to burn (literally, it began
to burn on him his all, hair)

29.4

haifna hau'tx ha1 his mind had be-

come different (literally, differ-

ent on him it had made itself,

his mind) 60.21

In the following examples, terms of relationship are treated as in-

separable parts of the subject:

k!uxwm- ice 76.11

pin- to be sick 40.21

much 8.5

tcanhati- to club

tin- to boil, to be ripe 98.7

hamx- to tie 8.6

mi'ltc&st he commenced to

burn 29.3

haw- to end, to make 14.6

pin- to be sick 40.21

33

pla
antx ants t/amc (he) got sick

his boy 40.20
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si'nan- to desire 18.5 si'nxltx ants t/amc xun'L/tuxtc he

wanted that his child should

come back (literally, he wanted

his, that child, return shall his)

42.5, 6

waa'- to say T.I sEatsi'tcwax waal'tx ants mtta thus

their (dual) mother told them

(literally, thus their two, told,

that mother) 54.23

Aant*- to call ha'nt'ltx matll' he called his elder

brother 58.16

xau' he died 40.21 tE<fnx xawa
l'tx (when) their rela-

tives died (literally, relatives

they, die theirs) 68.13

waa'- to say T.I sEatsl'tc wa'altx ants L%au '
i

yaxthus
he said to that his friend 42. T, 8

34. Suffice Denoting that the Object is Possessed by the Subject, but

Separable from it -utsm- (-a
fltsm-)

This suffix seems to be a compound consisting of two separate suf-

fixes, -uts- and -m. While the original function of the second element

is unknown, the first component is undoubtedly the suffix expressing

the direct object of the first and second persons (see 29 and also 23).

It expresses a transitive action whose recipient is possessed by the

subject without forming an integral part of it. Terms of relationship,

and all concrete nouns, excepting those nominal stems that denote

parts of the body, are thus considered; but, owing to frequent errors

on the part of the informant, this suffix will be found used also in con-

nection with objects expressing parts of the body.
1 All subjective pro-

nouns are added to this suffix by means of a connecting weak vowel,

as a result of the law regulating the use of consonantic clusters (see

4) ; and, as the third person singular has no distinct form, this suffix

appears in final position as -utsms. The u of this suffix often inter-

changes with the diphthong aa (see 2). The suffix follows the tense

signs, and is frequently added to reduplicated stems.

la'lcu- to take, to get T.5 lakwa'lcutiimin ksa'ni I take my
bucket

qnu'- to find 56.9 qnu'hutsmin qal'tc I found my
knife

L/xma1 '- to kill 15.3 Lfxmalr

yutsmanx muu'sku you
killed your younger brother

See 33, p. 485.

34
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laku- to take 7.5

L!OX- to send 16.10

waa1 ' he says 8.9

[BULL. 40

lakwa'lcutsmE ~k
Ea'nl she took

her bucket 90.21

L/oxa'xaHsmE kite he sent his

people 30.1, 2

atsl'tc waa'yutsms ql'utc thus he

said to his wife 48.17

yaP'xa'
1 tE ll'tfa1 Lliol'wutsms

lots (of) this (their) food (they)

are bringing 100.9, 10

Llu'utsmE kltsi'stc she came to

her (own) house 58.7, 8

waa'aPtsmE ants L !a'ai kite he said

to his many people 7.1

mi'ltcist he begins to burn u
l q/a'll mi'ltc&stutsmE then her

29.3 pitch began to burn 90.22

xi'l'xcl- to work 50.9 xfcl'x<n'yutsma
ux a'ntsEtcwax ma'tl

they two worked at their (dual)

dams 48.10

In the following instances this suffix has been used in connection

with nouns that form an integral part of the subject:

(they) come 9.3

waa - to speak 8.1

t/Emxu- to cut

pax- to close (eyes) 36.16

ya'fhaH he looked 58.1

he begins to send

pin- to be sick 40.21

mtnxu- to lighten 38.5

t&'til wind

u
l
Enx t!Emxu'yutsms hl'qu'

1 then

they cut their hair 68.14

paxa'xutsmE Icopx he shut his

eyes 36.20

yo'quhaHu
u 'tsms kopx he opened

his eyes (literally, he looked

with his eyes) 36.20

wVltclstu' tsinE wa'as he began

sending his message (word)
92.19

planya^tfotutsmE haltc he was

sorry (literally, he begins to

make sick, his mind) 40.21
u
l wan m%nxautuftsmE L/afai now
he made lightning (literally,

then finally caused to lighten
her body, the world) 38.6

tcfct'a't'utsmE L/a' ai ants tsxu'n-

pm TsxunpLi made a wind

(literally, caused to blow his

world, that TsxunpLi) 94.6, 7

34
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35. Suffix Indicating that the Object is Possessed by a Third

Person Object -ul (-a^l)

This suffix expresses an act performed upon an object that forms an

integral part of or that is separably connected with another object.

Hence it indicates the possessive relation that exists between two

objects as seen by the subject of the sentence. The possessor of the

object of the action must be the third person, regardless of number.

If, however, it is absolutely necessary to indicate the number of the

possessor, this is accomplished by means of suffixing to the possessed

object the possessive suffixes for the third person singular, dual or

plural (see 88). It is noteworthy that the possessed object appears

in the absolutive form, and not with the locative case endings, as might

be expected. The pronominal suffixes expressing the subject of the

action follow the suffix -ul; and as this suffix ends in a consonant, and

some of the subjective pronouns begin with a consonant, the pronouns

are frequently preceded by a connecting, weak vowel (see 4).

There exists undoubtedly an etymological connection between the u

of this suffix and the u of the direct object of the third person -un

(see 23, 28). For the u of -ul the diphthong eft is quite frequently

substituted. This interchange has been discussed in 2.

sl'nxl- to desire 18.5 sVrixyuln hltslri I like his house

hamx- to tie 8.6 ha'mxaHn tdL I tie his hands

yax- to see 34.4 ylxa'yulanx mUa you see his

father

kin- to take along 23.2 hlna'yulanx L/xml'tl you took

his bow along

ya'q
u'- to see 23.9 u

l ya'fyul mVcttla1 and he

saw her vulva (bad thing)

90.10

yax- to see 34.4 yaxi'xula
ux tcu'xus he saw their

(dual) vulvas 90.15

ya
a
~k!- small 36.23 yakfl'tcHul xwa'ka she cut his

head into pieces 96.11

haw- to end, to make 14.6 ha 1 '

no, hau'ul ha1 different she

made his mind 58.9

laku- to take 7.5 tfl'ya
1 lakwa'kul ants mat!l'

bear had seized that his older

brother 58.16

35
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qwa'*n- to pour 29.2 u
l wan qwaf'nul Laayaftc

stc (they

two) now pour it into his

mouth 96.7

katd- to ask 66.16 ultci hatda'yul ha1

you ask her

(literally, and you ask about

her mind [opinion]) 74.8

36. Suffix Expressing an Object Possessed by a First or Second

Person Object -ults (-a^lts)

This suffix has the same function as -ul, but differs from it in so

far as the possessor of the object must be either a first or a second per-

son. The number of the possessor, when required, is indicated by the

possessive suffixes added to the possessed object (see 88). Owing to

the variability of the person of the possessor, this suffix conveys,

besides the idea of a possessive relation between two objects, also the

connection that exists between subject and object. Hence it assumes

a function, limited in scope, but similar in character to the suffix for

the combined subject and object pronouns. This functional similarity

is indicated even in the phonetic composition of the suffix, -ults is

undoubtedly a compound suffix consisting of the previously discussed

-ul and of the suffix for the subject and object pronoun -uts (see 29).

It is not inconceivable that the original form may have been -uluts,

contracted later on into- ults. A comparison of the Siuslaw transi-

tive indicative suffixes shows that the majority of them have the u

in common. Hence it may be claimed that the u originally con-

veyed the idea of a transitive indicative action (see 23); and as the

u was already present in the first element of this suffix (-til), it may
have been omitted as superfluous in the second part.

Owing to this additional function of this suffix as a medium of ex-

pressing subject and object pronouns, the subjective pronouns are

added to it in a method similar to the one employed in the suffixation

of the subjective pronouns to the suffix -uts (see 25). After certaio

consonants this suffix is changed into -aPlts (see 2).

kin- to take along 23.2 hlna'yultsanx L/xml'tl I take along

thy bow

yax- to see 34.4 yixa'yultsanx qa'nni I look at thy
face

L/X(U)- to know 40.16 L/xu'yutsanx mita qua I knov

thy father

36
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wax- to give 18.2 waxa'yultsanx ta'Mn

will give thee my lightning

38.1, 2
L/xmal- to kill 15.3

L/xmal'yultsanx muuf
sJc

u qmxats

you killed my younger brother
tsxan- to comb

tsxana'yultsanx Jil'qu* youcombed

my hair

laku- to take 7.5 Vkwa'yultsin ants qal'tc he took

that my knife

L!X(U)~ to know 40.16
L/xu'yultsin mita he knows my

father

s^as L/xu'yullsanx mita he knows

thy father

yax~ to see 34.4 nfo yfaa'yultsanx qa'nm he looks

at thy face

37. Suffixes Denoting Possessive Interrelations for Tenses other

than the Present -isiti, -awiti, -yaxa*ti

When possessive interrelations that occur in tenses other than the

present are to be expressed, the Siuslaw language resorts to an inter-

esting form of composition of suffixes. Thus the durative suffix -Is

(see 69), the intentional (see 70), and the past -yax (see 74), are

combined with the possessive suffix -iti (see 88), forming new com-

pound suffixes -Islti, -awlti, and -yaxa
l

ti, that indicate semi-reflexive

actions performed constantly, or about to be performed, or performed

long ago. In these new suffixes no sharp line of demarcation is drawn

between objects that are inseparably connected with the subject, and

objects that are possessed by the subject.

ya
a
'Jc/- small 36.23

yak!ls he is constantly (get- kwl'td ya'k/lsfitl ha1 don't ye be

ting) small downhearted! (literally, not you
small always make your mind)
66.5

haw- to finish 14.6

hau'wls he makes continually
u
l
Enx kumi'ntc atsl'tc hau'wlsiti
ha1 and you don't believe it thus

(literally, and you, not thus,

make continually your mind)
46.24

qa'xantc hau'wisiti ha1 downward
make continually your hearts

8.10

37
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hm- to take along 23.2

hl'nls he always takes along nlxats u
l
Enx qanl'nal Mmsltl you

will take along your knife (liter-

ally, you, and you, knife, take

along will always yours) 50.16,

17

u
l
Enl xm'wmsitl still we will keep
on doing our . . . 72.17

hamxatwltin hl'qu
1 I intend tying

nry hair

pdxa'
w
iti?i kopx I intend to close

my eyes

yaxatc'a
u'wUm t/amc JC!E'LU I in-

tend to try to look for my boy
tomorrow 60.1, 2

u
l
Ens tquya'

wltl we will cook (our

camas) 98.3

ha'mxyaxaHl hi'gu* he tied his hair

xmwn- to do 10.5

xnl'wnls (we) always do it

72.15

hamx- to tie 8.6

hamxaw~ to intend to tie

pax- to shut (eye) 36.16

paxa
w- to be about to close

ya'xatc*- to try to look 13.7

yaxattfa"
3 - to intend to try to

look

tquya
w- to intend to boil

hamx- to tie 8.6

ha'mxyax he tied

pax- to close 36.16

pa'xyax he closed pa'xyaxa
ltin kopx I closed my eyes

A similar process is resorted to whenever the prohibitive mode

(see 40) of an action denoting that the object is possessed by the

subject is to be expressed. In such cases the durative -Is (see 69)

is combined with the possessive -iti- (see 88) ,
and the whole verb is

preceded by the negative particle &*', kumi'ntc NOT (see 131).

kwlnx tsxa'nwlsltl hl'qu
1 don't

comb thy hair!

kuHs lJc!a'alsltl Laa' don't you
(pi.) open your mouths!

kwlnx hi'nlsltl sl'xa1 don't take

thy canoe along!
Jcumi' 7itcEt(fi qa'xantc hau''unslfl

ha1 don't ye be continually
downhearted (literally, not ye,

downwards, make continually

your, hearts) 8.10

37

tsxanu- to comb

Ik!a- to open 28.2

kin- to take along 23.2

haw- to finish, to work 14.6
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Passive Suffixes Indicating Pronominal and Possessive Interrelations

( 38-39)

38. Passive Suffixes for Verbs Requiring in the Active a Double

Object -IniE, -umE (-a
amE)

This suffix invariably follows the verbalizing -I or -a* (see

75), and seems to express the passive voice of verbs that require in

the active the presence of a double (direct and indirect) object,

although it will be found suffixed to verbal stems that do not neces-

sarily require such a double object. Whenever the subjective pro-

nouns are added to it, the obscure E of this suffix is changed into a

weak a or i. The form -ImE occurs in terminal position only. This

suffix follows all temporal suffixes.

wax- to give 18.2 waxafylmanx qanl'nal it (will) be

given to you, (a) big knife 19.6

hl'q/a waxa'yuslmE a'ntsEtc mita

dentalia shells are usually given
to him, to that her father 74.19

fdts- to put on 11.10 hltsa'ylmin it is put on me
haw- to end, to make, 14.6 txunx hll'sa hawa'ylms ha 1

they
are just good-minded toward

thee (literally, just thee well it

is made towards, mind) 21.1

In two instances this suffix has been added to a stem without the aid

of the verbalizing -I (-a
1

).

ha'us easy atsl'tc ha'uslmE thus it was agreed

upon (literally, thus it was

[made] easy) 24.1

haw- to finish, to end 14.6 ha'uslmE ants ts/aln ready (made
for him is) that pitch 26.5, 6

This suffix may be preceded for the sake of emphasizing its passive

function by the present passive -xam (see 55). In such cases the

verbalizing suffix is omitted.

hits- to put on 11.8 waa' ants hltsl'xamlmE said that

one on whom it was put on 11.10

qun- to pour
u
l wa?i qunl'xamlms and now it

was poured down into his . . .

29.2

aq- to take off 13.1 aqa
l'xamlmE it was taken off him

* 38
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has the same function as -ims, and is used in connection with

similar verbal stems. It differs from it only in so far as it is added

directly to the stem. An explanation of the parallel occurrence of

-ume and -aFniE has been given in 2.

wax- to give 18.2 is'*gin waxaP'mE what do you give
me (literally, something to me,
it is given?) 18.2

qanl'nal waxcfi'manx a big knife is

given to you 21.4

pl'u- to be noisy 36.24 wal

ya
afxai

ts*q
u
l pi'urns they

made noise with everything (lit-

erally, although many things

[they have], still it is made noise

with) 29.1

5.9. Passive Suffixes Denoting Possessive Relations of the Sub-

ject -u.ltx, -xamltx

These suffixes express, besides the passive voice, also the fact that

the recipient of the action is either possessed or forms an integral

part of a given object.

-ultx seems to be composed of the suffix -ul, which indicates that

the object forms an integral part of or is possessed by another object

(see 35), and of the suffix -&B, denoting that the object is an integral

part of the subject (see 33). If this is the origin of the compound

suffix, the amalgamation of these two independent suffixes into one

new formative element that expresses the passive voice, and at the

same time contains the idea of a possessive relation between object

(grammatical subject) and object, presents a problem that must remain

unexplained. The person of the possessed subject is indicated by the

suffixed subjective pronouns (see 24). The stem to which this suffix

is added occurs frequently in an amplified form (see 112). Stems

ending in i (short or long) change it into y before adding the passive

suffix (see 8).

laku- to take, to get 7. 5 ~kumi'ntcwax lakwa'ultx ants ql'utc

not their (dual) were taken,

those wives 50.22

lakwa'ultxaux ta'tcwax ql'utc taken

away were these their (dual)

wives 52.3, 4

$ 39
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tu- (also t!u) to buy 74.8 ~kum%'ntcEnx txu tluha'ultxanx

t!amc not for nothing will they

buy your child (literally, not

[of] thee just bought [will be]

thy child) 74. 5

XOLL!- to make 50.8 s%riixyu'
u xaL/a'ultx they try to

find some remedy (literally, they
desire [that] made [cured] be

his mind) 15.5

huya'ultx ha1 his mind will be

made different 19.2

sVnxl- to desire 18.5 si'ntxyultxanx t/amc thy child is

desired (asked for) 74.4

tsi'nxl- to scorch ulauxtsinafxi

yuttxq
uLl'mtand their

(dual) anus [will] be scorched
00 ft
OO. (

hatd- to ask 66.16 ha'tdyaxoFttx ha1 ants qlutcu'ni

(when) asked was her opinion,
that woman 74.16

(-a
altx = -ultxsGG 2)

In many instances this suffix is preceded by the verbalizing -a* (see

75, 8).

skwaha1 ' he stands 14.4 u
l skwahafyultx tEqyu'

u then is

stood up its (of the house)
frame 80.7

ikw%- to bury 80.10 tkwlha'yultx qaw
u
ntl'yuwitc ants

hltsl'1 dirt is put on both sides

(of) that house 80.10, 11

hate*- to ask 66.16 . . . ants hatda'yultx ha1
(when

of) that one is asked his opinion

74.4, 5

waaif he says 8.9 waa'yultxan mita my father is

spoken to

-xamltx is undoubtedly composed of the suffix for the present

passive -xam (see 55), of the abbreviated -ul (see 35), and of the

suffix -tx (see 33). When it is remembered that this suffix can be

added only to verbs that require a double object, the amalgamation of

these three independent formative elements into one suffix for the

purpose of expressing the passive voice of an act whose recipient

(grammatical subject) stands in some possessive relation to one of

39
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the three persons (speaker, person spoken to, or person spoken of),

becomes at once apparent.

The use of this suffix may be illustrated by an example. The verb

TO PUT ON requires a double object, because it implies the idea TO PUT

SOMETHING ON SOMEBODY, or vice versd. Hence Siuslaw renders the

English sentence HIS HAT WAS PUT ON (really, HIS HAT WAS PUT ON

HIM) by a complex consisting of the verbal stem and the compound

suffix -xamltx. In this suffix the first element, -xam, indicates that the

action is passive (performed by somebody upon the recipient); the sec-

ond element, -Z-, denotes that the direct object (in this case the noun

HAT) is possessed by the recipient of the action; while the last element,

-tx (which when used alone indicates that the object forms an integral

part of the subject), serves to bring out the idea that the action is per-

formed upon the indirect object (ON HIM) which (in this case) can no

be separated from the (logical) subject (HIS HAT).

The persons that are implied in the possessive relations as indicated

by this suffix are expressed by means of the subjective pronouns

added to it (see 24). Since the first element of this compound suffix

is the present passive -xam, the manner in which it is added to the

verbal stem is similar to that employed in the suffixation of -xam

(see 55).

ay- to take off 13.1 aya
1 'xamltxan lkwa'nuq

u taken off

(me) is my hat

hits- to put on 11.8 hltsl'xamltxan lJcwa'nuq
u

put on

(me) is my hat

t/Emxu- to cut off t/Einxwa'xamltxanx tdL cut off

(thee) was thy hand

laku- to take (away) 7.5 sEatsVtcwax waa'xam a'ntsux lo-

~kwl
fxamltx ql'utc thus were told

those two from whom the wives

were taken away (literally, thus

they two were told, those two

[of] whom taken away were

[those their dual] wives) 54.14

Imperative Forms Denoting Pronominal and Possessive Interrelations

( 40-48)

40. Introductory

In the following sections there will be discussed suffixes that express

not only the imperative mode, but also the exhortative.

40
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Besides separate suffixes indicating the imperative of intransitive

and transitive verbs (see 61, 62), Siuslaw shows distinct suffixes

that express the pronominal and possessive interrelations between

subject and object.

Another interesting feature that may be noted in connection with

the formation of the imperative mode is the presence of a distinct

negative form of the imperative or prohibitive mode, and the man-

ner in which it is expressed. Generally speaking, the durative suffix

-Is (see 69), used in connection with the subjective pronouns for the

second persons (see 24), and in addition to the particle of negation

(see 131), expresses the prohibitive mode. This idiomatic expres-

sion may be justified by the fact that a prohibitive command addressed

to the second person has much in common with the negative form of

a durative action performed by the same person.

Owing to the fact that the imperative suffixes express other cate-

gories than a command, the prohibitive form of the imperative

referring to such categories is expressed by adding to the durative

-Is the respective suffixes that denote the non-imperative idea (see

29, 30, 33, 35, 36, 37). Examples of the prohibitive mode and a

detailed description of its formation will be found in 60-62, 42-46.

41. Exhortative Suffixes Expressing the Direct Object of the Third

Person -yun, -i^yun, -mi

These three suffixes express an admonition to perform an action

having a third (not mentioned) person as its object. The difference

between -yun and -lwyun could not be traced to any particular cause,

owing chiefly to the fact that the latter form occurs very seldom. The

informant always rendered the first two suffixes by a transitive future,

and they seem to have been employed quite extensively in this second-

ary function.

-yun is suffixed to verbs expressing transitive ideas only, and the

stem to which it is added always occurs in an amplified form (see 7,

112).

atq- to leave 56.6 tal
'Jc

Ens aya'qyun IE IfI'd1 here we
two (incl.) will leave this salmon

(literally, let us two leave)

L/OX- to send 16.10 L!wa'xyun kite I will send these

people (literally, let me send)
30.19

41

3045 Bull. 40, pt 212--32
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anx- to give up 60.11 TcumVntcinl ana'xyun not we (incl.)

will give it up (literally, don't

let us two) 16.8

L/xmal'- to kill 15.3 L/xmlya'yunanl we (incl.) will kill

him (literally, let us kill him)
28.8

l
lt!- to eat 15.2 kumi'nto ll'tllyun not he will eat

it (literally, don't let him eat it)

34.22

Jia/mx- to tie 8.6 hama'xyun he will tie it (literally,

let him tie it)

~1wyun exercises apparently the same function as the first suffix,

but does not necessarily require amplification of the stem to which it

is added.

xnlwn- to do 11.11 xnlwm'wyuns we two (incl.) will do

it (literally, let us two doit) 10.5

xmyum'w
yun I will do it (literally,

let me do it)

qattfn- to go 12.1 qatcirii'
w
yun I will make him go

(literally, let me make him go)
kwahun- to bend down 13.5 kunl'wyun I will bend it down

In an analogous manner Siuslaw seems to have formed an exhorta-

tive suffix expressing the direct object of the first person. This is

done by substituting -ts (see 23) for the -n. As but few examples

of this formation were obtained, a full discussion is impossible. The

examples follow.

yaq
u"- to look, to see 25.3 yaq

u
*yl'

w
yutsatd ye look at me

72.11/12
L!XU- to know 40.7 L!xuwa!xuyutsa'tci ye shall know

me 30. 17

kaus- to follow 92.7 Wwastyu'tsanaFyou shall followme
92.3

kin- to take along 9.5 Mya'nyutsanx I will take you along
58.6

-in! is suffixed to transitive verbs, and is always used in connec-

tion with the exhortative particle qcfl (see 129). The subjective

pronouns for the first and third persons as the performers of the

action are always added to the particle (see 26). This suffix appears

frequently as -alm (see 2).
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laku- to take, to seize 7. 5 qa
i!laux lakwl'nl let them two take

(them)! 52.12, 13

waa'- to speak 7.1 qaft waa
l'nl let him speak to him!

tqul- to shout 52.8 qa
l
'l
Ens tqull'nl let us two (incl.)

shout at him!

hits- to put on 11.8 qa
if
l
Erixhi

'yatsi
f

m\etthQmpu.tikoii\

tun- to invite 1 6.2 qa
ir
l
Enl tunl'nl let us (incl.) invite

42. Imperative Suffix Expressing the Direct Object of the First

Person -its (-alts)

This suffix is added directly to the stem, and commands the person

addressed (subject) to perform an act upon an object which must be

one of the first persons. The -ts of this suffix is undoubtedly identi-

cal with the -ts found in all suffixes that express first and second

persons objects (see 23, 29, 34, 36). The combined pronominal

forms that are added to this suffix can be only those indicating the

second persons as the subject and the first persons as the object of

the action (see table, pp. 473, 474). In this connection the following

peculiarities may be noted:

(1) The singular subject is not expressed, being understood in the

command.

(2) Dual and plural objects are not expressed in the suffixes, but are

indicated by means of the independent personal pronouns for the first

persons.

(3) For a singular object the subjective pronoun for the first singu-

lar (-n) is added to the imperative suffix.

(4) For dual and plural subjects the subjective pronouns for these

persons are added to the imperative -Us.

The following table will best serve to illustrate these four rules:
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waa'- to speak 7.1 wa'cfitsin ta'Tdn wa'as speak to me
(with) this my language! 36.10

hln- to take along 23.2 hl'nlts&n take me along!

L/wan- to tell 7.3 L/wa'riitskn tell me!

L/wa'nltsanxan tell us (excl.)l

yacf*- to look 23.9 ya!quJtitsats IE no, look ye at me!

al

q- to leave 56.5 a*'qa
ltsat<& you leave me!

The prohibitive form is expressed by combining the durative -Is

with the objective form -uts and by placing the particle of negation

&iZ% Tcumi'ntC) before the verbal expression (see 69, 29, 60). The

pronominal suffixes are those used to express the second person as the

subject, and the first person as the object, of an action (see 24 and

table, pp. 473, 474).

hm- to take along 23.2 Jcwlnx hl'nlsuts don't take me
along!

~kwl'nxan hl'nlsuts don't take us

(excl.) along!

qn
u"- to find 34.12 kunnx qnu'^wlsuts don't find me!

43. Imperative Suffim Indicating the Indirect Object of the Third

Person -yux

This suffix is etymologically related to the suffix -ux discussed in

30. It is added to verbs requiring the presence of a direct and in-

direct object, and it expresses a command that involves the third person

(singular, dual and plural) as the recipient of the action.

wax- to give 18.2 wa'xyux give it to him!

wa'xyuxanxgiw it to them!

qun- to pour 29.2 qwa'*nyux Laaya'tc pour it down
into his mouth! 29.2

hits- to put on 11.8 ttya'tsyux put it on him!

hamx- to tie 8.6 ha'mxyux tie it on him!

The prohibitive mode is obtained by combining the durative -Is (see

69) with the suffix -ux (see 30) and by placing the particle M* or

kurrti'ntc (see 131), before the verbal expression.

wax- to give 18.2 kwlnx wa'xalsux don't give it to

him!

hits- to put on 11.8 Jcwinx Jtfya'tslsux don't put it on

him!

qun- to pour 29.2 Jcfum$ntc*nx qwa^msux don't pour
it (into his mouth) !
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44. Imperative Suffice Denoting the Indirect Object of the First

Person -Imts

This suffix expresses a command to perform an act the indirect

recipient of which is the first person. It is etymologically related to

the imperative suffix -Its (see 42) and to the objective form -smts (see

31), being composed of the initial element of the former suffix and

of the whole of the latter formation (see 23). The method of adding

the pronominal forms to this suffix is identical with the method dis-

cussed on pp. 472-475.

wax- to give 18.2 wa'xlmtstn give it to me!

wa'xlmtsanxan give it to us!

hits- to put on 11.8 Wya'ts&mtsfai put it on me!

hamx- to tie 8.6 ha'mxlmtsatci you (pi.) tie it on

me!

The suffixed particle -u (see 132) is frequently added to this com-

bined suffix. In such cases it denotes an act performed near the

speaker.

/- to return 12.6 wwlL/l'mtsinu give it back to me!

hamx- to tie 8. 6 hamxl'mtsinu tie it on me !

The prohibitive mode is expressed by combining the durative -Is

(see 69) with the suffix -Emts (see 31 and also 40).

wax- to give 18.2 kwlnxwa'xalSEmts don't give it to

me!

hits- to put on 11.8 kwlnx Wya'tslsEmts natc don't

put it on me!

45. Imperative Suffix Denoting that the Object is Possessed by a
Third Person -II.

This suffix indicates that the possessor of the recipient of the action

is the third person singular. Duality and plurality of the possessor is

expressed by suffixing the subjective pronouns for the third persons

dual and plural (see 24) to the possessed object (see 35). This

suffix is added directly to the stem, and is related (phonetically and

etymologically) to the suffix -ul, indicating that the object is possessed

by a third person object (see 23, 35). Duality and plurality of the

subject of the action are expressed by adding the subjective pronouns
-ts and -td (see 24) to the suffix -ll ; and as these pronouns begin with

44-45
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a consonant, they are merged with the imperative suffix by means of

a weak <z-vowel (see 4).

yu
wiL.f- to break 94.4 yu'L/ll qal'tc break his knife!

tsxanu- to comb tsxa'nwll kl'qu
i comb his hair!

km- to take along 23.2 hi'nil L/xml'tl take along his bow!

Ian- to call 23. 7 la'nil ll'ntcwax call their (dual)

names!

hamx- to tie 8.6 ha'mxll td'Lt&nx tie their hands!

hamxl'lats tclL you two tie his

hands I

t/E'mxu- to cut 48.12 t!Emxu^latd xwa'lca you cut (off)

his head!

The prohibitive mode is expressed by combining the durative -Is

(see 69) with the suffix -ul (see 35) and by placing the negation

lcu\ Jcwni'ntc NOT before the verb (see 40).

yu
wiL/- to break 94.4 Icwlnx yu'L/lsul qal'tc don't break

his knife!

Jiamx- to tie 8.6 Tcumi'nt&nx ha'mxlsul tdL don't

tie his hands!

tsxanu- to comb Tcwlnx tsxa'nwlsul hl'qu
1 don't

comb his hair!

46. Imperative Suffix Indicating that the Object is Possessed by
a First Person -ilts

It expresses a command to perform an action, whose recipient is

either possessed or forms an integral part of the first person. It is

related to the imperative -Its (see 42) and to the suffix -ults discussed

in 36. The combined pronominal forms that are added to this suffix

for the purpose of indicating the number of subject and possessor are

identical with those discussed on pp. 472-475.

XOLL!- to make 50.8 xa'L/lltsin qal'tc fix my knife!

xamL- to wash xa'mmltsin gw'nnt wash my face!

hln- to take along 23. 2 hl'nlltsatci sl'xa1

you takemy canoe

along!
hamx- to tie 8.6 ha'mxlltsanxan tciL tie our (excl.)

hands!

The prohibitive form is obtained by combining the durative -Is

(see 69) with the suffix -ults (see 36). The negative particle Jcu\

Jcumi'ntc NOT must precede the verb, while the pronouns expressing
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the person spoken to may be suffixed either to the negation or to the

combined suffix (see 40, 26).

tsxanu- to comb kunnx tsxafnwlsults hl'qu* don't

comb my hair!

hamx- to tie 8.6 Jcwmi'ntcFts ha'mxlsults tclL don't

you two tie my hands!

hln- to take along 23.2 kun'tch hl'nlsults L/xml'tl don't

you take along my bow!

4:7 Imperative Suffice Expressing Possessive Interrelations between

Object and Subject -tsx

In the imperative the suffix -tsx is used for expressing possessive

interrelations between object and subject in both cases,when the object

forms an integral part of the subject and when it is only separably con-

nected with it. Considering that actions involved in such a command

presuppose the presence of a pronominal subject arid object, it is not

improbable that the suffix -tsx may be related to the suffixes -uts

and -Itx (see 23, 29, 33). For subjects other than the second person

singular, the different subjective pronouns are added to -tsx (see

24, 4).

M'n*k!y to rain 78.1 hi'n k!ltsxL!a' ai cause (thy) rainto

come down! 76.18

tsxanu- to comb tsxa'nutsx hl'qu
i comb thy hair!

Ik!a'a- to open 28.2 lk!a'atsx Laa' open thy mouth!

laku- to take 7.5 la'kutsx kEa'm get thy basket!

L/OX- to send 16.10 L/oxtsx kite send thy man!

pax- to close 36.16. paxtsx kopx shut thy eyes!
minxu- to lighten 38.5 mi'nxutsx L/a'ai make lightning!

38.5

tftc- to trade 36.4 aHendhutsxan8 let us two (incl).

trade !

laku- to get 7.5 la'kutsxats ql'utc you two take

your wives! 52.17

hi'n*k!y- to rain 78.1 hi'nsk!ltsxats L/a' ai
you two cause

your rain to descend 76.19

hinsk!l'tsxatd L/a'ai
you fellows

make rain!

For the formation of the prohibitive mode see 37.
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48. Exhortative Suffix Expressing Possessive Interrelations Be-
tween Object and Subject -ItsmE (-a*tsmE)

This suffix may be called the imperativized form of the suffix -utsm

denoting that the object is separably connected with the subject (see

23, 34). It expresses, however, possessive relations between subject

and object regardless of the kind of possession, and is used only

in connection with the particle qaft (see 129). By its means Sius-

law expresses a desire addressed to the first and third persons that a

certain act be performed upon an object that either forms an integral

part of or else is separably connected with the third person. All

subjective pronouns are added to the particle qaH (see 24, 26).

Siuslaw has no distinct suffixes for the purpose of expressing posses-

sive relations with the first or second persons as the possessor, or rela-

tions between subject and object. For the interchange between -ItsmE

and -aHsmE see 2.

qatlpaxa
1 'tsmE kopx let him shut

his eyes!

qa
ir
l
Ens xaL/i'tsms hltsl' 1 let us two

(incl.) fix his house!

qat'lnx xamLl'tsmE qa'nnfr let them
wash their faces!

qa
iflaux Wyatsl'tsmE Ikwanu'f let

them two put on their (dual)
hats!

pax- to close 36.16

XOLL!- to build 50.8

xamL- to wash

hits- to put on 11.8

MODAL SUFFIXES ( 49-64)

49. Introductory

In the succeeding chapters will be discussed, besides the suffixes

that indicate the passive voice and the imperative and exhortative

modes, also the formative elements expressing such concepts as recip-

rocality, distribution, and tentative and negative actions. A separate

section might have been devoted here to a discussion of the formative

elements -u and -a, the former expressing the indicative and the latter

indicating the imperative mode. Since, however, these two elements

never occur alone, and since they have been fully discussed in connection

with other suffixes (see 23, 28, 29, 30, 34, 35, 36, 41, 42, 44, 45, 46,

48), it has been thought advisable to call attention here to their modal

functions, but not to treat them separately.
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- to hit

50. Reciprocal -naw(a), -mux-

-naw(a) precedes all other suffixes, and is followed by the subjec-

tive pronouns. Owing to the fact that Siuslaw does not permit clus-

ters of w+ any consonant (excepting n), the w of this suffix changes
into a voiceless w (written here hu

) before all consonants except n (see

4). For that reason the reciprocal -naw(a), when followed by the

present -t (see 72), the future -tux (see 73), or by the imperative

-sm (see 61), is heard as -nahut, -nahutux, and -nahum respectively.

The stem to which this suffix is added is not infrequently followed by
the reflexive particle ts^ims (see 123). The full form -nawa is added

when the suffix stands in final position; that is to say, when it ex-

presses the subjective pronoun for the third person singular (see 24).

Ldlna'wans we two (incl.) hit each

other

Ldlna'wauxunts >ims we two (excl.)

hit each other

Lolna'wats ts'ims you two hit each

other

winExna'waux they twowere afraid

of each other 86.1,2
waana'waux they two talk to each

other 10.4

sEats1'tcwax waana'wa thus they
two speak to each other 10.1, 2

waana'wisaPx ants ma
a'tithey two

keep on talking to each other,
those chiefs 78.8, 9

a'tsanl kumi'ntc ml'kfa^na sin*x-

na'wls thus we (incl.) won't try
to abuse one another (literally,

thus we not badly will desire

[to abuse] one another continu-

ally) 78.12, 13

winExna'wanxan ts^ims we (excl.)

are afraid of one another.

tqulna'wanx they shout at one an-

other.

aitcna'hutuxEns we two (incl.) will

trade 36.7
ulaux aitcna'haut then they two

traded 36.7

winx- to be afraid 17.6

waa f
- to speak T.I

sVnxl- to desire 18.5

wlnx- to fear 17.6

tqul- to shout 52.8

otic- to trade 36.4

50
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to hit Ldlna'hutu%ts you two will hit each

other

LolnaIJlumatsyoutwo hit each other !

tqul- to shout 52.8 tqulna'
hutunxan we (excl.) will

shout at one another

yaq
u*- to look 23.9 yaq

uhma'humatc/i look you at one

another!

waa f- to speak 7.1 waana'hutxanx wa'as they speak
one another's language

In two instances this suffix is followed by the verbalizing -a1

imply-

ing the commencement of a reciprocal action. For an explanation of

this inchoative idea see 75.

waa!- to speak 7.1 atsl'tcwax waanawa1' thus they two

(begin to) talk to each other

78.13

Jcun- to beat 72.17 u
l
Enx wan fauna'wa* now they

(begin to) beat one another 80. 1.

In a few instances this suffix is used to express distribution of

action.

t/E'mxuu- to cut 48. 12 u
l t !Emxuna'wuun he cut it into

pieces (literally, he cut it here

and there) 52.23, 24

Iqu'nwl knot lqunwma'
hutun yd

a/xai he made
lots of knots (literally, he made

many knots here and there)

su'qu- to join 80.9 suq
una'hutun he joined it together

Lapq- (?) 80.15 Lapqana'
hutu?i he put them side by

side

aq- to take off 13.1 aqna'
hutun he took it apart.

-muxu- has the same function as the preceding -naw(a), but is

employed less often, and seems to be confined to a limited number of

stems. This suffix is frequently affected by the shifting of the accent

(see 12).

waa1 ' he says 8.9 waa1 'fmuxwaux they two talk to

each other 10.6

8Eatsl'tcaux waairmuxu thus they
two talk to each other 10.6, 7

atsl'tcwax waa'yEmxitst thus they

began to talk to each other 56.4

waafyEmxusta
ux they two began to

talk to each other 48.13
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tcanhatl- to club

- to hit

tcan/iati
fmxutxaux q

uL%'mt ants

pEni's they two were clubbing
each other's anus, those skunks

86.9

JdmaP'L/muxwanx they hit one

another

51. Distributive -It'ax

This suffix expresses the distributive of intransitive verbs. Owing
to the fact that most nouns, even without the aid of any specific device,

may have the function of intransitive verbs, this suffix will be found

added to nouns, especially to terms of relationship. The initial 1 is

frequently changed into a1

(see 2).

The form -Iffax followed by certain subjective pronouns is subject to

a peculiar law of contraction (see 24).

- to hear 70.5 ~k!
inal

't'
>axtc wo!as xaftsfu inqfaf-

al two rivers will have one

language (literally, hear mutu-

ally their language [the people

of] two rivers) 32.6, 7

su'quftfax ants hltslri
xaL/l'yusnE

adjoining these houses are built

80.9, 10.

alqa'tc L/aya'
u
l cfLnax hltsl' 1 xa-

L/a'yuns LafpqaH^ax on one

place three houses are built side

by side 80.14, 15

nlfctcatfaux s%'riixyun (to) fight

mutually they two want (with

them) 52.2

mafshuntfaux xafts!uwaux younger
brothers mutually they two

(were) 40.18

nl'ctcatfaux, mafskwltfaux = nl'ct-

cafaxauXj masJc'unt'
>axaux (see

24)

ma'ctc^fanxan (
== ma'ctci^axa/n -

xan) sisters mutually we (excl.)

are

51

suqu- to join

Lapq- (?)

nwtc- to fight

muuf
sku younger brother 56.6

mtictei'* younger sister 40.2
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52. Tentative -tc>

This suffix indicates an attempt on the part of the subject to perform
a certain action, and may best be rendered by TO ATTEMPT, TO TRY . . .

The native Siuslaw, unable to express its exact meaning, rendered it

by various phrases, chiefly by sentences like TO DO SOMETHING SLOWLY,

TO "KIND OF" . . ., etc. Verbal stems ending in a consonant insert a

weak vowel between its final sound and the suffix (see 4). In ter-

minal position this suffix appears as -tdya (see 24).

yax- to see 34.4

Lxat- to run 12.3

Mn- to beat 72.1 7

t!uha'- to sell, to buy 74.5

lit!- to eat 13.10

mix- to swim

stl'mEnx yaxatda'wax there they
intend to try to look 60.7

yd'
'

xatc*lstEnx litfaya' you (will)

try to begin to look for food 13.7

yaxatc*a
u'wltin tfamc I intend try-

ing to look for my boy 60.1, 2

Lxa'tatdist Jc/exu'tc L/aya'tc he

begins to attempt to run every-
where 13.8, 9

u
l sEa tsl'Jc/ya kunu'tswa that one

very (hard) tries to beat (them)
78.18

t!uhatdl'ntxaux (they two) try to

sell their (dual) many (hides)

ll't/atc'in I eat slowly

ml'xatc'ya he is "kind of" swim-

ming

53. Negative -ll (-aft)

This suffix expresses negation of action, and is used with intransitive

verbs only. Negation of transitive verbs by means of a special suffix

is not exhibited. The verbal stem to which this suffix is added must

be preceded by the negative particles M% Tcumi'ntc NOT (see 131).

An explanation of the parallel occurrence of -ll and -al
l is given in 2.

TcumV iitcEnxan au'sll not we (excl.)

sleep 70.19

Icumi'ntc nl'Jc/a xi'ntmll not alone

aus- to sleep 23.9

xintm- to travel 12.10

cfifnxl- to think

he traveled 94.11

Icumi'ntc nictd'tc ci'nxll not (of)

anything he was thinking 60.

20, 21

d'l'x- to move, to shake 27.2 leu* d'l'xll not he moved 27.2, 3
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wllw- to affirm, to answer 17.7 ku{
yaftsa wl'lwll not (for) a long

time he answered 74.4

tat- to live 32.21 squ'ma
u
l Icumi'ntc ta'll inqta'ltc

pelican did not live in the bay
44<1

sinqf- to be hungry 44.11
uln Icumi'ntc sVnq!a

l
l I (am) not

hungry 44.15, 16

xau- to die 40.21

Modal Elements of the Passive Voice ( 54-59)

54. Introductory

Siuslaw employs a great number of suffixes for the purpose of

expressing the passive voice. Many of these suffixes express, besides

the passive idea, some other grammatical category, and according to

this secondary function they may be divided into the following classes:

(1) Pure passive suffixes.

(2) Suffixes conveying the passive voice and temporal categories.

(3) Passive suffixes indicating pronominal and possessive interrela-

tions.

The suffixes of the last category have been fully discussed in 38

and 39.

55. Present Passive -xam

It expresses the present tense of the passive voice, and may be added

directly to the stem or may be preceded by the verbalizing suffix -a*

(-1) (see 75, 2). In the latter case it conveys an inchoative passive

idea. In narratives this suffix assumes the function of an historic pres-

ent. Stems ending in a consonant insert a weak vowel between their

final sound and the suffix (see 4).

L!WO,'X- to send 7.7 u
l wan L/oxa'xam then finally he

was sent 16.10

qaa- to enter 44.4 SExaP'tc qaa'xam into a canoe it

was put in 34.5

waa'- to speak 7.1 waa'xam sEat$i'tc he was told thus

8.1

wllw- to affirm 17. 7 wllwa'xam he was answered ' l

yes
"

30.11

skwa- to stand 10.9 skwaha'xam ants xaHca'a placed
was that roast (in the fire) 90. 9

hate'- to ask 66.16 u
l hatJl'xam he was asked 66.16

laku- to get, to take 7.5 tdmtcafmi lokwl'xam an ax was
seized 27. 10

$* 54-55
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In two instances the verbal stem, to which this suffix is added, has

been reduplicated (see 107).

Ll'u he comes 9.3 u
l wan L/iL/wa'xam finally he was

approached 16.3

tsmu- to assemble 7 , 3 t!Emt!ma'xa?n wan they come to

see him now (literally, he is

assembled about, now) 23.3, 4

For forms in -xamltx, expressing passives with indirect object, the

grammatical subject being the property of the indirect object, see 39.

56. Future Passives in -atam, -i (-a
1
), -aa*

These suffixes indicate the future tense of the passive voice. No

explanation for the occurrence of the variety of forms can be given.

Similarly, all attempts to correlate these different suffixes with certain

stems have been without results.

-atam is added directly to stems. Stems ending in a-vowels con-

tract this vowel with the initial a of the suffix (see 9). Final 1

and u of the stem are diphthongized into ya and wa respectively

before the addition of the suffix (see 7).

u- to assemble 7.3 n%ct<yl
r
tcEtc1 IE tEm^wa'tam . . .

why these you, will be -assem-

bled 30.17

qn
u'- to find 34.12 qn

u "

wa'tarrdn I will be found

sEa'tsa thus 8.7 8Eatsa'tam%n thus it will (be done)
to me

Jc/a- to invite 16.3 Tdaha'tamanx you will be invited

waa f - to speak 7. 1 waa'tam he will be told

hln- to take along 23.2 hlna'tam it will be taken along

By adding to -atam the objective form -un (see 28) a compound
suffix -atamun is obtained which exercises the function of a causative

passive for the future tense. No examples of this formation have been

found in the texts.

hln- to take along 23.2 hlna'tamun he will cause him to

be taken along
skwa- to stand 10.9 skwaha'tamun I will cause him to

be placed
skwaJia'tamun = skwalia

'

(see 15)
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tun- to invite 16.2 tuna'tamun I will cause him to

be invited

-1 (-a
1
). This suffix must not be confounded with the nominalizing

suffix of identical phonetic value. The stem to which it is added

invariably undergoes a phonetic change, which may be called stem-

amplification (see 112). An explanation for the parallel occurrence

of -I and -a1
is found in 2.

hln- to take along 23.2 Wyafnln I shall be taken along
kun- to beat 72.17 kuwa"nln I shall be beaten

Lot- to hit Lwa'llnx you will get hit

hakw- to fall 8.7 ulaux tti'watc hakwa'a1

they two
into the water will be thrown

88.7, 8

ana'x- to give up 16.8 nlctx ku a'naxa1

suppose he be

given up 64.26

L!XUXU -
reduplicated form of L/xuwa'xwln I shall be known

L!XU- to know 40.16

-aau occurs more frequently than the two previously discussed suf-

fixes, and is added to the bare stem. Stems ending in a contract their

final vowel with the initial a of the suffix (see 9). Sometimes, but

not as a rule, the stem is amplified before adding the future passive

-aau . This suffix usually requires the accent.

xniwn- to do 10.5 ya^xat hutca1 ' xnlwna'au much

playing will be done 9.6, 7

L/xmal'- to kill 15.3 uln kumi'ntc sVrfxyun Lfxmaya'a
u

I not want it (that) he shall be

killed 15. 8, 16.2

tun- to invite sEaftsa tunaf
au thus he will be

invited 16. 2

ma!q!l- to dance 28.7 atsl'tc waa'xam mEg/e
ina'au thus

it was said, "A dance will be

arranged for him" 19.1, 2

L/OX- to send 16.10 cfi'n
i
xyat!ya ants hltc L/oxa'au was

thinking that man (who) was

going to be sent 19.8, 9

xau- to die 40.21 s^'n'-xyuns xawafau it was desired

(that) he be killed 24.1

hln- to take along 9.5 wan Mna'au now he will be taken

along 25.1

56
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tutc- to spear 62.2 V>watca'au it will be speared 62.8

laku- to get 7.5 jum%ntcEnx txu lahwa'au
,
tuha'-

aunx ya
a'xa not for nothing they

will get you, they will buy you
big (literally, not you just taken

will be, bought you will be

much) 74.16, 17

57. Past Passive -xamyax

This suffix is (loosely) composed of the present passive -xam (see

55) and of the suffix for the past tense -yax (see 74).

qnu- to find 56.9 L$mnaf*gi qn^wa'xamyax elk was
found 34.12, 13

laku- to seize 7.5 ants kite lokwl'xamyax that man
(who) was seized 60.12

sEa'tsa thus 11.10 SEatsi'xamyax thus it was (done)
32.16

hlq!- to start 15.1 sEa'tsa Mq/a'xamyaw thus it was
started 32.16

xau' he died 40.21 xauwl'xamyax he was killed 29.6

That the composition of this suffix is felt to be rather loose may be

best inferred from the fact that the sign of the past (-yax) may pre-

cede the passive suffix -xarn, as is shown in the following instances:

ci'nxl- to think 60.21 c%ni

xyaxamsEatsl'tc itwas thought
thus 27.6

ku1-
(?) to lose 7iuifyaxan (I) got lost 68.2

yak!l'tc- in pieces 96.11 yakfttcya'xamxwa'katc into pieces
was (cut) his head 29.4, 5

tc!hauc- to be glad 27.1 tc!liaucya'xam wan gladness was
felt now 23.3

In all these instances the suffix -yaxam, has resulted from an origi-

nal -yaxxam (see 15).

58. Passive Verbs in -utn- (-a^tn-), -u'nE (-afl'nE)

These suffixes are extensively employed in the formation of the

passive voice; alone they do not express any particular tense.

They ma}r be added either directly to the stem, or to the stem ver-

balized by means of the suffix -a1
(see 75). The subjective suffixes

are added to these suffixes by means of a weak vowel (see 4); but

since the third person singular has no distinct form, and as clusters of

57-58
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consonants in final position are inadmissible, the form of this suffix in

terminal position is always -utnE (-aPtnE).

The form -uns has resulted from the change of the t of -utn- to a

weak aspiration (see 16). The interchange between u and a has

been discussed in 2.

- to count 8.5

xnlwn- to do 10.5

u
l qa'Lxutns then it was counted

%Ea'tsa xm'wnutnE thus it was done

62.9

kumifntc nwtel'tc wa^a^tns noth-

ing was said 18.3

pa'l'u qatcrt'txa^tnE (from the)

well it is drunk 76.12

lhall'tx- to shout continually lhafo'txa^tns he is continually

waa- to speak 7.1

gatcv^'tx he drinks

11.10

waair he says 8.9

tutcaif he spears 62.2

he makes 50.8

xmwn- to do 10.5

mtttc- to burn 26.9

waa1 ' he says 8.9

xcbL/a1 ' he makes 50.8

k!a- to invite 16.3

sVnxl- to desire 18.5

L/onltx- to tell continually

shouted at

atsl
f
tcln waafyutnE thus I am told

20.6

tutca'yutnE it is speared 8.7

tsi'L/l L/a' ai u
l xaL!a'yutnE

many arrows are m^de 78.6

sEaftsa xnl'wnunE thus it is done

74.2

ma'ltcun.E ants liltsl'
1 a fire was

built (in) that house 25.2

sEatsl'tc waa'yuns ants hltc thus

was told that man 30.2, 3

Jcllx tE*q xaL/a'yunE everything
is made 78.5, 6

kfaha'yumn I am invited 17.9

Jc/aha'yunanx thou art invited

16.3

Ic !aha'yu natci you are invited

30.10

si'^xyunanx Ll'utux you are

wanted (to) come 19.7, 8

atsi'tc L/onl'txa^nE thus it is fre-

quently said 16.9

When preceded by the sign of the past tense, -yax (see 74), these

suffixes denote the passive voice of the past tense.

hate*- to ask 66.16 atsl'tc waa1 ' ants ha'tdyaxaP'tnE
thus said that one (who) was

asked 66.24, 25

58
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haw- to finish 14.6 ... antskltsl' 1 hauwaif
styaxaPtnE

(when) that house began to be

finished

59. Durative Passives in -Isutn- (-Isu'nz), -usn-

-Isutn- (-Isu'nE). This suffix is composed of the durative -Is (see

69) and of the passive -utn- (see 58). It denotes a passive action

of long duration. Owing to its durative character, the verbal stem to

which this suffix is added is frequently amplified (see 112) or dupli-

cated (see 107). -Isutn- interchanges constantly with -alsutn- (see

2, 69). The subjective pronouns are added by means of a weak

vowel. In final position it occurs as -Isutns, because a final cluster of

t+ n is inadmissible (see 4). The change of the t to a weak aspi-

ration in -IsunE has been fully discussed in 16 (see also 58).

Ian- to call by name lafnlsutns ants Jiltc he is constantly

called, that man 23.7

cll'x- to shake 27.3 ti'l'xlsutnEhe is constantly shaken

27.2

waa f
- to speak 7.1 atsl'tc wa'alsuns thus he is always

told 24.2

kits- to put on 11.8 Wya'tslsutnE it is frequently put
on 11. 7

LI'U (they) come 9.3 L/lL/wl'sutnE he is being ap-

proached 26.2

yaq
u"- to look 23.9 ya'q

uhlsunE he is continually
watched 26.1

qaLx- to count 8.5 qa'LxisunE it is being counted

62.11

waa'- to speak 7.1 atsi'tc waal'sunE thus he is being
told 23.10

hal- to shout 13.11 Ihall'sunE he is continually
shouted at 14.2

L fxu- to know 40. 16 leu* L!osu'$cu*sucnE tcaltcl'tc ants

x/int not it was known where

that one went 64.15, 16

/- is a combined suffix. Its first element is undoubtedly the du-

rative -us (see 69); while the second component seems to represent

an abbreviated form of the passive suffix -utn-, discussed in 58. It

indicates a passive action of long duration or frequent occurrence, and

may best be rendered by IT WOULD . . .

$ 59
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This suffix is always added to the verbal stem by means of the ver-

balizing -a1

(changed into -1; see 75). Both -I and -a 1 are subject to

consonantization before the initial vowel of the passive suffix, so that

this suffix invariably occurs as -lyusn- or -ayusn- (see 8). In a few

instances it appears as -etyusn- (see 2). The subjective pronouns

beginning with a consonant are added to this suffix by means of a

weak vowel; and as a third person singular has no special form, and

since a terminal cluster of s + n is inadmissible, these suffixes in termi-

nal position always appear as -USHE, -lyusnE or -ayusnE (see 4).

tqul- to shout 52.8 tqull'yusnE ants tcixni'nE he is

always shouted at, that raccoon

76.16, 17

hal- to shout 13.11 Ihall'yusnE he would be shouted

at 70.22

waaf- to speak 7. 1 atsl'tc waa'yusnE thus he would

be told 24.7

Ian- to call 23.7 lanatll'yusnE he is continually

called 76.17, 18

tu- to buy 74.17 tuha'yusnE she would be bought

74.18, 19

xnlwn- to do 10.15 sEa'tsa xnlwnl'yusnE thus it would

be done 76.5

llq- to dig 84.2 Uge^yusnE ants L/a'ai
dug would

be the ground 80.6

XML!- to make 50.8 xaL/l'yumE ants hltsi'* made is

that house 80.13

In one instance this suffix has been added to a verbal stem by means

of the verbalizing -ui
(see 75).

tcftn
u- to pack tdnwu'yusnE

u
l qatc

Enl'yusns they

pack it and go (literally, it is

packed and carried off) 100.20

In another instance the suffix appears as -WUSHE.

(they) come 9.3 L/rrd'kcu Llwi'wusnE flounder is

brought continually 100.10

This occurrence of the w before -USHE may be explained as due to

retrogressive assimilation; that is to say, the original y has been

changed into w to agree in character with the w of the stem Liwa1 ' HE

COMES.
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Modal Elements of the Imperative and Exhortative Modes ( 60-64)

6O. Introductory

Attention has been called in 40 to the variety of suffixes that are

employed in Siuslaw for the purpose of expressing the imperative

mode. By far the majority of these suffixes indicate, besides the im-

perative idea, also pronominal and possessive interrelations between

subject and object. These have been treated as primarily objective

forms, and have been fully discussed in 40-48. In the following

sections only such suffixes will be discussed the primary functions

of which are those of an imperative mode.

Siuslaw makes a clear distinction between a true imperative, a pro-

hibitive, and an exhortative mode, and expresses these three varieties

by means of distinct formative elements.

The difference between the ideas expressed by the imperative and

exhortative is one of degree rather than of contents. The imperative

expresses a command more or less peremptory; while the exhortative

conveys an admonition, a wish. Furthermore, the exhortative rarely

applies to the second person as the subject of the action. All exhor-

tative expressions are preceded by the particle qa
l
l (see 129) and are

rendered by LET ME, HIM . . .
,
PERMIT ME TO ...

,
MAY i . . .

,
etc

61. Imperative Suffix for Intransitive Verbs -Em

This suffix is added to intransitive verbs only, regardless of whether

they express a real active idea or a mere condition. It is suffixed di-

rectly to the verbal stem; and when added to stems that end in a

vowel, the obscure E of the suffix is contracted with the vowel of the

stem. In such contractions the quality and quantity of the stem-vowel

usually predominate (see 9). The second person singular is not ex-

pressed. The imperative for the second persons dual and plural is

obtained by suffixing to -Em the subjective pronouns -ts and -td re-

spectively (see 24). These pronouns are added by means of a weak

a-vowel (see 4).

lit!- to eat 13.10 ll't/Em eat! 40.26

lewis- to wake up 40.9 Tcwl'sEm wake up! 58.5

waa'- to speak 7.1 wa'am speak!

qatc
En- to go 8.2 qa'tcnEm go!

ma'q/1- to dance 28.7 mag/ysm dance!

60-61
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haw- to quit, to end 14.6 ha'um quit!

qatc
En-to go 8.2 qa'tcnEmats you two go!

tqul- to shout 52.8 tqu'lsmats you two shout!

qatx- to cry 58.15 qa'txEmatci you cry!

xalin- to climb up 12.4 xa'lnEmatcfo you climb up!

In negative sentences the imperative suffix -Em is replaced by the

durative -is (see 69). The whole phrase is preceded by the particle

of negation Jen*, Tcumi'ntc NOT (see 131), to which are added the sub-

jective pronouns for the second persons (see 24, 26).

xintm- to travel 12.10 Tcwl'nx xi'ntmls don't travel!

aus- to sleep 24.1 Tcwlnx au'sls don't sleep! 23.9

qatha'ntc far 10.3 Jcwinw qa^ka'ntcis don't (go) far

away! 56.21

waa'- to speak 7.1 Icwinx sEatsi'tc wa'als don't thus

say! 50.1

qatc^n- to go 8.2 Jcu^s qa'tc
En1s don't you two go!

54.23, 56.1

ma'q/i- to dance 28.7 'kumi'ntcEtd ma'q/ls don't ye
dance!

By suffixing to the imperative tne subjective pronouns for the first

persons dual and plural (see 24), an exhortative mode for these per-

sons is obtained.

tcafxum go! tca'xumans let us two (incl.) go!
58.5

ll't/Ein eat! 40.26 ll't!smarts let us two (incl.) eat'

1%'t/Emanl let us (incl.) eat!

na'lsm start! na'lsmanl let us (incl.) start!

62. Imperative Suffix for Transitive Verbs -Is (-ate)

This suffix expresses an imperative transitive idea. It must not be

confused with the durative suffix -is (see 69), the phonetic resem-

blance between these two suffixes being purely accidental. It must

be borne in mind that the durative -Is indicates an intransitive action,

and is made transitive by the addition of the transitive -un (see 28).

The student is easily apt to confuse these two suffixes, because in

the prohibitive mode the transitivized durative -isun (see p. 518) is

used; but this use is perfectly logical, since a transitive prohibitive is

intimately connected with the idea of a (negated) action of long dura-

tion performed by a second person as subject.

S 62
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The following table may best serve to distinguish at a glance be-

tween the different suffixes in -Is that occur in Siuslaw:

Not related

Related
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pronouns indicating the subject of the action are added to this parti-

cle and never to the exhortative suffix (see 26).

The reasons for the interchange between -Ixmi and -alxmi are

discussed in 2.

qatcFn- to go 8.2 qofl qatc
Bnl

fxmh let him go!

aus- to sleep 23.9 qcfln ausifxmi let me sleep!

waa'- to speak 7.1 qa
ir
l
Ens waal'xmi let us two (incl.)

speak!

ma'q.
fil to dance 28. 7 qa

if
l
Enxan maqfl'xmi let us (excl. )

dance!

hal- to shout 13.11 qa^nl hall'xmi let us (incl.)

shout!

qatcu- to drink 76. 12 qa^nx qateut'xmi let them drink !

lit!- to eat 13.10 qaft lit/l'xmi let him eat!

In one single instance the exhortative for a second person (singular)

occurs. The suffix is followed by the future passive -I (see 56), and

the exhortative particle is missing.

maltc- to burn 25.2 mUtcnfamlnw you may get burned

(literally, to burn [exhortative,

future passive] thou) 26.9

64. Exhortative -I

This suffix admonishes the speaker to perform an act, the object of

which must be one of the second persons, and may best be rendered

into English by LET ME, THEE .... The object of the action is

expressed by adding the subjective pronouns to this suffix (see 24)

by means of a weak a-vowel (see 4). Singular subjects are not ex-

pressed phonetically; duality or plurality of subject is indicated by

means of the independent personal pronouns (see 113). The particle

lc
u
(see 127) frequently follows these exhortative forms, and, when

preceding a form with the second person singular as the object (-lanx),

it changes the final x into a (see 4).

L/wan- to tell 17.1 L/wa'nlanx let me tell thee!

Lol- to hit Ldls'lats let me hit you two!

hate*- to ask 66.16 ha'tc'latd let me ask you!
L/wan- to tell 17.1 L!wa'nlanaku let me tell thee!

<L/wa'nlanxlcu

For other devices employed in Siuslaw for the purpose of express-

ing the exhortative mode, see 129.

64
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TEMPORAL SUFFIXES ( 65-74)

65. Introductory

Siuslaw shows a rich development of the category of time, and em-

ploys a variety of suffixes for the purpose of denoting the different

tenses of actions and conditions. The simple form of the verb has

an indefinite character and is used to denote past and present occur-

rences, but otherwise the temporal classification is strictly adhered to.

All temporal suffixes may be divided into semi-temporal and true

temporal suffixes. Primarily, each of these suffixes expresses the tense

of an intransitive action only; but by suffixing to the tense sign

transitive suffixes, such as -un, -uts, etc., the same idea of time for

transitive occurrences is obtained. The only exceptions are found in

the intentional and future tenses, which show two separate forms

one for intransitive verbs and the other for transitive actions (see

41, 70, 73).

Semi-temporal Suffixes ( 66-70)

66. Inchoative -st

This suffix denotes the commencement of an action, and assumes in

some instances a transitional significance. Stems ending in a con-

sonant insert a weak vowel between the final consonant and the initial

element of the suffix (see 4). When it is desired to express the

inchoative tense of a transitive action, the transitive -un or any of the

other transitive forms is added to the suffix (see 27 et seq.).

qwaxtc- to go towards 62.8. u
l qwa'xtcist tei'watc and she began
to go towards the water 90.22

maltc- to burn 25.2 mi'ltcfat he began to burn 29.3

L/xatatc*- to attempt to run Ltva'tatc'ist Idexu'tc L/aya'tc he

begins to attempt to run in all

directions 13.8, 9

qa
inu- to be tired qat'nust a'ntsEtc muu'sku he began

to get tired, his younger brother

58.11

qatx- to cry 58. 15 ulaux stlm qa'txast and they two

there began to cry 58.17

wtttc- to send qamita'tc wi'ltdstun her father

(discriminative) began to send

her 92.20

mate- to lie 38.21 8*atsl'tc mVtcistun . . . thus he

began to fell ... 94.7, 8

65-66
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hafntnlt!- to believe 78.1, 2 u
l wan ha'nEm't!istun and finally

she began to believe him 46.3

In a few instances this suffix will be found added to a stem after the

same has been verbalized by means of the suffix -a1
(see 75).

xintm- to travel about 12.10 Icfeseu'tc Lfaya'tc
u
l
Enx xi''ntmatst

everywhere they began to travel

about 72.20

shaitu'ni psll'tc xi'ntmaistun the

big one first he began to take

along 92.18

WVM- to be sleepy wu&ya'afst ants ml'Tc/a hltc began
to feel sleepy that bad man 26.

1,2

wusya'afstin I begin to feel sleepy
26.8

lit!- to eat 13.10 wa'motto It !l'stun already he (had)

commenced to devour him 94.19

(l
= al see 2)

It sometimes follows the other true temporal suffixes, lending to the

inchoative action a definite tense.

planyaH- to be sorry (present planya
1 'tistutsmE JiaHc he began

tense) to feel sorry for his (boy) 40.21

maltc- to burn 25. 2 u
l maltdl'ust he will begin to build a

fire 90.6

In a number of cases this suffix expresses an adjectival idea.

pin- to be sick 40.21 ants plnast he (who) begins to get

sick, he (who) is sick : hence the

sick (man) 86.15

yVq!a
u- to split yl'q!a

ust q/a'll pitch (that) begins
to split, split pitch

fiaw- to finish 14.6 hauwai
'st finished

tsima'st any kind of a place (sic)

66.6

67. Terminative -Ixa1
(-a'txa

1
)

This suffix expresses termination of an action. The stem to which

it is suffixed must be preceded by some form of the verb hau- TO END,

TO FINISH. For the interchange between -Ixa* and -a^xa* see 2.

67
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pitc- to go over 88.15 hau'un pUccfi'xa
1 1 quit going over

(logs)

qatx- to cry 58.15 hau'un qatxa^'xa
1 1 quit crying

wait- to snow hau'tx waltl'xa1 it stopped snow-

ing
hal- to shout 13.11 hau'txan hala^xa 1 1 stopped shout-

ing
hamx- to tie 8.6 hau'ln hamxl'xa i I quit tying

Ids . . .

In- to call hau'ln Intf'xa1 lintc 1 quit calling

his name
waa'-to talk 7.1 hau'ln waa^xa 1 1 quit talking to

him

It seems that the terminative suffix is frequently subject to the law

of vocalic harmony, in spite of the fact that Siuslaw makes but little

attempt at the harmonization of its vowels (see 11). I have found

a few examples showing that the initial vowel of the suffix has been

assimilated to the quality of the vowel of the stem. Whether this rule

applies to all cases could not be determined with any degree of cer-

tainty.

xun- to snore 27.9 hau'txan xunu^xa1
(and not xuna 1'-

xa 1

}
I quit snoring

hun- it gets dark 34.8 hau'tx kunui'xai Lfa' ai
(sindnot hu-

nal
'osa

i
) it stopped getting dark

tEmu'- to assemble 7.3 hau'tx tEmauya
u'xai hltu'tc (and

not tEmaii

ya
l
'xa,

i
) he quit as-

sembling (the) people

68. Frequentative^ -at! I, -Itx (-a*tx)

-at!l, denotes frequency of action, and may best be rendered by

FREQUENTLY, ALWAYS. In the first person singular the final long

vowel of this suffix is shortened (see 24). In terminal position the

suffix -at/I is often changed into -at!ya (see 7, 24).

cfi'nxl- to think 60.21 ci'riixyat!ya he is always thinking
12.4

hak'w- to fall 8.7 ha'lcwatfya it always falls down
90.12

'

qatc^n- to go 8.2 qa't^nat/ya he frequently goes
14.5

ndkwa1- to be poor nakwa'yatyanxan we (excl.) are

always poor 76.19

68
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Ll'u- to come 9.2 ni'ctcfan sqa
l
lc Ll'wat/l because

there he came frequently 68.4, 5

tal- to live 16.2 pl'^tsis ta'yat/l in the ocean he

always lived 44.18

qaa'- to enter 34.5 nictcl'tcanx tanx leu1

qaaft/l in-

q!a'a
l
tc why do you, this one,

not frequently come into the

river? 44.3, 4

In one instance this suffix occurs as -til.

lc!ap- low tide 36.18 ts Tdapat'tH inq/a'a
1

(so that) al-

ways dry (may be) this river 38. 2

When frequency of action in transitive verbs is to be expressed,

the transitive suffixes are added to the frequentative -at!I. This

suffix amalgamates with the transitive -un into -atfyun (see 8).

cftfmxfi- to think 60.21 c&nfwyatfyun mita'ln I am always

thinking of my father

<M'x- to shake 27. 2 cftfl'xyat/yun qna I always shake it

planya
1' he is sorry tsl'kfya planyat't/yun haltc (ev-

erybody) is very sorry for him,

(everybody) hates him 19.2, 3

( < planyatya'tlyuri).

tat- to sit to live 16.2 ants t!l't!yun (<taya't!yun) that

(on which) he was sitting 94.6

~1tx has the same function as -at/I, and was invariably rendered by

CONSTANTLY, ALWAYS. It is usually preceded or followed by the tem-

poral adverb Inat ALWAYS (see 120). The phonetic resemblance be-

tween this suffix and the objective -Itx (see 33) I believe to be purely

accidental. This suffix occurs often as -altx (see 2).

qatc
En- to go 8.2 ya

a'xaux L/onat' a'ntsux qatc
Enl'tx

much they two talk, those two

(who) keep on going 56.7

paaifLn- to hunt 15.3 t&'mgmato
u
l
Enx paLni'tx some of

them are constantly hunting

82.16, 17

ma'q/l- to dance 28.7 mEg/a
l'tx he always dances 86.2
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ml'xd- to work 48.10 xi'l'xeitxaPx a'ntsitcxu ma'tl they
two were constantly fixing those

their (dual) dams 50.3, 4

si'nxl- to desire 18.5 d'nxltx tstc mictel' 1 he always
wants that her younger sister

92.13, 14=

taqn- to be full 60.19 taqanl'tx hltu'stc it is always full

of people 70.3, 4

yixum- to watch yixumVtxanaux they two were

constantly watching him 94.1

qat&n- to go 8.2 qatdnl'txa^n Inat 1 always make
him go

In a few instances, especially when following other suffixes, the

frequentative -Itx seems to lose its initial I.

hawa ir it ends 14.6 hawa^stx ants Llya'wa he begins
to finish (kindling) that fire

(hawat'stx < hawat'st+ -tz, see

15) 90.7, 8

tluhattfln- to try to sell sev- yaxa
l'txaux ta!tcwax Iqfa'nu

ulaux

erally (?) t Inflate*I'ntxaux (when) they

begin to multiply (have much)
these their (dual) hides, then

they two constantly tried to sell

them 100.19

yuL/- to break yu
wiL/af

tx qa
uxunu' it constantly

broke on the top 94.4

These three examples may also be explained as demonstrating the

application of the pronominal suffix -Itx (see 33).

69. Duratives -is (-ate), -us

Duration of action is expressed in Siuslaw by means of the suffix -s,

which, however, never occurs alone. It invariably enters into compo-
sition with other suffixes, such as the suffix for the past tense, for the

passive voice, etc., or it is preceded by either I or u. It is not in-

conceivable that this durative -8 may be related to the auxiliary -s (see

76). The difference between -Is and -us seems to be of a true tem-

poral nature.

-%s (-a
1
s) denotes duration, continuation of action of a clearly

marked future significance, and, owing to this future character, it is

employed extensively in the formation of the imperative mode (see

69
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60, 62). Transitive verbs add -un or its equivalents (see 28) to

the durative -Is. For the interchange between -Is and -als see 2.

td'wans xi'ntls to the water we two

(incl.) will keep on traveling 92.9

stlm tafls there he kept on staying
70.12

wal
ya'tsa

uln ma'q/ls even for a

long time I still keep on dan-

cing 72.10

sEa'tsanl xiil'wnls thus we (incl.)

will do every time 72.14, 15

atsl'tc wafals ants kite thus kept
on saying the man 25.9

skwa'hats ants kite continually

standing is that man 64.11

qnl'xts
Enx xnl'wnlsun you will con-

tinually do it 70. 11, 12

atsl'tc wa'alsun thus he kept on

saying to him 64.14
ulns tkwa'mlsun and we two (incl.)

still will keep on making dams
48.14

qa'Lxesun ants tsxayu'
wi

(they)

keep on counting those days 8.5

-us is suffixed mostly to stems that have been verbalized by means

of the suffix -at (see 75), and expresses a continuative action per-

formed in the present tense. It applies to transitive verbs having

a third person object. Examples for similar forms with a second

person object were not obtained.

a'ntsux Uqa'yus ants L/a'ai those

two (who) continually dig that

ground
u
l sEas L/xmal'yus

u
l llt/l'yus and

he would kill and devour him

15.3, 4

tci'kwax tkwaml'yus L/a'ai where-

ever they two were making dams
52.24

ulaux Iffl'a
1 L !IL Iwl'yus tothemtwo

salmon continually came 98.16

hauwai

nl'yusa
ux wan they two fin-

ish it finally 84.6, 7

69

xint-to travel 23.1

ta {- to live, to stay 16.2

ma'q!l- to dance 28.7

xnlwn- to do 10.5

waa'- to speak 7. 1

slcwa- to stand 10.9

xnlwn- to do 10.5

waa'- to speak 7. 1

tkum- to make a dam 48.8

qaLX- to count 62.8

Uqa
ir he digs 84. 2

(L/xmay- to kill 16.1

[lit!- to eat 13. 10

tkum- to make a dam 48.8

Ll'u (they) come 9.3

fiauwainai- to finish
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yax- to see 20.10 yaxl'us
ln tE si'xa1

(whenever) I

saw that canoe (coming) 100. 8, 9

qn
u'w to find 34.12 vfrnx qnuwl'wus ya^xa

1 Jiltedwi

they would find lots of people

(qnuivi'wus < qnuwl'yus) 66.22

By suffixing the durative -s to the sign for the past tense, -yax (see

74) a compound suffix -yaxs is obtained which denotes an action of

long duration performed in the past. This suffix is often contracted

into -Ixs (see 9).

aus- to sleep 24.1 au'syaxs%n, au'slxsm I had been

sleeping

qatc
uw- to drink 76.11 ga'tcwatxs, qa'tcwayaxs he had been

drinking
lit!- to eat 13.10 ll'tfyaxsin I have been eating

psku
fu- to play shinny 9.4 pa'Tcu

i
xsin, pa'~k

u
yaxs

fin I have

been playing shinny

7O. Intentionals -awax, -awun

-awax. This suffix indicates intention to perform a certain action.

Hence it was usually rendered by I (THOU). . . AM ABOUT TO, I

(THOU) ... AM GOING TO, I (THOU) . . . WILL, I (THOU) . . .

WANT TO. It is used with intransitive verbs only; and it is contracted

with the subjective pronouns, for persons other than the first person

singular and the second dual and plural, into -awanx, -awans, -awaux,

-awanl, -awanxan, and -awanx (see 24).

aq- to run away 52.10 aqa'waxan I intend to run away
90.21

antsplna'st
u
l cb'ni

xyat!ya aqa'wax
that sick (man) always thought
of running away 86.15

Ll'u (they) come 9.3 Llwa'wanx you intend to come 25.8

yaq
u*~ to look 23.9 yo^ya'wax he intended to see 70.8

yaq
u
*ya'wanxan we (excl.) are go-

ing to see

qaqun- to listen qaqtfnafwax L/afai
they were go-

ing to listen 30.18

hutc- to play, to have fun 7.2 hu'tcawans we two (incl.) are go-

ing to play 10.5

plul- to hunt plula!wax
uxfan we two (excl.) in-

tend to go hunting 54.22

mlku- to cut 90.5 mlkwa'waxts you two will cut
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xafto- to roast 90.9 ulaux xa{tca'waux and they two

finally intend roasting 90.8

LI'U (they) come 9.3 Llwa'wanl wan we (incl.) are about

to arrive now 66.1

tsmu'- to assemble 7.3 tEmuafwaxtd you will assemble

maatc it lay 32.22 mEtcafwanx they intended to lie

down 38.23

-awHn. This suffix expresses the same idea as -awax, from which

it differs in so far only as it implies a transitive action that has a

third person as its object. It is probable that by some process of

contraction this suffix represents an abbreviation from an original

-awaxcfin or -awaxun.

hln- to take along 9.5 hlna'wun ants plna'st she intends,

taking along that sick (man)

88.1, 2

waa'- to speak 7.1 u
l waa'wun ants kite L!a'ai and he

was about to talk to these people
laku- to take, to get 7.5 ya

a'xal tlamc lakiva'wun many
children he wants to have (to

get)

tEmu'- to assemble 7.3 tEmua'wun ants L/a'ai kite many
people are about to assemble

30.8

yaq
u'- to look 23.9 sqaftma

ux yoq^yo!
wun from there

they two intended to watch

62.18, 19

True Temporal Suffixes ( 71-74)

71. Introductory

Siuslaw distinguishes between three true temporal categories,

namely, present, future, and pasi. Excepting for the first of these,

which is used to denote present and past, this differentiation is clearly

marked and strictly adhered to.

72. Present -t

It denotes an action performed at the present time. Stems ending

in a vowel lengthen the vowel before adding the suffix -t; stems ending

in a t insert an obscure (or weak) vowel between their final consonant

and the suffix (see 4). Transitive present actions are expressed by

adding to the -t the transitive suffixes -un and -uts (see 28, 29).

71-72
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wllw- to affirm 30.11

hlq!- to start 15.1

si'nxl- to desire 11.7

wa'sLsl- to be angry

tca'xu- to turn back 58.5

qatc
En- to go 8.2

xaln- to climb up 62.7

qatha'ntc way off 10.3

maltc- to burn 25.2

qaqun- to listen 30.18

lit!- to eat 13.10

yaq
u*- to see 23.9

wllw- to affirm, to agree 30.11

ulaux wan wl'lut they two finally

affirmed 90.6

sEatsl'tc waa' u
l hl'q!a

l
t thus he

talks and starts (off) 22.5, 6

si'nxlt taqa^na he wants some-

thing 18.5

wa'sLslt ants tsimi'l'd was angry
that muskrat 52. 17

u
l tca'xcfit he turns back 16.5

qa'ttfnt he goes 12.9

C[d'tG
intaux they two are going 23.1

txu xa'Vnt he just climbs up 12.4

qathatntctanl wan we (incl.) have

come far now 66.3, 4

hal'mut mdltcH everything burned

(down) 34.18

qa'q
uhantun pl'u kite he heard

(make) noise (the) people 36.23,
24

ll't!Etun he ate him (up) 94.19

yo'fliaHun ants inqla'a
1 he

looked at that river 36.21, 22
u
l ma'q

uL wl'lutun then Crow

agreed to it 36.6, 7

73. Future -tux

This suffix is added to intransitive stems only, and it denotes an

action that is to take place in the future. Stems ending in a vowel

lengthen the same before adding this suffix. When added to stems

that end in a t, an obscure (or weak) vowel is inserted between the final

t of the stem and the initial consonant of the ending (see 4).

Whenever -tux is to be followed by the subjective pronouns for the

second person singular, inclusive and exclusive dual and plural, and

the third person plural, it is contracted with them into -tunx, -tuns,

-tauxun (?), -tunl, -tunxan, and -tunx respectively (see 24). The

transitive future is rendered by means of the suffixes -yun, -lwyun

(see 41).

qatc
En- to go 8.2

L/wan- to tell, to relate 17.1

qa'tc ntuxan I will go 22.2

qafttfntunx thou shalt go 22.2

L/wafntunx thou shalt tell 30.12

L/wa'ntuxtd you will tell 7.3
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srrmff- to end 9.1 smu't^tux it will end 20.5

Ll'u- to come 9.2, 3 Ll'utux he will come 9.2

Ll'utunxan we (excl.) will come
30.11

qwaxtc- to go down to the nl'Tcfanl qwa'xtcHux alone we
river 48.18 (incl.) will go down 62.14

Tiutc- to play 7.2 hu'tctuns we shall play 10.6

hu'tctunl we (incl. ) shall play 7. 2

aq- to run away 52.10 ci'qtuns we two (incl.) will run

away 92.2

sinq!- to be hungry 44.11 snfnq/taPxtin we two (excl.) will be

hungry
mlku- to cut ml'Jcutuxts Itflayaf you two will

cut salmon 90.5

xau' he died 40.21 xa'utuxaux they two will die 88.7

xwiL/- to turn back 12.6 xwl'L/tunl we (incl.) will turn

back 60.9

Jc/inTc'y- to look for 16.1 tqa
uwl'tclns ~k!%'nk'ltux upstream
we two will look for . . . 56.17

74. Fast -yax

This suffix expresses an act performed long ago. The idea of a past

transitive action is conveyed by suffixing to -yax the transitive -un

and -uts (see 28, 29, 2). It is subject to contraction whenever fol-

lowed by the subjective pronouns for the second person singular, in-

clusive and exclusive dual, third dual, inclusive and exclusive plural,

and third plural (see 24). The contracted forms for these persons

are -yanx, -yans, -ya
u
xun, -ya

u
x, -yanl, -yanxan, and -yanx. This

suffix always requires that the accent be placed on the first syllable of

the word.

quif- to dream hltc qu^fyax a person dreamt
68.21

tkum- to close 48.8 a^ts tkwa'myax (when) it closed

78.3
Llha- to pass by 80.12 Qa

'ai ^x Li'hayax along North

Fork it passed by 32.19
tat- to live 16.2 mE

yo Jc
us tal

'yax L/ayaf in the be-

ginning (they) lived in a place

82.11, 12
atint- to start 20.3 fo ^hl'tc xi'ntyax (when) I began

to grow up (literally, then I

[into] growing started) 100.18

LI'U (they) come 9.3 Li'uyans we two (incl.) came
74

3045 Bull. 40, pt 212 34
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hutc- to play 7.2 hu'tcywns (when) we two (incl.)

play 78.9

hu'tcycml (when) we (incl.) play
78.13

LI'U (they) came 9.3 Ll'uyanxan we (excl. ) came

xmtm- to travel 1 2. 10 u
l win tm^yaxa^n and he took (them)

along 92. 13

si'nxl- to desire 18.5 tc&na'taP si'ntxyaxaPn whoever de-

sired it 11.6, 7

hln- to take along 9.5 qatkafnto hl'nyaxaPn ya Jc
us way

off took him seal 68.17, 18

waaf- to speak 7.1 sEatsltc waP'yaxaPn thus he told

him 36. 11

L/wan- to relate 17. 1 sEatsi'tc L/wa^nyaxaPn thus he re-

lated to him 38.8

s

The past suffix is frequently added to a duplicated stem, denoting

a past action of long-continued duration (see 108).

laku- to get, to have 7.5 la'7cuJcyax hltu'tc tExmu'nya she

was taking a male person

hlq!- to start 22.6 sEa'tsa hl'q!aq!yax thus it started

15.1

ha{

g- shore 44.7 tci'wanE ha?'qtyyax from the

water ashore it had come 56.13

qatx darkness, night 38.21 qat'xixyax IE L/a'ai it was getting
dark 34.4

tu'tc- to spear 62.2 twa'tdtcyaxcfin ts ya Jc
us I have

been spearing this seal 66.17

In a few instances it has been found following the present -,

although for what purpose could not be ascertained.

hlq!- to start 22. 6 hl'q!a
l
t 22. 6 a'ntsux hl'q!aHyaxp

ulcwal
't

those two who had started

to play shinny 78.15

tftmct!*- to raise t!i'mct!lt ulaux wan ttt'mcttltyax

children 30.23 then they two finally

raised children

wllw- to affirm wl'lut 90.6 wi'lutyaxan I agreed
30.11

qatc
En- to go 8.2 qafttfnt 12.1 qa'ttfntyaxan I went away

m#afc-tolie32.22 ms'tdt mi'tcHyaxaPn L.'ayu'stc 1

laid itdown on theground
xctftc- to roast 90. 8 xaiftcit xair

tc&tyaxaPn he roasted it
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(For the idiomatic use of the past suffix in conditional clauses see

136.)
VERBALIZING SUFFIXES ( 75-77)

75. Verbalizing -w, -W

While the majority of Siuslaw stems do not require the addition

of a specific verbal suffix in order to convey a general verbal idea,

these two suffixes have been found added to a large number of neutral

stems, especially in the present tense. 'They may therefore be ex-

plained as verbalizing a neutral stem and as expressing an intransitive

action of present occurrence. They are frequently used to denote an

action performed by the third person singular, for which person Sius-

law has no distinct suffix (see 24). There can be no doubt, however,

that these suffixes are identical with the Alsea inchoative -al, -m,
1 and

that -a1 bears some relation to the Coos intransitive -aai. 1 While no

difference in the use of these two suffixes could be detected, it was

observed that -u* is never added to stems that end in a q, p, or in a.

pin- to be sick 15.4 plna
1' he was sick 40.21

hutc- to play 7.2 hutca? 72.6, hutcu1 ' 23.8 he plays
waa'- to speak, to say 7.1 wad1 ' he says 8.9

lit!- to eat 13.10 Vt/a^ he eats 46.12

hatq- shore 44.7 hafqa*' he comes ashore 82.5

yax- to see, to look 20.10 yixa
1 ' he looks 66.6

skwa- to stand 10.9 skwaha? he stands 14.4

smutf- to finish, to end 11.1 smU'Uif it ends 14.6

aus- to dream, to sleep, 23.9 asuif he dreams 68.22

Lxas- to fly, to jump Lxasuif he jumps

tqul- to shout 52.8 tqulu
ir he shouted 92.6

sun- to dive 64.21 sinuif he dives

That these suffixes are not essentially necessary for the purpose of

expressing a verbal idea, but that, like their Alsea equivalents, they

may have originally conveyed inchoative ideas, is best shown by the

fact that all such verbalized forms are parallel to bare stem-forms.

In all such cases the amplified form seems to denote inception and

(at times) finality of action.

wmmZw' now he affirms 58. 9 wanwllwa*' he begins to affirm

17.7
u
l tein and he came back 7.7 tdna*' he came back 68.16

1 See Coos, p. 332.
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Ll'u (they) arrive 9.3

xau' he died 40.21

[BULL. 40

td'ntau kite Llwa1 ' whatever per-
son came 24.7

xawa 1 ' kite (when a) person dies

42.11

atsl'tc L/waan thus he tells ya
a'xaux Llona? much they two

58.22 begin to talk 56.7

a'ntsEnx xm'wns those (who) sEa'tsanx xnlwnair thus they begin
do it 78.20 to do (it) 78.19

ta* he is sitting, he lives 16.2 tqa
u'wltc taya

ir

upstream (they)
commence to live 82.12, 13

kumi'?itc yax not (he) sees 34.4 yixa
1 ' wan (they) commence to look

66.9
ulnx hau' they quit 11.4 sqa

l
lc wan hawa1' here finally it

ends 14.6
u
l wan skwahaf now he stands skM)ahaif he stands 14.4

(up) 28.8
ulwaa' then he says 11.2 waair he says 8.9

smu'tfa it ends 11.1 smitW it ends 14.6

76. Auxiliary -s, -t

These suffixes express our ideas TO HAVE, TO BE WITH. A peculiarity

that remains unexplained is the fact that they are always added to the

locative noun-forms that end in -a or -us (see 86).

-s is always added to the locative form ending in -a, and never to

the -us form, which may be due to phonetic causes. The use of this

suffix is rather restricted. It is not inconceivable that it may be related

to the durative -is (see 69).

Absolutive

tsl'L/l arrow 50.14

qal'tc knife

Ikwa'ni pipe

Locative

tsiLfya' 50.9

qal'tcyaf

Ikwa'nya

lqa
ifctu log 32.21 lqa't

uwa

Auxiliary

nafhan uln tslL.^ya's I will

have an arrow 50.16

qa'l'tcyas he has a knife

Ikwa'nyasin I am with a

pipe

lqa't
uwas he has a stick

-t occurs veiy often, and is added to all forms of the locative case.

It can never be confused with the sign of the present tense -t, because

it is invariably preceded by the locative forms in -a or -us, while the

suffix for the present tense follows vowels and consonants other than a

or s (see 72).

76
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Absolutive

qmteu'ni woman
30.21

led'tan horse 34.9

Locative

qlutcu'nya 76.7

Jedtana'

Auxiliary

qlutcunya't he has a

wife 48.8

Tcwnl'ntc Tcotana't not

they had horses

100.20, 102.1

t'faaf t'ixa't ca'ya teeth has

(his) penis 90.19

yiktifl'ma yikti'l'mat ca'ya he has

a big penis 92.1

lltlaya' 13.7 Icitmi'ntclitfaya'^they)
had no food 34.10

Tdl'nwa Idl'nwat ants hltsl' 1 a

ladder has that house

80.12

taqa
ifna 18.5 htf'mutTcumi'ntctaqa*'-

natftc hl'qu
1

they all

had no hair (literally,

all not with something
is their hair) 68.12

SExau'tin I have a canoe

Tcumi'ntc tcltfyu'st

(there) was no wind

mita'yust he has a father

mtta'yust he has a

mother

Iqatuwl'yust he has a

stick

hltsi'st he has a house

Limstl's tclk ants Limi'stlst

L/a'ai where (there

was) that green place

34.2, 3

77. Suffix Transitivizing Verbs that Express Natural Phenomena -L!

A suffix with a similar function is, as far as my knowledge goes, to

be found in but one other American Indian language; namely, in

Alsea. This suffix is added exclusively to stems expressing meteoro-

logical phenomena, such as IT SNOWS, IT RAINS, THE WIND BLOWS, NIGHT

APPROACHES, etc.
;
and it signifies that such an occurrence, otherwise

impersonal, has become transitivized by receiving the third person

singular as the object of the action. Its function may best be com-

pared with our English idiomatic expression RAIN, SNOW OVERTAKES

77

t'to tooth

yflcti'l'ma big 40. 6

ll't/a 1 food 34.23

Idl'nu ladder

'q something
13.2.

slxa1 canoe 56.5

tcnftfl wind

mita father 54. 22

mtta mother 54.23

lqa
ir*tu log, stick

32.21

Jiltsl
ri house 25.2

Li'mstl raw

SEXO? 48.18

teit/yu's

mita'yus

mila'yus

Iqatuwiyu's 88.16
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HIM, NIGHT COMES UPON HIM, etc. By adding to -L! the subjective

pronouns t
for the first and second persons (see 24), the same expres-

sions with these persons as objects are obtained. This suffix always

follows the tense signs, and immediately precedes the pronominal
suffixes.

qa
lx night, darkness 38.21 ulxhn stlmk qaf'xtuxL/ us two

(excl.) there night will overtake

94.18

tcfr't'l wind tal'tiiL! a storm overtook him

tsxaya
1'

day breaks 50.3 tsxaya^L/^x (when) day came

upon them two 48.9

Tc/a/p- low tide 36.18 TdafptuxL/ low tide will overtake

(them) 36. 18

ute snow 76.10 wa'ttatuxL/$n snow will overtake

me
hi'nsJcU it rains hi'tfTc/ltfL/anx rain pours down

upon them

It is not inconceivable that this suffix may represent an abbreviation

of the stem L/a' ai
PLACE, WORLD, UNIVERSE (see 133), which the

Siuslaw always employs whenever he wants to express a natural phe-

nomenon.

tsxaya
1 '
L/a'ai day breaks 50.3

hl'n'le/ya L/afai
it rains 78.1

lcfuwinaif L/a'ai
(there was) ice all over 76.11

qat'xwyax IE L/a' ai it got dark 34.4

PLURAL FORMATIONS ( 78-80)

78. Introductory

The idea of plurality in verbal expressions may refer either to the

subject or object of the action. In most American Indian languages

that have developed such a category, and that indicate it by means of

some grammatical device, plurality of subject is exhibited in intransi-

tive verbs, while plurality of object is found in transitive verbs.

Such plurality does not necessarily coincide with our definition of this

term. It may, and as a matter of fact it does, in the majority of cases,

denote what we commonly call distribution or collectivity. Thus the

Siuslaw idea of plurality is of a purely collective character, and seems

to have been confined to the subject of intransitive verbs only. Even

the contrivance so frequently employed by other American Indian

languages, of differentiating singularity and plurality of objects by
78
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means of two separate verbal stems one for singular and the other

for plural objects is not found in Siuslaw. 1 One an4 the same

verbal stem is used in all cases; and when it becomes necessary to in-

dicate that there are more than one recipient of a transitive action,

this is accomplished by the use of the numeral particle yd
afxai

(see

139) or of the stem L/a'ai
(see 133), as may be seen from the follow-

ing examples:

yuwa'yun ants q/a'll he gath- yuwa'yun ya^xa
1 ants q!a'll (they)

ered pitch gathered lots (of) that pitch

88.5, 6

yixa'yun kite I saw a person yixa'yun yd
afxai hltc I saw many

people
wa'a^tsniE ants kite he said to waa'aPtsm-E ants L!a'ai hltc he said

his man to all (of) his people 7.1

L/dxa'xa^tsmE hltc he sent his L/dxa'xaPtamE kite L/a'ai he sent

man many people 30. 1, 2

But if Siuslaw does not employ a distinct grammatical process for the

purpose of pointing out plurality of objects of transitive actions, it

has developed devices to indicate collectivity of subjects of intransitive

verbs. For that purpose it uses, besides the numeral particle ya
afxai

(see 139) and the stem L!a'ai
(see 133), two suffixes (-u

u and -tx) that

are added directly to the verbal stem. These suffixes are always added

to verbal stems that denote an intransitive act, and their functions may
best be compared to the functions exercised by the French on or

German man in sentences like on dit and man sagt.

79. Plural -H,

This suffix expresses an action that is performed collectively by
more than one subject. Etymologically it is the same suffix as the

verbal abstract of identical phonetic composition (see 97), and the use

of one and the same suffix in two functions apparently so different

may be explained as due to the fact that there exists an intimate psy-

chological connection between an abstract verbal idea and the concept

of the same act performed in general.
2 The following example, taken

1 1 have found only one case of such a differentiation. I was told that the stem qaa- TO ENTER, TO

PUT IN, refers to singular objects, while the stem Lxaa- can be used with plural objects only. But

as this information was conveyed to me after much deliberation and upon my own suggestion, I am
inclined to doubt the correctness of this interpretation. It is rather probable that these two stems

are synonymes.
> The same phenomenon occurs in Dakota.
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at random, will serve to illustrate the comparison more clearly. The

Siuslaw word xil'xcu'wi (stem xil'xd- TO WORK) may have two distinct

meanings. When used nominally (as a verbal abstract), it may best be

rendered by THE CONCEPT OF WORKING, WORK; when used verbally,

it is to be translated by TO WORK IN GENERAL, ALL (MANY)

WORK. This psychological connection between such terms as WORK
and TO WORK GENERALLY, COLLECTIVELY, may have led to the use of

one and the same suffix in a nominal and verbal capacity (see 22).

This suffix is added directly to the verbal stem, and its double form

may be due to rapidity of speech rather than to any phonetic causes.

It is frequently preceded by the temporal suffixes, especially the pres-

ent -t (see 72), and it was always rendered by THEY . . . The sub-

ject of the action is usually emphasized by the use of the numeral

particles hat'mut ALL, yd
a'xai MANY (see 124), and of the stem Lfa'ai

(see 133). The particle either precedes or follows the verb. This

suffix requires the accent.

tsmu'- to assemble 7.3

hutc- to play 7.2

psku'- to play shinny 9.4

Wyats- to live

hal- to shout 13.11

ma'q/l- to dance 28.7

xnlwn- to do 10.5

mlku- to cut 90.5

qatc
En- to go 8.2

tsfaf- to shoot 10.3

maa
tc- to lay 32.22

tEmu'u they came together 30.16

hutcu'u L/afai
they play 8.8

pEku'
wi L/a! ai

they play shinny
70.10

yd
afxai

Jiiryatsu'
wi lots (of people)

live

halu'u ants Jiltc L/a'ai shout collec-

tively, those people 70.9

mEq!yu'
u L/a'ai

they dance 28.8

ssa'tsa xnlwnu'u ants L/a'ai thus

do it collectively, those people

70.22, 23

(fiuteti'm L!a'ai u
l mlku'u Wlrta!

many women cut salmon 82.14

qatcFnat'u!
u
they walk about 34.19

tsiL/atu'u ya^'xa
1 L/a'ai

they are

shooting 8.6

ya'cf^yun ants li't!al mUcu'wi

L/afai he saw that food lying

(around in great quantities)

36.26, 27

Owing to the frequent interchange between the ^-vowel and the

diphthong a* (see 2), this suffix occurs often as -act?, -aa?lwi.
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skwa- to stand 10.9 stlm skwahau'wi L/a'ai there they
are standing (collectively) 28.9

%/- to start 15.1 sEa'tsa hly/ya^' ants L/afai thus

they (will) start

szaftsa thus 11.10 sEatsau
'wi tE hltc L/a'ai thus (they

do it) these people
Jc/inJc*- to go and see 16.1 Jc/mfcya'a"

1 ni'ctca tE tat many
(were) going to see how this (one

was) living

80. Plural -tv

This suffix exercises the same function as the preceding -uu, differ-

ing from it in so far only as its subjects must be human beings. It is

added either to the bare stem or to the stem verbalized by means of

the suffixes -a1
,
-ul

(see 75), or it follows any of the temporal suffixes.

The function of this suffix as a personal plural is substantiated by the

fact that the verb to which it is added must be followed by the col-

lective forms of hltc PERSON, hltcuu', hltcu'wi (see 97). Whenever

this suffix is added to a stem that has been verbalized by means of the

suffixes -a% -u% it coincides in phonetic structure with the temporal

and objective form -Itx (see 33, 68). But the following collective

hltcu'u differentiates these two forms. Stems ending in an alveolar or

affricative add this suffix by means of a weak <z-vowel (see 4). This

suffix is always rendered by THEY, PEOPLE.

tsmu'- to assemble 7.3 u
l wan tEmu'tx hltcu'u finally the

people assembled 7.6

tEmuwai'tx hltcu'wi sqa
l
lc people

assembled there 66.15

ssa'tsa thus 11.10 u
l whns^atsa'tx hUcu'wi now they

(began to do it) thus 7.5, 6

hutc- to play 7.2 u
l wcln hutca'tx hltcu'u now they

(commence to) play 9.3

waa'- to talk 7.1 u
l wan waa'tx httcu'u then finally

people said 16.1

at&i'tc waaifmxustx hltcu'u thus

they began to talk to each other

64,20, 21

qatcPn- to go 8. 2 ulwan qa'tG
lntx finally they went

16.2

tal- to live 16.2 hat'mut tqa
u'wltc taya

irtx hltcu'wi

all up-stream they lived 82.13
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psku'
u- to play shinny 9.4 pakwaf'tx hltcu'u ts L/a'ai these

people play shinny 78.7

hal- to shout haliftx hltcu'u people shout 13.11

81. IRREGULAR SUFFIXES ~n (-In}, -myax (-m)

Here belong two suffixes whose exact function and etymology can

no longer be analyzed. It is even impossible to tell whether they

represent petrified formative elements, or elements of an exceed-

ingly restricted scope, which may be responsible for their sporadic

appearance.

The first of these suffixes to be discussed here is the suffix -n- or

-in-. It never occurs independently, being always followed by another

verbal suffix, such as the transitive -un (see 28), the temporal (see

65-74) and the passive suffixes (see 38, 39, 54-59). It seems to

be related to the reciprocal -naw (a), and its function may be charac-

terized as expressing a transitive action involving reciprocality or

mutuality.

tfu'hatc*- to try to sell tluhatdl'nun 1 I try to sell it

ulaux t!uhafdi fntxaux'L they two

try to sell their (hides) 100.19

ma'q/l- to dance 28.7 maq!ena'
wun I will cure him (lib-

erally, dance for him)

inEq!e
inafau a dance will be ar-

ranged for him 19.2

ssa aid's ants ma'qflnutnE (for)

him only this dance is arranged
28.7

mmqf- to buy (in exchange
u
l mi'nqUnunE tsxaxu she is

for a slave) (?) bought in exchange for a slave

76.3

Ll'u- to come 9.3 Llunau'w
ya

ux 2
(when) they two

come together 46.7

The other irregular suffix is -m, which, however, occurs by itself in

only one instance. It is usually followed by the suffix for the past

tense -yax (see 74), and expresses in such cases an action that almost

took place. It was invariably rendered by ALMOST, VERY NEAR.

1 The use of this suffix may be justified here by the fact that the idea TO SELL requires a seller and

a buyer.
2 The -n is used here because the action involves two persons one that conies, and another that is

approached.
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xint he goes, he travels 20.3 pl'*tsis xi'ntma in the ocean he

travels (around ?) 44.1, 2

hakw- to fall 8.7 ha'Tcumyaxan I almost fell down
aus- to sleep 24.1 au>

'sntfyaxan I very nearly fell

asleep

qatc
En- to go 8.2 qa'tcri

i

myaxan I very nearly went

Icun- to beat 72.17 Tcu'^namyaxaPn I almost beat him

qatx- to cry 58.15 qa'tx
Emyax he very nearly cried

Nominal Suffixes (82-105)
82. INTRODUCTORY

The number of nominal suffixes found in Siuslaw is, comparatively

speaking, rather small, and the ideas they express do not differ mate-

rially from the ideas conveyed by the nominal suffixes of the neigh-

boring languages. There is, however, one striking exception, for

among the neighboring languages (Coos and Alsea) Siuslaw alone

possesses nominal cases. Another interesting feature of the Siuslaw

nominal suffixes is the large number of suffixed formative elements

that require the accent, and their phonetic strength (see 12).

83. DIMINUTIVE -foWtn

This suffix conveys our diminutive idea, and may be added to stems

that express nominal and adjectival concepts. Under the influence of

the consonant preceding it, it may be changed into -astfin. 1 When
added to stems that end in a vowel, the vowel of the suffix is con-

tracted with the final vowel of the stem (see 9). When followed by
the augmentative -tt'ma, the -%n- element of this suffix disappears (see

84). This suffix requires the accent.

t.'amc infant 40.19 tlamd'sk'foi a little boy 94.16

Wl'a* fish 56.1 Wi'sttin L!a' ai many small fish

46.6, 7

Qfnl woman 30. 21 qlutcuni'sk^in a little woman, a girl
father 54. 22 mU/a'sJc'ni'tfa, my step-father (lit-

erally, my little father) 100.3,4

IVpxan niece (?) 92.17 Upxani'stfintc
wax they two (were)

his little nieces 92.15, 16

led'tan horse 34.9 Jcotcmi'stfin a small horse, a pony
1 Owing to the fact that most of the texts and examples were obtained from William Smith, an

Alsea Indian (see p. 438), whose native tongue has no true alveolar spirants (, c), this suffix appears
frequently in the texts as -Icft'in.
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- short L/mak'i'sk'fai very short 50.18

yak- small 29.4 ya
af~k!Vsttin very small 36.23

xyal'x almost, very nearly 11.1 xyal'xi'sWin qa'ttfnt qatha'ntc he

went a little ways (literally, al-

most, a little, he goes, far) 12.1

hl'catca a while hlcatca'stfwi a little while 64.8

84. AUGMENTATIVE -U'ma

-tl'md expresses the idea of LARGENESS, and, in terms of relation-

ship, that of AGE; and it may be suffixed to stems expressing, besides

nominal, also adjectival ideas. When added to stems that end in a

lateral, the lateral of the suffix disappears in accordance with the law

of simplification of consonants (see 15). This suffix requires the

accent.

ql'utc woman 48.17 (fiutc&'l'md old woman 94.22

iApL- grandfather lApifmiJu grandfather
IcamL grandmother 96.22 waal'tx ants TcamL'matc she said

to that her grandmother 96.21

t!amc infant 40.19 t/amcVl'ma old infant, hence

young (man) 54.22

tEXam strong 10.1 tsxmi'l'ma very strong (man),
hence old (man) 40.10

psm's skunk 86.1 psnisi'l'md a large skunk

yi~kt big 48.8 yikti'l'ma very big 40.6

The diminutive suffix is not infrequently added to the augmentative

for the purpose of mitigating the impression made by the augmenta-

tive, and vice versa.

tfamc infant 40.19 t/dmcil'ma'sPm little big infant,

hence little boy 94.20

mila mother 54.23 mftasWl'ma 1

step-mother (liter-

ally, little old mother)

CASE-ENDINGS ( 85-87)

85. Introductory

Unlike the languages spoken by the neighboring tribes, Siuslaw

shows a rich development of nominal cases. Two of these, the geni-

tive or relative case and the locative, are formed by means of sepa-

rate suffixes, while the discriminative case is formed by means of a

vocalic change (see 111). In addition to these distinct case-endings,

1 The contraction of mllask't'l-ma from milask'ini'l-ma may be explained as due to the assimilation

of TO to I following the contraction of the vowels.
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there exists a great number of nominalizing suffixes indicating nom-

inal ideas of an absolutive (nominative) form; so that the Siuslaw noun

may be said to show four possible cases, the nominative or absolutive

case, the discriminative, the genitive or relative case, and the locative,

which has an extended meaning. In discussing these case-endings it

will be found preferable to begin with the locative case, because of

the important position it occupies in the language.

86. The Locative Case -a, -us

These two suffixes indicated originally local ideas of rest, and, as

such, are best rendered by our local adverbs ON, IN, AT, TO, etc. It

would seem, however, that this primary function was extended so

that these suffixes may also mark the noun as the object of an action,

thereby exercising the function of an accusative case-ending. The

use of these suffixes for the purpose of expressing objects of action

and the adverbial idea of rest may be explained by the intimate psy-

chological connection that exists between these two apparently dis-

tinct concepts. The following example will serve to illustrate this

connection. The sentence I CUT SALMON may, and as a matter of fact

does, denote the idea I CUT ON THE SALMON.

The correctness of this interpretation is furthermore brought out

by the fact that the verb, upon which these suffixes are dependent,

can under no circumstance appear in transitive form. Should, how-

ever, such a verb appear with a transitive suffix, the noun will then

occur in the absolutive form; and, since confusion might arise as to

the identity of the subject and object of the action, the subject of the

action is always discriminated (see 21, 111).

The importance of these two suffixes as formative elements may be

deduced from the fact that they enter into the formation of the forms

expressing our periphrastic conjugation TO HAYE, TO BE WITH (see

76) and that the adverbial suffixes (see 90, 91, 93) can be added only

to nouns that occur with these locative endings.

-a expresses, besides the nominal object of an action, also the local

idea of rest. There is a tendency to have the accent fall upon this suffix.

U'i'a1 fish 56.1 ml f
lc
utuxts It'layaf you two shall

cut salmon 90.5

mya'a
u fire 25.5 hat'qmas Llya'wa near the fire 26.1

ts!aln pitch 26.6 yuwa
1

'ya
uxtin yaPxa

1 tslilna' we
two (will) get much pitch

94.17, 18
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qlutcu'ni woman 30.21

ptiku'
u- to play shinny 9.4

tdi water 36.20

L!a'ai ground, place 7.1

Ico'tan horse 34.9

fix tooth

tcfi water 36.20

tc&mtcafmi ax 27.10

kite s%'ni

xya qlutcu'nya (a) person
wants a woman 76.7

psku'ya xdL !aifL !a'ai many shinny
sticks (they) make 78.5

td'wa maatc ants ... in the wa-
ter lay that . . . 32.22

td'wa u
l Jcfuxwina1 ' on the water

ice appeared 76.13

mlk/a*' L/aya' in a bad place

12.10; 13.1

Tcumi'nto Tcotana't not they had
horses 100.20; 102.1

t'faa't (it) has teeth 90.19
ulaux tci'watc hakwa'a 1

they two
into the water thrown will be

88.7, 8

td'wanE hat'qiqyax from the water

(it) came ashore 56.13

tc&mtcafmyatc xawa'au with an ax

(he) killed will be 28.1

-us. Like the preceding -a, it is employed for the purpose of form-

ing the locative case of nouns and of expressing the local idea of rest.

It is suffixed to nouns in -u (see 97) and in -I (see 98). When
added to nouns in -I, the -4 of the noun is consonantized, so that the

suffix appears to be -lyus (see 8) ; while, when suffixed to nouns in ~u,

the -u of the suffix is contracted with the u of the noun (see 9).

Jc!uxwlfm ice

pfcl'tl lake 62.18

tso'tl sand beach

pEku'
w
shinny game

hutcu'wi fun 8.5

u'mli thunder

86

qa
uxal'x ~k!uxwinlyu's on top of the

ice 76.14, 15

tsi'sqan pfcltlyu's tEmu'yax deer

at (the) lake assembled 34.11.

ta'is tsUlyu's (you) will keep on

living on the sand beach 46. 15

sEa Tcunu'tswa pEku'
us L/aya' he

always beats (people) at shinny

78.18, 19

afl'tutunx hutcuu'
stcihovi also shalt

come to the fun 22.8

umllyu'stc IAU' to thunder (it) came

36.8, 9
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A number of nouns undergo unexplained phonetic changes when-

ever the locative suffix is added, while others employ an abbreviated

form of this case-ending. Since no fixed rules can be given that

will cover each of these cases, it will be best to tabulate all such nouns,

giving their absolutive and locative forms. These nouns are as follows :

Absolutive case

misi'a1 elder sister 90.23

mictd'* younger sister 40.2

mitcb father 54.22

mtta mother 54.23

L/a'ai earth, many 7.1

Iqcftu log 32.21

au'tclsi camas 96.20

kite person 15.2

si'maxu landing-place
tsEhau'ya grass 8.6

yaP'xa fern-root 80.18

hltslfi house 25.2

Locative case

mfea'yus 40.12, 13

mictcafyus

mita'yus

milafyus

L/ayu's 76.10

Iqatuwlyu's 88.16

autdyu's 98.n, 12

hltu's 66.14

sima'xus 48.21

tsEhau'ya
ls

ya
u'xaus

hltsi's 58.8

In many cases one and the same noun shows in its locative forms

both case-endings, as ma}r be seen from the following examples:

L /a'ai
ground, many 7.1

au'tdsi camas 96.20

hltc person 7.1

L/aya' 13.1 and L/ayu's 16.10

aP'tcfaya and autdyu's 98.11, 12

hltu's 66.14 and hltu'tc 7.5

Absolutive

sl'xa1 boat 56.5

A few nouns appear with locative case-endings that seem to bear no

relation to the suffixes -a, -us. The following have been found :

Locative

48.18

tc qaa'xam into a canoe it

was put 34.5

liaml'^tei whale 82.5 hamltcu'

hat'mut hamltcu' VTcwa 1' all (some)

whale got 82.6

ttgwa
a'tEm alder tree 92.5, 6 ttqutml'

ilqutml'a
ux qaa

ir an alder tree they
two entered 92. 6

xwa'lca head 29.5 xwcikl'

la{

'qbt skwahalf tx xwdkl' feathers

(they) placed on their heads 10.9

Lxau' spear 64.7 Lxau'hl 64.11

1 The locative form sExaV majr be explained as a noun with the local suffix of rest used as the

object of an action (see 91).
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kite person 7.1 hitu'tc

la'lc
ut!wi hltu'tc a sheriff 7.5

ma'q
uL crow 34.23 mu

gwa
?L 34.21

qayu'
wints stone qayunafts 62.7

q
uLl

fmt anus 86.9 q
uLiml't

ya Jc
us seal 62.4 2/jsfoZ's 62.2

mouth 28.2 Laaya' 29.2, 96.7

Nouns that end in the augmentative suffix -il'ma (see 84) change the

final a into a clear &-vowel whenever the locative is to be expressed.

yikti'l'ma very big 40. 6 yiktifl'mat ca'ya he has a big penis
92.1

qmtci'l'ma old woman 96.15 qlutci'l'matc to the old woman
94.16

In a few instances the locative suffix -a has the function of an ad-

verbial suffix of instrumentality.

tcftmtca'mi ax 27.10 ulau xwan tcimtci'mya qa't&nt and

they two now an ax take along

(literally, with an ax go) 96.10,

11

skwaha?' 1 L/afai haPmut ants td-

mtci'mya they are standing, all

those who have axes 28.9; 29.1

87. The Relative or Genitive Case -Eml, -Em

These suffixes have the function of the Indo-European genitive case-

endings.

-Eml is suffixed to the absolutive form of the noun; and when

added to nouns that end in a long vowel, its obscure E is contracted

with the long vowel of the noun and disappears (see 9). The noun

to which this suffix is added is always the object of the action.

U'i'a 1 salmon 56.1 It'lays'ml txa*n salmon's tracks

Iq/a'nu hide 100.15 lqfdnu
ifml l

yixl
H many hides (lit-

erally, of hides a multitude) 102.

1,2

t!l, tn'ya* bear 56.11; 58.14 t/lyayE'ml toVbear tracks 56.10

pVlq
u
ts raccoon pUq

utsE
fml lq!a'nu raccoon-hide

tExmu'ni man 30.21 tExmu'nysml Llxml'tl a man's bow

i See 9.
'
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This suffix may be added to pronouns and particles, as may be seen

from the following examples:

na I 21.8 ni'ctdmEnx na'mEl tE*q because

thou (art) of me (a) relative 21. 5

hat'mut all 10. 9 ktfmutu'ml 1 maa'tl of all (the)chief

This suffix is also employed in the formation of the independent

possessive pronouns (see 114).

-Em differs from the preceding -sml in so far as it can be added

only to the locative form of the noun, and that in the few examples

that were obtained it denotes the subject of an action.

Absolutive Objective Relative

md'fLcrowf&.ZS mu
qwa

fL mu
qwa'LEm wa'as Crow's

language 34.21.

u'mll thunder umll'yus umll'yusEm wa'as Thun-

der's language 36.8

hitc a person 7.1 hltu'tcl.5 hltu'tcEm L/xml'tl (an) In-

dian's bow
hltsl' 1 house 25. 2 hltsi's 58.8 hitsi'sEin tEqyu'

wi of house

(the) frame

When followed by other suffixes, the obscure E of -Em drops out,

and the consonants are combined into a cluster.

Absolutive Objective Relative

mtta mother 54.23 mila'yus mtta'yusmitin mita of my
mother (her) father; my
grandfather

matfl' elder brother matli'yus mat/l'yusmltin t/dmc my
58.11 elder brother's boy

88. THE POSSESSIVE SUFFIXES

Possessive relations of the noun are expressed in Siuslaw by means

of the suffix -I that is followed by the subjective pronouns (see 24).

Posssession for the third person singular is expressed by the suffix -tc

added to the noun without the aid of the sign of possession, -I. Pos-

session for the third persons dual and plural is indicated by adding

the subjective pronouns -aux and -nx to the suffix -tc. Thus it would

seem that Siuslaw employs two distinct suffixes for the purpose of

expressing possession: -I used for the first and second persons, and

-tc for the third persons.

i See 11.

88
3045 Bull. 40, pt 212 35
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The possessive suffixes are verbalized by adding the auxiliary suffix

-t (see Y6) to the sign of possession; so that Siuslaw may be said to

possess two sets of possessive suffixes, one purely nominal set and

one with a verbal significance. In the latter set the suffixes for the

third persons are missing.

All possessive suffixes stand in terminal position following even the

case-endings and the adverbial suffixes.

The following table will serve to illustrate the formation of the pos-

sessive suffixes:
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tfamc child 40.19

Tcopx eye 36.16

tciL hand 50.18

mita father 54.22

xwd'lca head 29.5

maa'tl chief 11.2

xu'nha1 a bet 78.15

t/amdns td'ntux our (dual incl.)

boys will return 42.7

kdpxa
l
'xti,n our (dual excl.) eyes

td'Llts your (dual) hands

mita'tcwax their (dual) father 52.8

xwaf~kalnl our (incl.) heads

maa,tl'nxan our (excl.) chief

ma&t%'td your chief

xu'nhaltcEnx their bets 70.7

The possessive suffixes may be added to particles and attributive

elements that precede the noun. This is due to a tendency inherent

in the language to keep the principal parts of speech free from all

pronominal elements, and which finds its counterpart in the tendency

to add all subjective suffixes to the adverbs that precede the verb

instead of to the verbal stem (see 26).

In many instances the independent possessive pronouns (see 114)

are used in addition to the possessive suffixes. This is done for the

sake of emphasis; and in all such cases the suffixes are added to the

independent pronouns, and not to the nominal stem.

sEatsl'tc thus 8.1

nd, I 21.8

nictd'tc how, manner 36.4

his good 38.21

8*a'tsa thus 11.10

sEairna he, that one 15.4

na I 21.8

Jclxxs ten 8.1

his good 38.21

8Eatsl'ttin hd> thus I think (liter-

ally, thus my mind) 21.7

wa'al
sEnx na'mElltin wa'as you will

continually speak my language
36.13

nfofatftcmx ha1 how (is) thy mind
40.3

hl'slnx ha1 hau'tux you will feel

better (literally, good thy heart

will become)
sEa'tsatc nictwtncfimu thus (is) his

custom 38.16

sEaina'mltG wa'as waa
'syaxa

un his

language he spoke 36.14

nafmEllns Tco'tan our (incl. dual)
horses

Tcl'xEstcwax hau'yax tfame they two
had ten children (literally, ten

their two, had become, children)

60.16, 17

hl^slnl ha1 we are glad (literally,

good our [incl.] heart) 72.18
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Ills good 38.21 hlifslnxan hltsl' 1
good (was) our

(excl.) house 100.13

na I 21.8 nafmEllnxan ts'q our (excl.) rela-

tive 102. 5

ants that there 7.1 tll'ya
1 lakwa'Tcuun a'ntsin mat/I'

(a) bear caught that there my
elder brother 58.18

Nominal possessive suffixes are added to verbal stems in many cases

when the object stands in some possessive relation to the subject of

the sentence (see 33). Siuslaw uses for that purpose the verbal set

of possessive suffixes (see table on p. 546) ; and, since the pronouns in-

dicating the subject of the action are added to particles and attributive

elements preceding the verb (see 26), these suffixes occur mostly in

terminal position.

atq- to leave talr
lc
Ens aya'qa

l
tl IE sl'xa1 here we

two (incl.) shall leave our canoe

56.5

hau- to become hat'nanx haP'tuxaHl ha1 different

will become thy mind 60.14

ya^xa* much 8.5 sEa'tsan u
l
ln ya'xa

l
tl hat that'swhy

I (know) much (in) my mind 20.9

his well 38.21 tsl'Tdyanxan Jil'sltl ha1 we (excl.)

are very glad 24.5, 6

waaf- to speak 7.1 atsl'tcEnx wa'alsltl tsi'mqma thus

you shall tellyourpeople 78. 10

y^'xa
1
much, many 8.5 u

lEnx ya
a'xaHc ll't/a1

they have

much food (literally, and they
much their food) 80.17

LXU'IS dry 60. 19 Lxu'lstcFnx ants Wl'a1

dry (is) that

their salmon 80.17, 18

The possessive suffixes are sometimes added to the verbal stem, es-

pecially the suffix for the third person singular.

xwl'L/tux he will return si'nxltx ants t/dmc xwl'L/tuxtc he

wanted his boy to come back (lit-

erally, he desired his, that boy,
shall come back, his) 42.5, 6

waa*' he says 8.9 Tcum'ntc wa'aHo ants qasm'u not

she said (to) that her husband

L!XUXU- reduplicated form of leu* L/xur
xutc ha1 not he knew his

L/XU- to know 40.16 mind 58.4
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The subjective pronouns may at times perform the function of

the possessive suffixes. This is especially true in the case of the

pronoun for the first person singular when used in connection with a

demonstrative pronoun.

taaJc this here 32.13 t/Vya* lakwa'lcuun ta'Mn tlamc (a)

bear caught this my boy 60.9, 10

wa'aHsln ta'Mn wa'as speak to me

(with) this my language 36.10

ants that there 7.1 tWya? lakwa'lcuun a'nt&n mat!i'

(a) bear caught that there my
elder brother 58.18

ADVERBIAL SUFFIXES ( 89-96)

89. Introductory

Siuslaw expresses all adverbial relations derived from nouns by
means of suffixes, that precede even the pronominal suffixes. Of

these, the local suffixes indicating motion and rest, and the local suffix

expressing the ablative idea FROM, can be added only to the locative

forms of the noun (see 86). It is rather interesting to note that there

is no special suffix denoting instrumentality. This idea is either ex-

pressed by means of the locative -a (see 86), or it is conveyed through

the medium of the local suffix of motion -tc (see 90) and of the local

-ya (see 93), or it may be contained in the suffix of modality -lie

(see 94). All these ideas are so closely interwoven with that of in-

strumentality, that the instrumental use of elements denoting primarily

objects, motion, and modality, presents no difficulty whatsoever.

90. Local Suffix Indicating Motion -tc

It is added to the locative forms of the noun (see 86), and may be

best rendered by TO, INTO, AT, ON, UPON, TOWARDS.

td water 64.24 ulaux td'watc hakwa'a1 and they
two into the water will be

thrown 88.7, 8

hltsl'* house 25.2 ulnx wan tc&n hltsi'stc they now
returned into the house 60.10,

11

misi'a1 elder sister 90.23 vA'ltdstun misafyustc he sent her

to her elder sister 92.20
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L/a'ai ground 76.10

sl'xa1 canoe 56.5

pVi'ft lake 62.18

qmtcftl'ma old woman 94.22

qayu'
wints rock

?na'q
uL crow 34.23

Ic/lx L/a'ai
everywhere

L/ayu'stc to the ground 94.8

SExaP'tc qaa'xam into a canoe were

put 34.5

pTfttlyu'stc tEmu'yax at the lake

(they) came together 34.13, 14

Llu'waux qlutcftfl'ma'tc they two
came to an old woman 94.16

xalna1

qayuna' ts
itc (one) climbs

up the rock 62.7

Liu' m^qwa'LHc he came to Crow
36.3

Jc/exu'tc L/ayaftc waa'un every-
where he said . .7.2

Local adverbs and stems denoting local phrases are not considered

as nouns. Hence they can have no locative forms, and the adverbial

suffixes are added directly to such words.

hatq shore 44.7 yixa
if hdi

qte (they) looked ashore

66.6

Inu outside 38.23 u
l
Enx Inu' to Llha' and they outside

went 38.23

qo'x
um away from shore 34.6 qo'x

umtc hat'mut qwafxttfst out

into the water all went 34.15

qa'xuntc hakwa'yunE upwards it

is thrown 8.7

qatha'ntc tsfa/at' he shot far 10.3

qa'xun up, above 34.21

qatha'n far 56.8

In like manner the local suffix is added to the independent pronouns;

and all such pronouns, when followed by this suffix, have the function

of objective pronouns (see 113).

na I 21.8 tsmu'tuxtci n&tc you shall come to

me 72.11

nlxats thou Jcumi'ntc htf'sa nl'xatc not good (it

is) on you 12. 5

In a few instances the local suffix -to has been found added to the

absolutive form of nouns. This ungrammatical suffixation may be due

either to imperfect perception on my part, or to errors on the part

of the informant. The instances referred to are as follows :

paaP'wi sand beach pacfi'wltcix qatc
Enatu'u along the

sand beach they walked 34.14

Ikfl'a1 mouth of the river Llu'wanx llc/l'aHc they came to the

mouth of the river 66.11
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inq/afl river, creek 30.23 ulaux mur

knqfa'ltc and they two

came to a creek 56.4

In many instances the locative form of a noun or pronoun followed

by the local suffix of motion -to indicates the idea of instrumentality.

tcfc water 64.24 hltsfr'
1
ta'qnis tdwa'tc the house (is)

full of water

hltc person 7.1 taqanl'tx hltu'stc it was always full

of people 70.3, 4

tc&mtcafml ax 27.10 tcimtca'myatc xawafau with an ax

he will be kiUed 28.1

ll't/a1 food 34.6 ta'gnis lltfaya'tc ants Mttf* full

witl^food (was) that house 54.5

tslaln pitch 26.6 si'^xyuns tslUna'tc xawa'au it

was desired (that) with pitch
he should be killed 24.1

sEa that one 10.1 sEainaf
tc xawa'au with that (thing)

he will be killed 26.6

91. Local Suffix Indicating Best -il (-a)

This suffix is added to such stems as are not considered nominal,

and hence can not express the local idea of rest by means of the loca-

tive -a or -us (see 86). It is consequently suffixed to adjectives

which are really intransitive verbs and it performs for such terms

the additional function of a locative case-ending. The only noun to

which this suffix has been found added in its local and objective mean-

ing is the stem sl'xa1 CANOE (see 86). This apparently exceptional

use of the local suffix -u in connection with a noun may be due to the

fact that the informant, unable to recall a single instance of the noun

sl'xa1 in its proper objective form (slxaya'f), and not conscious of the

grammatical processes of her language, has endeavored to form the

objective case according to her own idea. The idea implied by this

suffix may be rendered by ix, AT, ON. The interchange between -u

and -a*1 has been discussed in 2.

ml'Jc/a bad 14.7 ni'ctti tsx xVntmls hltc mlk/a*'

L/aya' how (can) always travel

a person in a bad place? 12.10;

13.1

Jc/lx each, every 24.4 txu'nx 7c/exu' L/aya' xVntmls just

you everywhere will continually
travel 13.6, 7
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Tc/lx each, every 24.4 Tclexu' L/ayaf
u
l sEa i

t
E on each place

such (was the world) 14.6; 15.1

ssa{
ts such, in that manner 15.1 u

l
Enx sqa

l
~k lH!aif sEaitu' and they

eat on such (a place) 62.5, 6

ya
a
'~k ft'stein very small 36.23 yakfts'teinu' L/aya'

u
l tlyu'

wi on a

very small place they lived 38.19

si'xa1 boat 56.5 lqa
intu txu maatc ants SEXO?' sticks

merely were lying in that boat

48.20, 21

Instances where this suffix has the function of a locative case-

ending may be given as follows :

Tc!lx each, every 24.4

si'xa1 canoe 56.5

Ic/e'xu'tcL/aya'tc L/oxa'xcfitsmE to

each place he sent his . . .30.1

LI'U ml'lc/aPtc Lfaya'tc he came to

a bad place

s%'n i

xya a canoe I want

c qaa'xam into a canoe were

put 34.5

92. Local Suffix -'tw (-, -yaoc)

This suffix is used chiefly in connection with verbs of motion, and is

added to nouns, adjectives, and adverbs. Its function may best be

compared to the function performed by our adverbs ON, OVER, ALONG,

when used in connection with verbs of motion. The long I of the

suffix is often changed into a1

(see 2) or diphthongized into ya

(see 7).

Qa'aHc a tributary of the Sius-

law river called at present
North Fork

paaP'wi sand beach

hatq shore 44.7

qa
ux high, up 80.9

Ms well, straight 38.21

qa
u'xhn sky

tdik where 34.2

pEll'tc Llhafyax along
North Fork at first it passed
32.19

paa^wUdx qatc
Enatu'u along (its)

sand beach they walked 34.14

hair

qcfixanl tcafxwltux along the

shore we will go back 66.12, 13

qa
uxa?'x lc!uxwmlyu's on top of

the ice 76. 14, 15

tei'watc hl'sa lx LIU' to the water

on (a) straight (line) it was com-

ing 32.20

qa
u
'xunyax xint along the sky it

traveled 32.19

tcfi'lcyax Llha1 '

ts liltc whereon
climb up people 80.13
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In one instance this suffix is added to a demonstrative pronoun.

sEa that one 10.1 sEal'xaux pitcd
1' over that one they

two stepped 88.18

93. Local Suffixes -ya, -t\E

-ya is added to those locative forms of the personal pronouns and

nouns that end in an alveolar or affricative consonant (t, s, to) and to

adverbs the final consonant of which belongs to the same series.

q
uLl'mt anus 86.9 q

uLiml f

tyatc Llhaf from his anus

he came out 94.20

pl
n
ts%s ocean (locative form) pl'tsisya hafqaJ

1 ' from the ocean he

44.1 came ashore 82.4

qu'ltc Umpqua river qu'ltcyaa?
1 from the Umpa ua river

(they came) 100.15

hitsl't house 25.2 hltsVsya from the house

na I 21.8 naftcya from me
hal

q shore 44.7 haif

qa
l

tcya go away from the fire!

(literally, what is shore like from
it you go away) 26.7

qantc where qa'ntcyanx Liu' from where (dost)

thou come 66.16

-nE is suffixed to nouns and to personal pronouns whose locative

forms end in a vowel (see 86), and to such stems as form the loca-

tive cases by means of the local suffix of rest -u (see 91).

Jc/lx L/a' ai
every place Ic/exu'nE L/aya'nE from each place,

from everywhere 8.2

td water 64.24 tcl'wanE ha^qiqyax from the water

he came ashore 56. 13

xwd'ka head 29.5 xwakl'ns from the head

sl'xa1 canoe 56.5 SEXO^'HE from the canoe

These local suffixes are frequently used as implying the idea of

instrumentality.

qal'tc knife L/xmal'yun qa'l'tcya he killed him
with a knife (literally, from a

knife)
tclL hand 50.18 tei'LUE Ldls'lun with the hand he

struck him
Lxau' spear 64.7 Lxau'JilnE ants hltc skwalia1 ' with

a spear (in his hand) that person
stood up 64.11, 12
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94. Adverbial Suffixes Indicating Modality -Itc (-aHc), -'na

-ttc. This suffix has both a nominal and a verbal function. As a

nominal suffix it signifies LIKE. It is found suffixed to a number of

modal adverbs (see 121), and it invariably requires the accent. The

interchange between the long I and the diphthong a1 has been dis-

cussed in 2.

cko'tc hill 46.10 qa'xuntc qa'tc
lnt ck&tti'tc he went

up a hill (literally, upwards he

goes, hill-like) 12.9

txa*n tracks, road 56.10 tctik ants lqa
ir*tu Lwa if txalnl'tc

wherever that tree falls across

the road (literally, road-like)

84.2, 3

alaq one 18. 7 a'lqa
ltc&n L Ixu'yun qua half I know

it (literally, one [half] like I

know it) 92.12

sEafisa thus 11.10 waa'xam sEatsl'tc he was told thus

8.1

ni'ctca something, how 16.2 Icwi'nx nfotei'tc L/wa'msun don't

you tell him anything 17.1, 2

My informant frequently rendered this suffix by the phrase WHAT
YOU WOULD CALL A . . .

,
SOME KIND OF . . .

, especially in cases

where the noun employed did not convey the exact idea that was

wanted.

maa'tl chief 10.2 maa'tltc IE qwo'txa
1 beaver (was)

(what you would call a) chief

50.6, 7

matl'yu
wi

chief, general sEatsi'tc waaf ants matl'wltc ants

sl'xa1 thus said that (what you
would call) captain (of) that

boat 64.26; 66.1

lnau 'wi rich man 86.4 lnau'wlteantshltc(what you would
call a) chief (was) that man 76.3

tEqyu'
u frame 80.7 tEqyu'wltc (what you would call a)

frame

flc/i'a1 mouth (of river) lk!l'alwltc ants pWl'tl (something
like the) mouth (of) that lake

When added to adverbs that convey local ideas, it must be preceded

by the local suffix of motion -tc (see 90).
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sqd
l
~k there 14.6

qanis- down

tqa
uwl'- up-stream 56.8

%qoFkt&ftc qa't&ntux there (they)
will go 30.22

qanistc't'tc txu SLOXU'XU down sim-

ply he went (slid) 12.6

qa'tc
Ent tqa

uwltdi'tc he went up-
stream 58.12

This modal suffix may also express the idea of instrumentality, as

will be seen from the following examples :

'L/i arrow 50.7

tsaxu slave 76.3

Jcumi'ntc xafwll tsiL/l'tc not he can

die through (literally, with) an

arrow 15.8

aPn tsExwl'tc he bought her

in exchange for a slave

When added to verbal stems, -Itc is almost invariably followed or

preceded by the verbs xint- TO GO, TO START, and hlqf- TO START, TO

BEGIN; and the idea conveyed by such a phrase may best be compared
with our English sentences I GO INTO A STATE OF . . ., I START . . .

-LY. The Siuslaw informant, unable to express this native phrase in

English, usually rendered it by I, THOU, HE ALMOST. . . .

tc&n- to go home, to return

12.10

trnnu'- to assemble 7.3

Ll'u- to arrive 9.2

tcax*- to go back, to return

30.14

qatx tcEnl'tc xint he cried as he
went home (literally, he cries

when homewards he starts)

58.15, 16

tEmuiftc xint L/afai people came

together (literally, into a state

of coming together go many)
30.15, 16

Liwl'tcwax wan xint they two are

almost home (literally, in the

manner of arriving they two

finally go) 23.1

lti'xEs tsxayu'
wi a'ntsin tcEXwi'tc

xint for ten days I was going
back (literally, ten days this 1

returningly went) 66.20, 21

XEun'tcEnx hl'qfya (when) you are

near death (literally, [when] in

the manner of dying you start)

34.25
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Ic/ap- low tide 36.18 u
l 'klapl'tc xinti't ants tci and the

water began to get low (liter-

ally, into a state of low tide

went that water) 36.20

si'- to grow 98.10 gilil'tcfin xi'ntyax (when) I began
to grow up (literally, [when]
into a state of growing I went)
100.17

In one instance this suffix occurs as -aFtc, and is preceded by the

stem qatcn- TO GO.

yax- to see 20.10 u
l qa'tc

Ent yExa
u
'tc a'ntsHc tcmafnl

he went to see his cousin 40.24

The verbs xint- and hlqf- may be omitted, as is shown in the fol-

lowing example:

tcfy- to spear 68.8 qatha'ntc hl'nyaxa
un ya lc

us tea-

qa
l
'tc the seal took him way off

as he speared him (literally, way
off took him, seal, spearingly)

68.17, 18

-*na is added to adjectives only, and expresses an idea similar to

that of the English suffix -LY.

ml'~k!a bad 14.7 lcwl'nxLfwa'msunml''k/a*nadon't

tell it to him badly 17.1, 2

Jcumi'ntc ml'lc!a*na sWxna'wls not

badly (we shall) keep on think-

ing of each other 78.12, 13
t/l'sa grease ni'ctcfoni t/l'sctnanx lit!a'wax be-

cause greasy (things) they are

going to eat 82.8

95. Adverbial Suffixes Indicating Time -tlla, -Ita

These suffixes are added to nouns that indicate division of time, and

to verbs expressing celestial phenomena, and they may best be ren-

dered by TOWARDS, WHEN THE TIME OF ... COMES. Both Suffixes

require the accent.

plctcEm summer 46.11 pictcEmtlta'
u
l
Enx sqa

l
lc taya

1' to-

wards summer (hence, in the

spring-time) they there live

62.2, 3
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q!sxa
u
yu'wi salmon season q!Exa

u
yu

f
witita

r u
l tqa

u'wltc taya
1'

when salmon-time comes (they)

up-stream live 82.12, 13

qlu'nEin winter 80.18, 19 qlu'nEmtltaf towards winter

Jti'n lc!l- to rain 76.18 hm ~k!lta
f
in the rainy season

qcfix night 38.21 qa
{xUaf towards night-time

nictcinwa 1 '

spring comes mctcfinawltaf ulaux sEa'tsa xnl'wnE
towards spring-time they two
thus do it 98.5

96. Modal Adverbs in -a

This suffix may be called the suffix of modality par excellence. By
its means all stems expressing adjectival ideas, and all particles, are

transformed into adverbs. Many of these steins (amplified by means

of the modal suffix -a) do not occur in their original form, being

used adverbially only. All such stems are denoted here by an

asterisk (*). Whether this suffix may not be ultimately related to

the locative -a (see 86) is a debatable question.

his good 38.21 humi'ntc htf'sa natc not well (it is)

on me 12.2

Ll'u near 40.12 Llu'wa Jc
una inqta'ltc tE tat near,

perhaps, the creek, these live

66.7, 8

ya^xa
1

much, many 8.5 hu'tctuns ya
afxa we shall play a

great deal 10.6

yikt big, large 48.8 qanistd'tc llqafyusns yi'lcta very

deep it would be dug (liter-

ally, down-like it is dug largely)

84.3, 4

*Limq- quick Li'mqan td'ntux right away I shall

return 56.22

*Jiain- different haifna differently 58.9

*nlk!- alone nl
r
~k!a alone 94.11

*sEats- thus sEaftsa thus, in that manner 18.4

*tsik/- much, very tsi'lcfya very, very much 13.9

GENERAL NOMINALIZING SUFFIXES ( 97-105)

97. Nominal -u (-), -uwi

This suffix conveys a- general nominal idea, changing any neutral

stem into a noun, and is employed extensively in the formation of

verbal abstract nouns. It is also used t express collectivity of action,
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an application that is in perfect harmony with its nominal character,

as has been explained in 78. The forms -uu and -uwi may be

explained as due to imperfect perception on my part, while the

double occurrence of -uu and -a? is caused by the phonetic relation

that exists between the u and the diphthong a? (see 2).

hutc- to play 7.2 hutcu'wi
,
hutcu'u fun, 8.5; 16.6

tEmu'- to gather 7.3 tctik ants L!afai tsmuu'u where

(there is) that big assembly 88. 3

paLn- to hunt 82.17 qwa'tc L!xu'yunpaLnu
fwi

(he) who
knows (the art of) hunting 82.18

xil'xcl- to work 48.10 tw!~k!ya L/xu'yun xU'xcyu'
u
very

(well) he knows (the art of)

working 52.22, 23

si- to grow 98.10 sEa'tsatc siya'a? such (was) her

growth 98.6

Lxat- to run 12.3 Lxatu'wi a race 78.18

xintm- to travel 12.10 wVnxanx tcH'wa xintmu'wi thouart

afraid to go to the ocean (liter-

ally, thou fearest to water the

journey)

yalq- to dig 84.5 yalqafaP a hole 84.6

xaHc- to roast 90.8 xattcafaP roast 90.9

anxl- to sing anxyu'
wi a song

This suffix is found in a great number of nouns whose original

stems can no longer be analyzed. The following list may be given:

fiauwlr

yu shaft tcrrMqu'
wi

ring (tcmilq finger)

pacfi'wi sand beach 34.14 ~k
utsu'wi saliva

pahu'
wi codfish Tcu'cu hog (from French through

pa'l'u spring, well 76.12 medium of the Chinook jargon)

ma'tcu bed (place of lying ?) Jcu
rt

tdyu sea-otter

ma'ltcu chimney, stove (place Jcmu'Jcu pipe-stem
of burning?) ~knkyu'

wi wall

tEqyu'
u frame (of a house) Icli'nu ladder, stairway

80.7 Jcwlm'ntxu throat

tuqya'd"' up the river 32.22 Jc/a'l'apu navel

tfufn$xyu pocket qasLl'u husband 48.20

nictcima mu custom, fashion qatwafcL"' bay, down-stream 80.6

36.28 qaPll'u bark 90.8

ciml'Ltxu upper lip q!Exa
u
yu'wl salmon-time 82.12

tsxayu'
wi

day, sun, weather 8.1 lnau 'wl rich man, chief 86.4
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Tkwuna'atsu live-coals lAya'aP fire 25.5

lqa
if*tu tree, log 32.21 Lxau' pole, spear 64.7

Iqla'nu hide, skin 100.15 L/mVkeu, flounder 100.10

When added to the numeral particle ya^xa* MUCH, MANY, it denotes

the idea expressed by a noun of quality. This particle is to all

appearances a stem amplified by means of the nominal suffix -a 1

(see 98); and since two nominal suffixes of a similar function

can not be added to one and the same stem, the -a1

disappears, and

the suffix -a? is added to the bare stem yax-.

ya^xd
1

much, many 8.5 tch'ntEtc ya'xcfi xalna1' how many
had climbed up (literally, what

their number climbed up) 62.11

teft!ntstc yaJxcfi tEqtc ants gluten
1

'ni

as many relatives as that woman
had (literally, how much their

number [of] her relatives [of]

that woman) 76.1

LXaifp
istc ya'xa? five their number

100.15
"

98. Nominal -I (-a*)

This suffix is found in a large number of nouns expressing a variety

of concepts. It occurs with nouns indicating instrumentality, with

verbal abstract nouns, with nouns of relationship, with terms desig-

nating animals, with stems expressing natural objects, etc. It is not

altogether inconceivable that this nominal formative element may be

identical with the verbalizing suffix -a* (see 75), even though its

nominalizing function can no longer be explained in a majority of cases.

In many instances the original stem to which this suffix has been

added does not occur in its independent form. The substitution of

the diphthong -a 1 for the long I has been discussed in 2.

'- to play shinny 9.4 pa'Tcwl shinny stick

/- to shoot 8.6 tsl'L/l arrow 50.7

mmxu- to lighten 38.5 7ni
fn ixwl lightning 38.2

wVnkl- to work 50.6 vn'ndkl work
to,

1 he sits 16.2 tl'ta1 chair
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ll't!- to eat 13. 10

hu'tc- to play 7.2

aswit'l' blanket

inq/a'a
1
, inqfa'i, river 30.20,

23

until' thunder 36. 8

u'ltl snow 76.10

haml' c
tcl whale 82.4

ha'Tcwi mussels 82.2

hi'a1 clouds

hltslri house 25.2

ha1

heart, mind 8.9

pVl'tl lake 62. 18

mEkll' father-in-law

mafl kidney
maa'tl chief 10.2

md'tl dam 48.10

mat!l' elder brother 58.11

misl'a1 elder sister 90.23

mwtcl'1
younger sister 40. 2

mi'ctfla1
something bad, vulva

26.5

tqaftl hook

tqu'nl smoke

ll't!a1 food 34.23

hutcav fun 10.5

sl'xa 1 canoe 56.5

tsall'swall beads ( ?)

tsfctl'* sand beach

tso'tl waves, breakers

tsxu'npLl coyote 88.9

t& water 36.20

td'tfl wind

ts!u'xwl spoon
Tc
Ea'nl basket 90.21

qafxl chicken-hawk

qafwl blood

g
umtlri

perforation in the ear

q^unaxl'
1 cheek

qwo'txa
1 beaver 48.6

qfaftctl cedar

Itfl'a* salmon 56.1

Iq/a'sl eel

L/afai
ground, world, earth, place,

many 7. 2

L/l
n
nl floor

L/xml'tl bow

When added to stems that express adjectival ideas, this suffix forms

nouns of quality.

hlslfi
goodness

hltsl'sEm yiktl
fi of the house the

large (size)

lq!anu
ifml yixl'

1 of hides a great
number 102.1, 2

his good 38.21

yilct big 48.8

y&x- much, many 8.5

99. Nouns of Quality in -t'u" (-t'ut)

There can be little doubt that the vocalic elements of this suffix are

identical with the nominalizing suffix discussed in 97. The etymol-

ogy of the initial consonantic element is obscure. This suffix is added

to adjectives and adverbs only. Owing to the fact that a number of

adjectives end in -t (see 104) and that double consonants are invariably

simplified, these adjectives drop their final consonant before adding

the suffix (see 15).
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hatcaft long 76.1 tcnfntEtc ha'tctfu'u for a long time

(literally, how much its long

period) 48.2

lnauwi rich 86.4 lnauwWu'wi wealth

yikt large 48.8 yikt'u'
wi

large size

qa'xtin high 8.7 qaxtinftt'** height

qafn- deep qa
{nt^wi

depth
his good 38.21 hlsfufwi kindness

qafha'n- far 10.3 qathantfu' distance

100. Nouns of Agency in -yawc, -tt (-att), -t!9 -t!wl

Nomina actoris are formed by means of the following suffixes:

-yaux This suffix seems to have been used frequently.

laku- to fetch, to catch 7.5 la'WcyaPx sheriff (literally, a

catcher [of people])

xuun~ to snore 27.9 xu'nya
ux a snorer

la'wat!- to gamble lafwat!ya
ux a gambler

In- to call (?) lnaflya
ux an interpreter

tsmu'- to gather 7.3 tEmau'ya
ux a person who assem-

bles (people) 30.2

-ll (-atl). This suffix is easily confounded with the verbal negative

suffix of similar phonetic structure (see 53); but this similarity is

purely accidental.

wi'rikl- to work SE& tsl'lcfya un'nkll he (is a) very

(good) worker 50.5, 6

xU'xd'- to work 48.10 xi'l'xcfcl a workingman
xintm- to travel 12.10 xi'ntmll a traveler

waa f- to speak 7.1 wa!al
l a speaker

psku'- to play shinny 9.4 pa'Jcunl a shinny player

-t! It is quite possible that this suffix may have some connection

with the initial element of the suffix for nouns of quality, -tfuu (see

99).

L/win to tell 8.2 L/want! an informant

/- to shoot 8.6 tsiL/tf a marksman
to pick, to dig 96.18 yu'ycfit! a person who picks (ber-

ries [reduplicated stem])
n- to hunt 82.17 paiJnt! a hunter

t/amc child, infant 40.20 t!%mct! one who raises children

30.23

100
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-t!wt seems to be another form of the preceding suffix.

laku- to fetch . . . ts la'Jc
utfwi hltu'tc this

gatherer of the people 7.5

la'lc
ut/wi a fetcher 22.9

101. Nouns in -ace

This suffix is used for the purpose of forming nouns from verbal

stems, adverbs, and stems denoting geographical terms. When added

to verbs or to adverbs, it is best rendered by PERSON, PEOPLE; while

when used in connection with geographical terms, it denotes a tribal

name and may be translated by INHABITING, BELONGING TO.

xau' he died 40.21

L!OX- to send 16.10

a^stux he will sleep 27.7

wa'nwits long ago 14.7

nfotm,ma mu custom, fashion

36.28

piM'tc first 32. 19
wi-\

, gu'ltc south

qpa*- north

qcfixq- east

pi'*tsis ocean 44.1

ckcftc mountain 46.10

101

leu1 nats xa!waPxaHnE if he had not

been killed (literally, not had he

been a person [who was] killed)

29.7

tdn ants Kite L/ wa'x returned

this human messenger (literally,

returned that person [who was]

sent) 7.7

(L!W(I'X instead of L!wafxax, see

124)

sVnfxyunE tslUna'tc xawa'au au'-

stuxax it was desired (that) with

pitch killed shall be the person

(who) will sleep 24.1

ni'ctcim sEa'tsa wd'nvntsax be-

cause thus (did it) the old-timers

(literally, [people belonging to]

long ago) 68.13

sEatsi
f
tc wafnwitsax mctcimcfmwax

thus (was) the custom of the old-

timers (literally, thus [of people

of] long ago the [things pertain-

ing to their] customs) 76.6, 7

psll'tcax a first settler

Lxau'yax the other one, friend 42.8

qu'yax, qu'Ucax an Umpqua Indian

(literally, a person inhabiting
the south)

qpa'yax an Alsea man

qat'xqax a Kalapuya Indian

pl'*ts%sax inhabitants of the ocean

cko'*tcitcax a mountaineer
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102. Nouns in -unft (-ani)

This suffix is added to adjectives, a few adverbs used in an ad-

jectival sense, and to nouns. It has a double function. When added

to adjectives or to adverbs, it transforms them into nouns, just as

any adjective is transformed into a noun by adding ONE to it (com-

pare our phrases THE BIG ONE, THE GOOD ONE, etc.) When used

with other nouns, this suffix has an adjectival character, which may be

best rendered by MADE OF, COMPOSED OF.

tEXam strong 10.1 tExmu'ni the strong one, a man
30.21

Lxau'yax other 42.8 Lxauyaxa
arni the other one 86.18

yikt big 48.8 yiktu'ni the big one

sha*t large s^aHu'm the larger one 92.18

yak!- small 38.19 tu yaklaP'm that small one 88.12

limnl'tc behind 86.11 limnltcu'ni mwtclri the youngest
sister 40.2

hl'q/a beads, Indian money, Mq!aha
u'ni consisting of dentalia

dentalia shells 74.19 shells 78.14

pi'lq
uts coon j)ttq

utsu'ni tahafnik made of rac-

coon (-hide) quivers 70.23, 24

t!l bear 12.4 tflyu'ni taha'mlc made of bear

(-skin) quivers 70.24

Jc fix tE q everything 24. 4 It fexu'ni ts'qa^ni hutca
1'

composed
of every sort (of) fun 10.5

lafqlaq boards laqlaqcfi'nltc hltsl' 1 made of some
kinds of boards the house 80.7

This suffix may be added to verbal stems provided the verb has

been changed into an attribute of a following noun.

hamx- to tie u
l hamxcfi'ni ants tsEhau'ya and
that made of tied grass ... 8. 6

103. Nominalizing Suffix Indicating Place -a mu

This suffix indicates the place where a certain action is performed.
When added to stems ending in a velar or palatal consonant, it appears
as -ycfmu, and changes the final velar of the stem

(<?, q!) into a palatal

h (see 17). After all other consonants it occurs as -a mu. The short

w-vowels following velar and palatal consonants disappear before this

suffix. It is possible that the final u of the suffix may be related to

the general nominalizing suffix -u discussed in 94 (see 23).
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ma'q!l- to dance 28.7 mEkycfmu a dance-hall

ya'q
u*- to see 23.9 yskycfmu a vantage point

psku'- to play shinny 9.4 pskyatmu a place where shinny is

played, ball-grounds
nlctcat!- to fight nlctcat!asmu battlefield

inflate*- to try to buy tuhatc 'a mu a store

Lxat- to run 12.3 Lxata mu track (literally, a place
where people run)

nictcima mu custom, fashion 29.9

104. Adjectives in -t

Siuslaw has no true adjectives. All stems denoting adjectival ideas

are intransitive verbs, and may be used as such, as may be seen from

the following examples:

ml'Jcfa Aifcthatbad man 23. 2, 3 tsl'Jc/ya ml'Tc/a very bad it was
14.7

hatcaft hl'q!a long (strings of) hatca't ants lqa
ir'tu there was a

dentalia shells 76. 1 tall tree 92. 21

Owing to this verbal significance, the Siuslaw adjective shows no

special suffixes. A few stems denoting adjectival concepts appear in

duplicated form, mostly those expressing color (see 109). There will

be found, however, a number of words expressing attributive ideas

that end in -t.
1 Whether this consonant is related to the auxiliary -t

(see 76) or whether it may be looked upon as a true adjectival suffix,

is a question open to discussion. The following is a list of such ad-

jectives:

y%kt big, large 48.8 fxull't straight
hawa'tdt new Mt big, old 92.18

hatca't long, tall 76.1 tsinqft poor 16.10

hlxt wild tsiLt thick

pdala'st 2
spotted M'Vlt heavy 11.9

pim'lt sharp Tcfwl'act proud
mskct fat 90.16 q

udfct thin

timsqaya't bitter, sour Lqut red

tint ripe L/dgt wet 56.13

fyatlya't dear, expensive L/nuwa'tit deep

105. Irregular Suffixes -Em, -Isl, -wi, -yuwl, -Iwt

These suffixes occur very seldom, and, while their function is to all

appearances nominal, it can not be explained accurately.

1 See also 124. 2 Dorsey: p'al-l&st gray .
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-E*n occurs with a few nouns.

ilqwa
a'tEm root, alder tree tsami'tssm chin

92.5, 6 qlu'nEm winter 80.19

pl'ctcEm summer 98.8 xaiftssm woman's basket

-1st seems to denote an abstract idea.

pin- to be sick 4-0.21 plnl'si sickness, cough

qtfx dark, night 38.21 qatxl'si darkness, night
hwu'nhwun black ho'nlsi dusk

ni'ctca (?) how 16.2 nVctc&d arrival (?) 40.16

nfatc&nwa*' spring comes nwtcanu'wlsi year 92.12

The following nouns have analogous form:

au'tdsi camas 96.20 z/ntl'*tcfoi crawfish

ll'xtsmsi small-pox

The nouns tswafsi FROST and Luwa'si NOSE may also belong here.

-wt is found in a small number of nouns.

si'nauwi grouse Jc/o'xwi gnat
tsnafwi bone q

u
hafqwi broom

In a few instances this suffix seems to form nouns of agency, and

may be related to the suffixes discussed in 97 and 99.

tsxan- to comb one's hair tsxa'nwl a comb

qatcu
1- to drink 76.12 qatcwi'wt a person who waters

animals (?)

cuxu- to drive away, to scare cuxwa'wt a driver ( ?)

56.11

%- to dig 80.6 ttqa'wi one who digs holes

-yuwt, -Iwt. These two suffixes have a peculiar function. They
seem to denote the nominal object of an action performed by a noun

of agency (see 100). The most puzzling phenomenon connected with

their function is the fact that they can be added only to the discrimi-

native form of a noun (see 111), which seems to stand in direct con-

tradiction to its objective significance, because the discriminative

case points to the noun as the subject of the action.

Absolutive Discriminative Objective

psni's skunk 86.1 psna's 86.7 ML ft! pEnasyu'wi a

skunk-shooter
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Absolutive

Kite person 7.1

swal grizzly bear

(?) huckleberries

qwo'txa
1 beaver

48.6

Discriminative

Mya'tc 13.10; 15.2

swal 15.2

ts'xya

qwoa'txa
1 52.4

Objective

tsiL/t!

man-killer

gatherer of people
tslLlt! swalyu'wl a

grizzly-shooter
Ia'~k

u
t!w1, taxyu'wi a

picker of huckle-

berries

tslLlt! qwoatxl'wl a

beaver-killer

Another nominalizing suffix that seems to be confined to one stem

only is -as in the noun wa'as LANGUAGE, WORD, MESSAGE 34.21, formed

from the verbal stem waa- TO SPEAK, TO TALK.

Reduplication ( 106-109)

106. Introductory

Reduplication as a factor in the formation of grammatical categories

and processes does not play as important a role in Siuslaw as in many
other American Indian languages.

Considered from a purely phonetic point of view, the process of

reduplication may affect a single sound, a syllable, or the whole

word, while from the standpoint of position of the reduplicated ele-

ments it may be either initial or final. In accordance with these pro-

cesses, a given language may show the following possible forms of

reduplication : Vocalic or consonantic initial reduplication ;
consonantic

final reduplication, commonly called final reduplication; syllabic redu-

plication, usually referred to as doubling or reduplication of the sylla-

ble; and word-reduplication, better known as repetition of the stem.

Of the forms of reduplication known actually to occur in the Ameri-

can Indian languages, Siuslaw shows only duplication of the (first)

syllable, duplication of the final consonant, and repetition of the stem.

Syllabic duplication occurs rather seldom, final duplication is resorted

to frequently, while repetition of the stem plays a not unimportant

part in the formation of words.

Reduplication is confined chiefly to the verb; its use for expressing

distribution a phenomenon commonly found in American Indian

languages is entirely unknown to Siuslaw, which employs this pro-

cess solely for the purpose of denoting repetition or duration of action.
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107. Duplication of the Initial Syllable

This process occurs in a few sporadic instances only. The repeated

syllable occurs in its full form, the original syllable losing its vocalic

elements. Initial stops of both the original and repeated syllables are

usually changed into fortis (see 17).

tsmu'- to assemble 7.3 t/Emt/mafxam wan they come to

see him (literally, he is assem-

bled about) 23.3

Ll'u (they) come 9.3 L !ILIwa'xam he is approached 16. 3

L/lL/wl'sutnE he is continually

approached 26.2

sEa'tsanx tEL/l'L/ututs that's why
I came (to see) you 21.6, 7

hi
ya

f
tGnxxan L/l'L/uts people us

came (to see) repeatedly 100.8

taf- to sit, to live 16.2 ants Tsxuna'pLl t/l't/yun (that) on

which Coyote was sitting 94.6

hal- to shout 13.11 Ihali'yusnE he would be shouted

at 70.22 (this form may be ex-

plained as derived from an origi-

nal halhall'yusnE)
lhall'txau

*

HE he is continualty
shouted at 11.10

yuw- to pick 96.18 yu'ya^t! one who picks

108. Duplication of Final Consonants

This process is employed extensively, and consists in the repetition

of the final consonant with insertion of a weak a- or %- vowel. In

many instances the quality of the connecting vowel is affected by the

vowel of the stem. This is especially true in cases where the stem

ends in a ii-vowel, after which the connective vowel is assimilated and

becomes a weak u. The short vowel of the stem is not infrequently

changed into a long vowel. This duplication plays an important

part in the formation of the past tense (see 74), and, in addition to

denoting frequency and duration of action, it seems to be capable of

expressing commencement, especially of intransitive actions.

aus- to sleep 23.9 au'si's he began to sleep 26.9

qax dark 38.21 qafxi'x wd'nwits it got dark long

ago 64.19
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u
l wan xinti't he kept on going
now 56.23

u
l SLOXU'X" wiL/a'xL/ he came
down again 12.6

haiqa'q wan he then went ashore

58.17
u
l txu loqwa'q

u and just he was

boiling 96.7, 8

mik/a'Jcf ants tsxayu'
wi

began to

get rough that weather 64.15

wan smut*a' t* it ends finally 9.1

tclt'a't" the wind blew 94.5
u
l
Enx dL hutca'tc and they now be-

gan to play 72.23, 24

Jcfapi'p low water (comes)
xwiL/a'L/ wan he finally came

back 12.7

sqa'tsm nali'l he started from there

68.10

sEa'tsa hl'qfaqfyax thus it began
15.1

ulaux ldkwa'Tcuun they two took

(them) away 52.16

la'lcukyax she took 60.23

xumca'caux wan they two are ap-

proaching now 23.2

Wyatsiftsun ants laif

qat he is put-

ting that feather on 11.8

tPwatci'tcunaux they two began to

spear it 56.15, 16

tPwa'tc&tcyaxaPn 1 have been spear-

ing it 66.17
ulaux tcaqa'qa^n and they two be-

gan to spear it 56.19
ulaux yaxi'xun they two saw it

56.15
uln qnuhu'hu

un I am finding it

A very interesting case of duplication applied to formative elements

is presented by the nominal suffix -ax. This suffix signifies PEOPLE,

BELONGING TO, and, when added to the adverb wa'nwits LONG AGO, it

was invariably rendered by OLD-TIMERS (see 101). Whenever the

speaker wants to imply the intensive idea PEOPLE OF VERY LONG AGO,

he usually repeats this suffix.

108

xmt- to go 20.3

SLOXU- to go down

hai

q shore 44.7

loqw- to boil 96.1

ml'~k!a bad 14.7

smutf- to end 11.1

tdtf- to blow 94.5

hutc- to play 7.2

Tc!ap- low water 36.18

XWIL!- to go back 42.6

nal- to start

hl'q!-to start 22.6

laku- to take 7.5

xumc- to come, to approach

hits- to put on 11.8

tutc- to spear 62.2

to spear 68.18

yax- to see 20.10

'" to find 56.9
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wa'mvitsax old-timer 68.13 wa'moitsaxax people of long, long

ago 29.9

sEa'tsa xnlw'nutnE wa'nwitsaxax

thus it was done (by) people of

long, long ago 62.9

wa'nwitsaxax nictdma mu (of) old,

old-timers their custom 68.19

Similarly the modal -Itc (see 94) is found repeated in a few instances.

tea where 34.4 tcaltd'tc nl'ctux where he will go
64.20

109. Duplication of Stems

While this process is, strictly speaking, of a lexicographical char-

acter, and as such ought to be treated more properly under the head-

ing "Vocabulary" (see 137), it will nevertheless be found useful to

give here a list of doubled stems. Barring a few nouns,, most of these

terms are adjectives denoting color and quality.

hwu'nhwun black qa'sqas stiff, hard

pxu^pxu
1
sorrel, yellow qu'LquL white 40.10,11

tu'Tctuk deaf qtsftfnqts&n blue, green
Wkftnkf soft xu'sxus naked

Ici'Ylt heavy 11.9 ffima'lim blind

puna'puna' gopher, mole tsim'Ltsinl'i? little beaver (?)

96.19 50.15

mu'smus cow *
tcftmtca'mi ax 27.10

t.rafl'tral- tongue (pl(i
i

L'<f'la
iL otter from ocean (?)

tsfoyi'Tctsfcyi'lc wagon
1

laqlaq board 80.7

Vocalic Changes ( 110-112)

110. Introductory

Siuslaw expresses two distinct grammatical categories by means of

vocalic change. Of these two categories, one is nominal, while the

other has a strictly verbal character pertaining to intensity and fre-

quency of action. When applied to nouns, vocalic change expresses

the discriminative case.

1 Chinook jargon. 2 Chinook.
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. The Discriminative Case

The discriminative case is that form of the noun which singles it

out as the performer of an action directed upon an object; i. e., it

designates the nominal subject in sentences containing pronominal or

nominal object.

The discriminative form of pronouns and of nouns of relationship is

expressed by means of the prefix q- (see 21). All other nouns express

the discriminative form by means of a vocalic change that varies accord-

ing to the quantity of the stem-vowel, and in polysyllabic stems

according to the quantity of the vowel of the accented syllable. The

following rules maybe said to apply in all cases:

1. The discriminative form of nouns the stem-vowel of which is a

long I or u is obtained through the diphthongization of these vowels

into ya and wa respectively (see 7). For purely physiological reasons

a weak vowel corresponding to the quality of the diphthongized

vowel is inserted between the diphthong and its preceding consonant.

kite person, people 7.1 u
l ya'q^yun Nya'tc and people
looked on 70.4

Wtc^t cougar 13.3 Vyafttft htyatstftsun Cougar put it

on 13.4

ml'kfa bad 14.7 mtya'lda Wya'tc Vtlafyun a bad

person devoured him 15.2

hlq
u wild-cat 34.17 Wyatsi'tsun Wya'cf

1 Wild-Cat put
it on 11.11

lk!anu'ku screech-owl 86. 1 tsl'lclya wVnxaPn ants psm's lk!-

anuwa'lcu Screech-Owl feared

that Skunk very- much 86.3

hlnafwun ants plna'st lk!anuwa'lcu

Screech-Owl intended to take

along that sick man 88.1, 2

qmtcu'ni woman 30.21 ci'l'xun qlutc
uwa'm (a) woman

shook him 58.4

tExmu'nl man 30. 21 wi'lun tExmuwaf
ni (the) man

agreed with her 58.7

tsxayuf
wi

sun, day 8. 1 mUJcwl'tutsfcn tsxay
uwa'wf

i (the) Sun
had pity on me 72.14

Somewhat irregular discriminative forms are shown by the nouns

t!l GRIZZLY BEAR and ql'utc WIFE, which occur as t!lya
v and qa'yutc

respectively.

HI
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t!l grizzly bear 12.4 t!lya
ir

WyatsVisun Grizzly Bear

put it on 12.3

gl'utcwifQ 48.17 maatc qa'yutc
Etc (he and) his wife

had lain 60.13

2. Nouns with short stem-vowels, or with short vowels in the ac-

cented syllable, change these vowels into an a in their discriminative

forms. Short a-vowels of the stem are lengthened into a.

pEntfs skunk 86.1 l'nau
'wi hltc u

l Iqaqa
1'txaPn psna's

(at) a rich man he always broke

his wind, (namely) Skunk 86.6, 7

tsl'sqan deer 13.9 Wyatstftsun tsa'sqln Deer put it on

13.8

qwo'txa
1 beaver 48.6 a'tsa u

l kumi'ntc s^n^xyun qwoa't-
xa 11 ants q

uL!Utc that's why not

liked Beaver that Otter 54.8, 9

pUq
uts raccoon 70.23, 24 pa'lq

u
ts Wyatstftsun Raccoon put

it on

q!a'xa
uxt wolf 13.2 <[!a'xa

uxt WyatsVtmn Wolf put it

on 12.8

swal grizzly bear swal Vtfafyun Grizzly Bear de-

voured them 15.2

squmaf pelican 44. 1 waa'afin squmaf ants Iqlal'o'ma
said Pelican to Sea-Gull 44.17

3. Stems containing diphthongs, or stems whose accented syllables

end in the diphthong #% add a short a to the diphthong for the purpose

of forming the discriminative casev

haifmut all 9.5 haya'mut Wya'te Llxu'yun all peo-

ple know it 60.24, 25

yaq
u
*yl

fw
yutsatc$, haya'mut you all

shall look at me 72.11, 12

ha^na different 58.9 haya'na ttyatstftsun another (one)

put it on 12.8

4. Polysyllabic stems whose accented syllable ends in a consonant

and is followed by a syllable beginning with a consonant form the dis-

criminative case by inserting a short a between these two consonants.

tsxu'npLl coyote 88.9 ants Tsxuna'pLl t!l't!yun that (on

which) he was sitting, (namely)

Coyote 94.6

tExm$'l'mdo\d people 58.25 tExmtt'a'mi Lfxu'yun an old man
knew it 76.15, 16

i Probably misheard for qwa'txa. X \\\
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um'll thunder sEatsl
r
tc waafaPn uma'll thus said

to him Thunder 36.9

qluttffl'ma old woman 96.15 qmtctt'a'mi tafyun ants tsl'L/i the

old woman kept that arrow 96.2

ttffnta? which one 90.1 tcma'tau s$ni
xyaxa

un ants . . .

whoever wanted that . . .

11.6, 7

112. Intensity and Duration of Action

Vocalic change as a means of expressing intensive and durative

actions is of a twofold character. The change consists either in the

diphthongization of the long 1- and u- vowels of the stem (see 7),

or in stem-amplification. In both cases the underlying principle may
be described as the change of a monosyllabic root into a stem having

two syllables.

Diphthongization is applied to those stems only whose vowels are

either long I or u. A verbal stem with a diphthongized vowel expresses

durative actions only in connection with other proper devices, such as

the temporal suffixes or duplication of final consonants (see 41, 56,

69, 108). Owing to the fact that certain temporal suffixes nota-

bly the inchoative, the frequentative, the durative, the present, the

future, and the imperative imply to a certain extent intensive

actions, or actions that are being performed continually, the suffixes

for these tenses are frequently found added to the verbal stem whose

vowel has been diphthongized, while all other tenses are formed from

the simple root.

L/on- to tell 16.9 ssatfil
ftcLfwaanthus he was speak-

ing 16.6

ku*n- to bend down u
l txu Tcwa'hunt and (^nej) would

just bend down 11.9
uHcwaUuna't!ist and! he would con-

tinually lower his head 13.5

ikum- to close, to shut 48.8 ulns tkwa'mlsun and we two shall

keep on making dams (literally,

closing [the river]) 48.14

tu*tc- to spear 62.2 twaftds wan spear it now! 64.2

twatci'tcunaux they two are

spearing it 56.15, 16

qtfn- to pour 29.2 qwa
n
nyux pour it into his . . . !

29.2

L/OX- to send 16.10 L/wa'xyun (I) shall keep on send-

ing (them) 30.19

112
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L!XU- to know 19.9 L/xuwa'xuyutsa'tci you shall know
me 30.17

ldku- to take, to get 7.5 wan lakwa'~kuun now (they two)
were taking them 52.16

hits- to put on 11.8 WyatsVtsun he is putting it on 11.8

dtx- to flop tfyatx it is flopping 36.23

llqa
if he digs 84.2 yaflqaPn (they two) are digging

(holes) 84.5

tslL/- to shoot 8.6 ts
{
yaL!- to shoot

Intensity and duration of action of verbal stems whose root-vowels

are vowels of quantities and qualities other than I and u are ex-

pressed by means of amplification of the root by the insertion of a

weak vowel between its two final consonants. This process occurs

in a few rare instances.

anx- to give up 60.11 Icumi'ntcinl ana'xyun not we shall

give it up 16.8

hamx- to tie 8.6 ~k!EfLun hamafxyun tomorrow I

will tie it up
xnlwn- to do 10.5 sEaftsauxiLn xmyunl

w
'yun thus to

them two I will do it 88.14, 15

sEa'tsaux'dn xniyuna
fwun thus to

them two I intend doing it

Another example of stem-amplification for the purpose of express-

ing duration of action is furnished by the stem afq- TO LEAVE, which

is changed into ayaq-.

tal
'Jc

Ens aya'qyun here we two (incl.) will leave it 56.16, 17

Stem-amplification may have also caused the change of the root

L/xmal - TO KILL into L/xmlya
{
-.

yaP-'xct Into L/xmlya'yun ants Sival many people he is killing, that

Grizzly Bear 94.9

L/xmlya'yunanl we (incl.) are going to kill him 28.3

Siuslaw possesses a number of stems that occur in such double forms,

and I give here a few of the most important.

L/on- 16.9 L/waan- to tell 16.6

Jcu'n- kwahun- to lower one's head 11.9

tkum- 48.8 tkwam- to close, to shut 48. 14

t&to- 62.2 twatc- to spear 56.15

qu*n- 29.2 qwan- to pour 29.2

112
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L/OX- 16.10

~k
u
ts-

Ldl-

Ica^s- 92.7

ult- 76.10

laku- 7.5

xau'- 40.21

kau'- 11.4

t!u- 74.5

t/E'mxuu- 48.12

tm/&Z- 58.7

40.11

11.8

hln- 9.5

%- 80.6

Mir,!- 8.6

q!u
i

p-
dtx- 36.23

/- 13.10

*- 12.10

#^-
hamx- 8.6

ana;- 60.11

xmwn- 10.5

/ani- 19.9

Llxma1-

L/wax- to send 7.7

Jcwats- to paint one's face

Lwal- to strike

to follow 92.3
- to snow

lakwa'- to take, to get, to fetch

52.16

xawa'- to die 15.5

ha'wa- to be ready 23.10

t!uha'- to buy 74.5

t/Emxwa- to cut into pieces
wilwa'- to agree 30.11

ya'xa- to see 20.10

htyats- to put on 11.7

hlyan- to take along

yalq- to dig 84. 5

ts{yaL!- to shoot

qfiiyap- to twinkle 36.14

<?Vfo- to flop 36.23

Vyat!- to eat

ttfyan- to come back

aya'q- to leave 56.5

hamax- to tie

anafx- to give up 16.8

xnlyun- to do 88.14, 15

L!xuwa- to know 30.17

Llxmlya
1- to kill 28.3

Amplification of the stem seems to have been used in a few in-

stances for the purpose of expressing intransitive actions performed

by the third person singular. It will be remembered that this per-

son has no special suffix, the same being understood in the stem or in

the verbal suffixes. In some cases, however, Siuslaw adds a weak a to

the stem, provided the same is not followed by any of the subjective

suffixes (see 24).

'
to quit, to be ready 28.2 wa'nwits ha'wa long ago it (was)

ready 23.10

xau'- to die 22.5 txun xa'wa 8i'n{xyutnE just I to

die am wanted 20.8, 9

yax- to see 40.11 txunx ya'xa si'^xyutnE merely
thou to (be) see(n) art wanted

20.10

112
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t!u- to buy tsa'ntcfa tu'ha si'ntxyun if you to

buy want her 74.8

waa'- to speak 7.1 u
l waa' and he said 12.10

In one instance the quality of this weak vowel has been assimilated

to that of the stem-vowel.

tqul- to shout 92.6 mita'tcwax ants tqulu' waa! their

(dual) father, that one shouted

(and) said (tqu'lu instead of

tqu'la) 52.8

The Pronoun ( 113-115)

113. The Independent Personal Pronouns

The independent personal pronouns occur primarily in two forms,

according to whether they are used as subjects or objects of an action;

but, owing to the fact that from the subjective pronouns there is

obtained by means of the prefix q- (see 21) a discriminative form,

the independent personal pronouns may be said to have three dis-

tinct forms the discriminative, subjective, and objective or loca-

tive sets. Both the discriminative and subjective pronouns refer to

the subject of the sentence, differing, however, in so far as the former

applies to subjects of transitive actions, while the latter is used mostly

in connection with intransitive verbs. The discriminative form, more-

over, is employed whenever the sentence absolutely requires that sub-

jectivity of action be indicated (see 21, 111). To be sure, cases

where the subjective pronouns are used with transitive verbs are by
no means rare.

Siuslaw, like so many other Indian languages, has no distinct pro-

noun for the third person singular, this person being supplied by the

demonstrative pronouns sEa, sEa{
na^ sEas (see 115). The first person

dual has two separate forms, one for the inclusive (I AND THOU), and

the other for the exclusive (I AND HE). Similarly, in the first per-

son plural are distinguished the inclusive (I AND YE) and exclusive (I

AND THEY).

These pronouns perform the function of a whole sentence, and may
be rendered by I, THOU, HE, etc., AM THE ONE WHO. . . .

113
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The tabular presentation of the independent personal pronouns is as

follows:
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It will be noticed that the subjective suffixes employed in the forma-

tion of the corresponding dual and plural persons are added after the

adverbial -tc, a fcrait which Siuslaw has in common with the Alsea

language. The objective pronouns for the third persons have as

their basis the corresponding forms of the demonstrative pronoun.

For the sake of emphasis the subjective suffixed pronouns are some-

times used in addition to the independent forms.

Examples of subjective pronouns:

no!Kan ulntslL.fiya's I have an arrow (literally, I am the one who

[I] is arrow-having) 50.16

a'tsan IE na.L/oxa'xam that's why this I was sent 21.8

na'han a'ntsEnx si'rfxyuts I am that one whom you wanted 40.14

Icumi'ntcin na ntctci'tc wa'al
l not I anything will say (literally, not

I, 1 am the one who anything will say) 74.9

k.'faa" na alone (was) 1 100.3

nlxats u
l
Enx qarii'nal hl'riisltl you'll take along your knife (liter-

ally, you are the one, you, knife take along will, yours) 50.16,

17

mxa
ts Vt/a? you are eating

u
l sEapEllftcHux and he will be first 10.1

nans hl'sa we two (incl.) are well

nau'xun xa'tslu we two (excl.) are two 36.15

sEaux ata's L/xu'yun they two only knew it 08.9

sEanx tsl'k/ya L/xu'yun they very (well) know it 72.1, 2

Examples of objective pronouns:

kumi'ntc hlifsa natc it is not good for me 12.2
ulnx natc Ll'wls then you shall come to me 44.6

Tcumifntc htf'sa nl'xatc it (does) not (look) good on you 12.5

~kumi'ntc na'tcEns si'ni

xya tE qlutcflfnt not us two (incl.) like

these women 52.13

Examples of objective and discriminative pronouns for the third

persons will be found under " Demonstrative Pronouns" (see 115),

while the discriminative pronouns for the first and second persons

have been illustrated in 21.

114. The Possessive Pronouns

The independent possessive pronouns are compound forms con-

sisting of the following three separate elements: the independent

personal pronoun (see 113), the relative case-ending -Eml (see 87),

3045 Bull. 40, pt 2 12 37 114
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and the sign of possession -I (see 88). The sign of possession is not

present in forms that express the third persons as the possessor.

To these compound forms are added the suffixed subjective pronouns

(see 24) for the purpose of indicating the person of the possessor.

The suffixed pronouns, to be sure, agree always with the independent

pronouns that form the initial elements of the compound. The fol-

lowing peculiarities will be observed in connection with the pro-

nominal forms that enter into the composition of the independent

possessive pronouns:

1. For the first and second persons (singular, dual and plural) the

subjective forms of the independent pronoun are used. The stems

na and nix are employed for that purpose.

2. For the third person (singular, dual and plural) the objective

form of the independent pronoun (s
Eaif

na) is used.

3. Singularity, duality, or plurality of the person is expressed, not

in the initial pronominal element, but in the suffixed subjective pro-

noun. Consequently the initial element remains unchanged for all

numbers.

Owing to the fact that Siuslaw has no distinct subjective suffix for

the third person singular, the suffix -to is added without the aid of the

sign of possession -I. Duality and plurality of the third person are

indicated by adding to -tc the subjective suffixes -aux and -nx respec-

tively.
-

In 88 the fact has been mentioned that possessive phrases are

verbalized by adding the auxiliary suffix -t (see 76) to the sign of pos-

session. This -t often figures in the composition of the independent

possessive pronouns, especially those for the first and second persons.

The following table shows the independent possessive pronouns:
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It will be noticed that the obscure E of the relative suffix -sml has

been contracted with the preceding vowels of na and sEaifna into a

clear a-vowel (see 9). The weak vowel in na'mElln, na'mEllns, etc.,

is due to the law of sound-groupings (see 4).

The third person singular often loses its distinct suffix for that per-

son (-tc}. This loss is due to the fact that the form sEaina'ml is in

itself capable of expressing a possessive idea that has the third person

as its possessor.

These possessive pronouns have the force of a whole sentence, and

may be properly translated Toy IT is MINE, IT is THINE, etc. They are

frequently used for the sake of emphasis in addition to the possessive

suffixes that are added to nouns, and in such cases invariably precede

the nominal concept.

wa'alsEnx na'mEllt%n wafas you shall continually speak (with) my
language 36.13

na'mElln qfa'll my pitch, this is my pitch

nafmFlitin lkwa'nuq
u this is my hat

na'mElln mith (he) is my father

nl'xamllnx Tco'tan your horse

nl'xamllnx mtta (she is) your mother

sEainafmltc wa'as wa^syaxcfin his language he had spoken 36.14

sEaina f

mltc Lao! his mouth
sEainafml ~ko'tan his horse

na'mEllns led'tan our (dual, incl.) horses

na'mEllxhn tdL our (dual, excl.) hands

nl'xamllts ~kwlyd's your (dual) dog
sEaina'mltcwax Jco'tan their (dual) horse

na'mallnl led'tan our (plural, incl.) horses

narmEllnxan tE*q our (plural, excl.) relative 102.5

nl'xamlltci ts^q your (plural) relatives

sEaina'7nltcinx qal'tc their (plural) knives

115. The Demonstrative Pronouns

Although Siuslaw has a number of stems that are used as demon-

strative pronouns, there could not be detected in them such cate-

gories as visibility or invisibility, presence or absence, nearness to or

remoteness from the speaker. It is true that in some instances the

informant would render a certain demonstrative pronoun as indicating

nearness or remoteness; but this rendering was invariably caused by

115
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the leading character of my questions, and never appeared spontane-

ously.

The demonstrative pronouns, however, present another striking

feature that is not commonly found in the American Indian languages.

This feature consists in the fact that some of them occur in two dis-

tinct forms, one being used with subjects of the sentence, while the

other is applied to objects only. This fact serves as another instance

illustrating the extent to which the category of subjectivity and ob-

jectivity' permeates this language.

The following demonstrative pronouns have been found in Siuslaw :

taak has been invariably rendered by THIS, and in some instances

by HERE. It may be used in connection with subjects and objects

alike. Duality and plurality of subjects and objects are indicated by

the suffixation of the subjective pronouns -aux and -nx respectively

(see 24).

taa~k psnifs this skunk
tdalc tExmu'ni this man

tsl'~k!ya his ts'q ta'Hn Idkwa'Tcun (a) very good thing this here I

have obtained 72.15, 16

L/wa'xan ta'Mn LIU' as a messenger here I come 17.6, 7

taa'lcwax qa't&ntux these two will go 32.10, 11

taaf nx tExmu'ni these men

tE applies to subjects and objects. There can be no doubt that it

is an abbreviated form of the demonstrative pronoun taak (see above).

It was usually rendered by THIS or THE. When followed by the sub-

jective pronouns (see 24), the obscure vowel assumes a clear tinge

and appears as a distinct a-vowel.

u
l wiEq!a

lttx haf'qmas Llya'wa tE lk!anu'ku and she danced near

the fire, this Screech-Owl 86.11, 12

LlJia'yax tE Llya'aP it passed (by), this fire 32.19

tl'J&n ts tal this here is my house (literally, here I, this one, live)

58.8

s'a'tsa Jil'tcHc nictcima mu IE til that's why bear acts like a per-

son (literally, thus [of a] person his fashion [has] the bear) 60.26

utffnxaPn tspsni's she was afraid of this skunk 86.1

hlnafyun tE ml'Ida hltc he took along this bad man 23.2, 3

nl'ctcanx tanx ya^xa
1

qatx why do you cry much (literally, how [is

it that] you this, much cry) 94.16, 17

115
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ssa'tsa tanx si'^xyuins that's why this you are wanted 18.4

lakwa'ultxaPx ta'tcwax ql'utc taux tsimi'l'd qwoa'txa
lwax taken

away (were) these their (dual) wives, (namely of) them two,

Beaver and Muskrat 52.3, 4

.... ta'nxan hutcuif .... (as) these we (here) play 70.12

In some instances this pronoun may have a verbal force, and is

then best rendered by THIS WHO. . . .

sEa'tsa l
ltlair tE tat'yax thus ate those who lived (there) 82.12

sEas is used with subjects of transitive verbs only, and seems to

have a distinct discriminative character. In this capacity it exercises

the function of the missing independent pronoun for the third person

(see 113). It may either precede or follow the verb, although there

is a prevailing tendency to place it at the end of the sentence. It

may be translated by THIS or HE.

u
l IHla'yun sEas and he devours him 94.10

ml'kla ts'q xau'un sEas bad something this (one) had killed 96.12,

13

sEas kuna cuxu'yun ants Ifl'a1

he, perhaps, has scared away that

salmon 56.11

sEas qata'yun ants Lxauf he hooks that spear 64.7

sEa'sEnl Wxa'yuts he killed us 28.3

sEa refers to subjects of both transitive and intransitive verbs.

The difference between this pronoun and the above discussed sEas lies

in the strictly discriminative character of the latter. It may best be

rendered by THIS, HE, and is mostly employed as a personal pronoun
for the third person singular (see 113). Duality and plurality of

the subject are indicated by suffixing to sEa the subjective pronouns

-aux and -nx respectively (see 24).

sEa tExmu'nl this man
u
l tsim sEa ya'q

u
'yun always he sees it 68.22

uls*& pull' tc*tux and that one will be first 10.1

sEaux ata's Llxu'yun ll'tla
1 these two only know (where) food (is)

98.9

ssanx tsl'klya Llxu'yun hutcu'u these very (well) know (how to)

play 72. 1,2

In four instances this pronoun has been used as referring to objects.

I believe this use to be the result of erroneous application on the part

of the informant. The examples follow.

115
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sEa,L!xu'yun lk!anuwa'ku him she knows, Screech-Owl 86.7

sEa uln ql'utc hawa'yun that one I (will my) wife make 90.1, 2

ssa atafs ants ma'qUnutnE (for) him only the dance was arranged
28.7

tPwa'tds wan ssa yt&ti'l'ma spear now that big (one)! 64.2

sEaifna refers to objects only, and serves as the objective form of

the missing personal pronoun for the third person (see 113). Hence

it may be rendered by THIS, THAT, HIM. By adding the subjective

suffixes to it (see 24), the dual and plural persons for this pronoun

are obtained.

ya
afxai hltc plna

ltx ha1 ^avna many people were sorry for that

15.4

Jcumi'ntc&n na nictd'tc wa'aH psll'tc sEaifna not I anything will

say first (without) her 74.9

sEa'tsaux u
l kumi'ntc ts^q sEaifnaux that's why they two (cared)

nothing about them two 54.11, 12

tu, tu'a, a demonstrative pronoun that may best be rendered by
THAT ONE. It denotes subjects and objects alike. A comparison be-

tween this pronoun and the previously discussed sEa suggests that the

initial elements t and s may be petrified prefixes having the function

of demonstrative pronouns. This assertion receives further substan-

tiation from the fact that Siuslaw forms, in analogy to sEas, a discrimi-

native pronoun tu'as, and that it has two other demonstrative stems

whose initial elements are t- and s- respectively. These pronouns are

tu'aH THAT KIND and sEaH THIS KIND, and they may be explained as

being composed of t- (tu-) + -al
t and s- + -alt. The function of the

second element can not be explained. The t- occurs, furthermore,

independently as tE (see p. 580).
*

The pronoun tu, tu'a, occurs also in dual and plural forms, obtained

by adding the subjective suffixes -aux and -nx (see 24) to it.

tu yakla^'m qlutcu'ni that small(est) woman 88.12

Jcumi'ntc his tu tExmu'ni not good (is) that man 90.23; 92.1

tu'a tsxmu'm that man

qna'nxan Lslufyun tu'aux xa'tslu we (incl.) are hitting those two
tu'anx tExmu'ni those men

LElu'yutsln tu'as that one is hitting me
tu'ctt that (is the) kind 102.2

kumi'nto Ms natc IE sEa{
t L/a'ai not good (is for) me this kind (of

a) place 44.4, 5

1 The s as a demonstrative element has been also found in Alsea.
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s*a*t* Lla'ai such (a) world 15.1

wal

ya
a'xai tE hltc, sEaitu' sl'n^xya although many (are) these

people, that kind (of a thing every one) likes 102.2, 3

ants is the only pronoun that may be said to contain a locative

force. It is invariably used in connection with objects that are away
from the speaker, and may be rendered by THAT ONE. It may refer

to subject and object, and is used in the singular, dual, and plural,

although in most cases duality and plurality are accentuated by suffix-

ing the respective subjective pronouns -aux and -nx (see 24). This

pronoun may also have a verbal force, and is then best rendered

by THAT ONE WHO . . .
,
THOSE WHO. ... It always precedes

the noun.

hamxa^ni ants tsshau'ya that tied (up) grass 8.6

sulcwl
f
tc tsinq/t ants hltc very poor (was) that person 16.10; 17.1

ants qa
lx last night (literally, that night) 40. 14

lk!anuwa'lcu wi'nxa^n ants psni's Screech-Owl was afraid of that

Skunk 86.5

ants lqa
if'tu ants Tsxuna'pLl t!l't!yun that tree on which

Tsxunpil (Coyote) was sitting 94.6

xau'naPxtin ants ml'Jc/a kite we two killed that bad person 96.8, 9

lakwa'lcuun ants qlutcu'ni antsux tsinl'Ltslnl'L those two otters

took away those women 52.16

ants L/a'ai hltc those many people 7.1

ants pEku'
wi those who play 70.6, 7

atsl'tc waa'xam ants hltc tca'xaPt thus was toM that man who was

going back 30.13, 14

Ik/anH'lt* ya'fyun a'ntsux mEq!a
l'tx Screech-Owl watched those

two who kept on dancing 86.8

sEa'tsa xnl'wnls a'ntsEnx pukwa 1 ' thus keep on doing those who

play shinny 78.17

In a number of instances two demonstrative pronouns are used, fol-

lowing each other in immediate succession. This is done primarily

for the sake of emphasis. In such sentences the second demonstra-

tive stem may be rendered by a relative pronoun.

hairnatc al'sxa ll't!al IE ssa q
uL/ltc that otter is eating a different

food (literally, different her, also, food, [of] this here sea-otter)

54.7, 8

u
l sEa tE t/amcifsk^n and this here (is) the little boy 94.16
u
l waa'xam ants sEa qa't&ntux and was told that man who will go
16.7
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kumi'ntcwax si'^xyun Ll'u ta'ls ants sEa they two don't want to

stay near here (literally, not they two, want it, near [to] keep
on staying, that one here)

Parallel to these forms are the indefinite, interrogative, and reflexive

pronouns. The following have been observed:

w(itc* It has the function of an interrogative, relative, and in-

definite pronoun, and applies to animate beings only. When used in

an interrogative sense, it is best rendered by WHO, while as an indefi-

nite pronoun, it is to be translated by SOMEBODY. The interrogative

character of this particle can be recognized only by the interrogative

tone of the sentence in which it occurs.

wdttftc led'tan whose horse (is it)?

watc xa'lntux somebody will climb up
watc tE

f
xamtc ha1

(he) who strong (is) his heart 10.1

watc L/xu'yun Lxatu'wi (he) who knows (the art of) running 78.18

tE*q is used as an interrogative and indefinite pronoun, and ap-

plies to animals and inanimate objects only. It may best be rendered

by WHAT or SOMETHING.

tEq what (is it) ?

hal'mut tE*q everything 9.5

tsl'Tcfya his tEq (a) very good thing 72.15, 16

~kumi'ntcinx tEq you (will be) nothing 13.2

ats tEq waxa'ysxaywi when something will be given to him 18.5
ulsEa'tsa tEq qnuhu'yun that's why something he finds

In a few instances tEq has been rendered by RELATIVE. This free

rendering is perfectly justifiable, because in the instances quoted tE*q

implies the idea of BEING SOMETHING TO the person spoken to or

spoken of.

na'mElinx tEq you (are) my relative (literally, my something

you [are]) 20.6

ts'unstc tEq ants Iqlal'd'ma her own relative (was) that pelican

(literally, her own something) 46.1

An objective form of this particle has been found in one instance.

tE*qa
una'nl la'kwisun something we (incl.) will always get 72.17,18

taqa^na is the regular objective form of tEq> and occurs fre-

quently.
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~kumri'ntcxun taqat'na wi'nx not we two (excl.) anything fear 94.17

sl'nxlt taqat'na he wants something 18.5

wa'srfsyanx taqat'na (when) you get mad at anything 36.11, 12

wa!als*nx tag/at'na (when) you will say something 38.4

Another objective form of this particle may be the form ta'qan,

occurring in one single instance.

t&'qan tsx tcaltcl'tc xifntmls why do you want to go anywhere
(literally, for something, perhaps, somewhere [you] keep on

going) 48.1, 2

tclnt, tct'ntau, serves primarily as an interrogative pronoun,

in which case it is rendered by WHICH ONE ? Its scope, however, has

been widened, permitting its use as a relative pronoun and in some

instances as a numeral adverb. In the latter sense the form tcint is

invariably used. It is then translated by WHOEVER, WHATEVER, or by
HOW MUCH, HOW MANY?

tci'ntaPn tsx Vkwafyun which one I (wonder) shall I take? 88.20;

90.1

td'ntctPnx si'ni

xyun which one do you want? 40.4, 5

tci'ntau nictca*' ants hltc whatever does that man 70.22

tci!ntau hltc Llwav whatever person came (here) 24.7

tcVntau yi'lctftc . . . whosoever. . . is big 90.1

tdnt hltc qafntcya Llwa'wax whatever person from somewhere is

going to come 38.10, 11

td'ntlnx hl'qla how many shells have you? (literally, how many
thy dentalia shells?)

tcint led'tan how many horses?

. . . tcint tsxayu'
wi ... on such a day (literally, [on] whatever

[a] day) 7. 3

ts'lms has the function of a reflexive pronoun, and is best ren-

dered by (I) MYSELF, (THOU) THYSELF, etc., or, when used with nouns,

by (MY) OWN, (THY) OWN, etc.

ts'ims sEatsl'tc ei'riixyat!ya to himself thus he always thinks 88.11

LElu'yun ts^ms I hit myself
ts^mstc tEq ants Iqfal'o'md ants squma' her own relative that Peli-

can (is of) that Sea-Gull 46.1, 2

L/xmal'yutsmin ts'ims muu'sku I killed my own brother

qa'wuntl, qa'wunfltc, imparts the idea of reciprocality, and is

best rendered by EACH OTHER, MUTUALLY. The difference between

the two parallel forms lies in the fact that the latter has been amplified

by means of the modal suffix -Itc (see 94).
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u
l Tc/lx ts*q slcwaha'yusns qa'ixnntl everything was placed on both

sides 80.8

qaw
untl'tcwax winExna'wa each other they two feared 86.2

qa'w
unti on both sides

The Numeral ( 116-117)

116. The Cardinals

1. alaq 18.7 16. Tcl'xEs u
l qa'tlmx

2. xa'tsfu 30.23 17. Tcl'xEs u
l xa'tsfu qta'max

3. ti'nax 62.12 18. H'XES u
l d'nax qta'max

4. a'fe/m 40.23 19. Jcl'xEs Ul7cumi'ntc alaq qat'nat

5. Lxair

p*8 12.S 20. xaf
ts!u Iclxe'stim

6. qa'tlmx 21. xa'tsfu Iclxe'stim u
l alaq

7. xa'tsfu qta'max 30. d'nax Iclxe'stim

8. d'nax qta'max 40. xa'tsfun Iclxe'stim

9. a'laqxa
u
t 50. Lxa^p^ Iclxe'stim

10. fe 5 8.1 60. qa'tlmx Tclxe'stim

11. iH'o;*5 w
^ tf^ 70. xa'ts/u qta'max Iclxe'stim

12. K'a:*s M
Z xa'ts/u 80. d'nax qta'max Iclxe'stim

13. ~kl'xEs ulei'nax 90. a'laqxa
u
t qta'max Iclxe'stim

14 Tcl'xEs ulxaf

ts!untcai
xwi'yu 100. Tcl'xEs Iclxe'stim

15. ~kl
r
xEs ulLxai

'p
istcai

xwi'yu 101. Tcl'xEslclxe'stim u
l alaq

By origin the Siuslaw numeral system is probably quinary,

although there seem to be only four simple numeral stems; namely,

those for ONE, TWO, THREE, and FIVE. The numeral xd'tsfun FOUR

is to all appearances a plural form of xa'ts/u TWO. The numeral

qa'tlmx six could not be analyzed. It is not improbable, however, that

it may signify ONE (FINGER) UP, in which event SEVEN could be ex-

plained as denoting TWO (FINGERS) UP, while EIGHT could be rendered

by THREE (FINGERS) UP. In spite of incessant attempts, the numeral

for NINE could not be analyzed. Its probable rendering may be sug-

gested as ONE (LACKING TO) TEN. The numerals for FOURTEEN and

FIFTEEN may be translated as by TEN AND FOUR ITS ADDITION and TEN

AND FIVE ITS ADDITION respectively. The exact rendering of NINE-

TEEN is obscure, while TWENTY evidently denotes TWO TIMES TEN, etc.

Siuslaw does not possess the series of ordinal numerals. These and

the numeral adverbs, such as the multiplicative numerals, are expressed

idiomaticaUy by means of adverbs or adverbial suffixes. The adverbs

psll'tc AHEAD and limnl'tc BEHIND (see 119) are very often used as

ordinal numerals for the first two numbers.
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psnifs psll'tc
u
l lk!anu'lcu limnl'tc Skunk (doctored) first, and

Screech-Owl second 86.11

s^aHu'nipEll'tc xifntmaistun the biggest one first he took along
92.18

Qa'afteix psll'tc Llha'yax IE Llyafa? along North Fork at first it

came, this fire 32.19

Multiplicative numerals are sometimes formed by adding to the car-

dinals the modal suffix -Itc (see 94).

xats/uwl'tdn yixa'yun twice I saw him

a'lqa
ltdn L/xu'yun qna once I knew it 92.12

'

Ordinal numerals in the sense of AT THE FIRST, SECOND, etc., are

sometimes formed by suffixing to the cardinals the suffix -atu.

alqa'^tu tsxayu'
wi on the first day, in one day

xats!uwa'*tu tsxayu'
wi on the second day, in two days

xatsfuna^tu tsxayu'
wi on the fourth day, in four days

The suffix for the numeral FIVE appears in a somewhat changed

form. Instead of the expected -atu, this numeral takes the suffixes

-tatu, -tyatu. The suggestion may be offered that the inital t- of

these suffixes is the adjectival suffix -t (see 104), and the -atu the

regular modal suffix. Of course, this does not explain the occurrence

of the semi-vowel y in -tyatu.

t/amdns tcl'ntux Lxai

pista
n
tu tsxayu'

wi our (dual, incl.) boys will

return in five days 42.7

Lxaipi

stya^tu
ulwan twin hltsi'stc on the fifth day he finally came

home 72.9

tal'ntux Lxatpistya'^tu tsxayu'
wi he will come back in five days

40.25, 26

Two stems, ~k!
lx and hai'mut, are used as definite numerals. The

former is best rendered by EACH, EVERY; while the latter, to all

appearances an adjective in -t (see 104), is best translated by ALL.

k!ix tEq everything 24.4

tExmurmtcwax ants t/amc kflx they two had each a boy (literally,

males their two, those boys, each) 40.19

hairmut ma'ltcH ants mmna'^q all elks got burned 34.18, 19

haifmut qa't&nt sqa
l
lctcl'tc all go there 23.6

117. Tlie Decimal System
The units exceeding multiples of ten are expressed by forms whose

exact rendering would be TEN (TWENTY) AND ONE (TWO) as, for instance,

lcl'xEs u
l a'laq TEN AND ONE, etc. The "tens" are formed by means of
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the suffix -tim, that is added to the cardinal numerals for TEN. The

numeral thus amplified is preceded by the cardinals from TWO to TEN

(inclusive). Thus TWENTF, literally translated, means TWO TIMES TEN,

THIRTY signifies THREE TIMES TEN, and ONE HUNDRED denotes TEN

TIMES TEN. The numeral for THOUSAND was, naturally enough, never

used. The informant invariably gave the English equivalent for it.

The Adverb ( 118-121)

118. Introductory

Siuslaw has, comparatively speaking, a small number of adverbial

stems. These express ideas of a local, temporal, and modal character.

A few of them are compounds, that is to say, they consist of two or

more adverbs that occur independently also, while others occur

with the adverbial suffixes whose function is always in harmony
with the ideas expressed by the bare stem. Thus a few adverbs indi-

cating local ideas appear with the local suffix -to (see 90), while most

of the modal adverbs take the suffixes of modality -lie or -a (see 94

and 96).

It is quite conceivable that the final Jc in the local adverbs tile, stlmk,

and sqa
l
lc, may imply some local idea, especially in view of the fact that

both stlm and stlmk occur.

A very important law applying to local adverbs (and phrases) is the

fact that, whenever they are used in connection with nouns, the nouns

invariably take the locative case-endings (see 86).

119. Local Adverts and Phrases

a'mhattx in the middle tutl'm there 72.3

hatq ashore 44.7 tuqa'tmE over there, across

haif
qm,as alongside, near 25.4 tugya'a?

2

up-stream 32.22

hauwl's beyond qaftltc* across the river, opposite

psll'tc ahead, first 32. 19 80. 16

mE
yo

zkus in the beginning qa'tJci from here 60.4

82.11 qafxanttf under, down, below 8.10

tm'ts 1 here 17.3 qa'xun, ga
u'xun 5

high up, above,

tlk, tal
fc here 56.5, 19 on 8.7; 34.21

1 Probably related to the Coos tlu OVER THERE.
2 Alsea to'qwl.

*Coosqa'titc DOWN THE STREAM.
* Related to Alsea qe'xan UNDER, BELOW.
5 Coos qaxan- UP.
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on top 76.14

qafu'tc
71

below, down the

stream 62. 17, 18

qatwdcP below, down stream

80.6

tqa
uwlf

, tqa
u'wltc up-stream

56.8, 12

stlm, stlmk there 30.23; 32.12

sqa'tEm from there 34.3

sqa
l

k, sqek there 14.6

.3; 56.5

qan, qariistctitc down, below 12.6

qo
r
xum off shore, out in the water

34.6

qtsl inside

limrii'tc behind, after, second 86.11

Inu outside 38.23

IA'U near (used also as a verb in

the sense TO COME, TO APPKOACH)
40.12

120. Temporal Adverbs

ats z at that time, when 16.8

ct'lal then, afterwards 34.3

hl'nalc!1
right away 20.1

wafnwbts long ago, already
14.7

wifyu still, yet

yaftsa a long time 11.3

tafllts after a while 50.2

tiL awhile

Li'mqa quick,

tsafnx&ts yesterday
tsim always 15.5

ts'u'xtlts early in the morning 40. 9

tcl'ltyac Lla'ai sometimes 100.7

Jv\L
i
yaftsacL!af

ai * after a while,

soon 7.7

Msa't today 38.16

Tc!
E'LU 5 tomorrow 60. 2

Inat always 13.3

right away 19.6

121. Modal Adverts

a'tsa, atsl'tc thus 15.5; 11.2

hl'catca a little

yaP'xa
1

much, many 8.5

yux
u too much 12.2 -

ti'mwa together 40.18

nictcamaifnatfE differently

9.3, 4

sEa'tsa* sEatsl'tc thus 8.2, 7

sulcwl
f
tc very, very much 16.10

d'ntcata in a circle

tsl'lclya very, very much 13.9

xyal'x, leu1

xyal'x almost, very

nearly 11.1; 10.9, 11.1

Particles ( 122-133)

122. Introductory

Siuslaw has a great number of particles which serve to define more

Clearly a certain part of speech or even a whole sentence. Their

i Alsea qaux HIGH.
2Possibly related to Coos qaya'atc DOWN THE STREAM.
3 See 136.

* A compound adverb consisting of the negation fc* NOT, the adverb yd'tsa A LONG TIME, amplified

by the obscure suffix -c, and of the stem Lla'ai (see 133).
6By prefixing to this adverb the demonstrative pronoun ants, Siuslaw forms a compound adverb

ants k!E'Lu, which is best rendered by YESTEBDAY.
See 125.
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meaning was deduced mostly from the sense of the sentence in which

they occurred. These stems are either monosyllabic (in which case

they may be enclitic or proclitic) or they consist of two or more syl-

lables. A limited number seems to be composed of two or more

originally independent particles. As a rule, particles are not capable

of word-formation that is to say, they can not be amplified by means

of any of the grammatical processes, such as prefixation, suffixation,

etc. But owing to the fact that Siuslaw shows a tendency to keep

the verbal stem free from all subjective suffixes, these suffixes are

preferably added to the particles that precede the verb (see 26).

Some of these particles seem to be in reality verbal stems, but do not

convey a clear verbal idea unless used in conjunction with a proper

verbal suffix (see 135).

In accordance with their syntactic function, the particles may be

conveniently subdivided into the following categories:

(1) Pronominal particles.

(2) Numeral particles.

(3) Conjunctions.

(4) Temporal particles.

(5) Particles denoting degrees of certainty.

(6) Particles indicating connection with previously expressed ideas.

(7) Exhortative particles.

(8) Restrictive particles.

(9) Miscellaneous particles.

(10) Suffixed particle -u (-a*).

(11) The stem Lla'ai .

123. Pronominal Particles

The pronominal forms treated in 115 are used sometimes without

formative prefixes, and appear then like true particles. The follow-

ing are particularly used in this manner:

tdaJc this, here tE*q what, something

is this tcmt, tci'ntau which one, who-

tu that ever, whatever, how much,

ants that one how many
watc who, some one ts^ims (reflexive) self

qa'w
unti mutually
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Related to tcint are the particles tclk WHERE, and tea, tcaltcl'tc

WHERE TO.

tclk, a local particle denoting REST. It may be used indicatively

and in an interrogatory sense. It is best rendered by WHERE.

tclk sEaina'ml led'tan where is his horse ?

talk qnuhu'yun hltc where (ever) he finds a person 94.9, 10

Jcu* tclk nowhere 56.11

tclk ants kfalatu'u where that fun (is) 88.2

tclk ants yikti'l'mci lqa
in tu where that big log (is) 88.17", 18

tea, tcaltcl'tc, a local particle indicating MOTION. It is used in

an interrogative and indicative significance, and is best rendered by
WHERE (TO). The form tcaltcl'tc may be explained as caused by the

double suffixation of the adverbial suffix -Itc (see 90, 94). Such

double adding of a suffix occurs in only one other instance; namely, in

the case of the nominal suffix -ax (see 101).

Tcumi'ntc tea yax nowhere (anything to) see 34.4

Tcumi'ntcxtin qa
{hafntc tea ni'ctcls not we two (excl.) far some-

where will go 56.2

. . . tcan ts Liu' . . . where this I arrived 66.19

tcaltcl'tc LO L nl'ctux (I) wonder where he will go 64.20

tcaltcl'tc qa'ttfntyax he went somewhere

124:. Numeral JP
*articles

Here belong the following stems: ya^xa
1 MANY (see also 12),

tE'mxut, tsi'nExma, tsVnlxt HALF, and lc
Eal

t HOW MANY. The particles

serving as fractional numerals invariably follow the noun they define,

while the two other numeral particles may either precede or follow it.

yixa'yun yau
a'xai hltc I saw many people

tE'mxut ta'la half a dollar

hl'tcEtc tsi'nsxma ants t!l that bear is half a person (literally [a]

person [is] his [one] half, that bear) 60.16

fate tsi'nlxt ants t/l half human (is) that bear 60.22

These forms might also be considered as adjectives. It will be

noted that most of them end in the adjectival suffix -t (see 104).

125. Conjunctions

Only three particles were found that may be properly said to have

the function of our conjunctions. These particles are a'l'du, aif
sxa,

and u
l.
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a'l'du refers to nouns only, and its function is of an inclusive

character, indicating that the defined noun is included in the action.

It always follows the noun and is best rendered by LIKEWISE. It is

frequently used as a verb (see 135).

u
l til a'l'du ma'ltcH Bear likewise got burned 34.16

hl'q
u a'l'du mVltdst Wild-Cat likewise burned 34.17

ya
u'xaux a'l'du IH/a'yun fern-roots they two likewise eat 98.15

qa
l'xEnx a'l'du ya'fhUux at night you likewise shall watch 70.18,

19

ai'sxa serves the same purpose as the preceding a'l'du, but

may either precede or follow the noun to which it refers. It is best

rendered by ALSO, TOO.

a'laq tExmu'ni u
l a'laq qlutcu'ni

u
l a^sxa aqcFktctftc qa'ttfntux one

man and one woman too will go there 30.21, 22

hairnatc aifsxa ll'tfa1 her food belonged to some one else (literally,

different her, also, food) 54.7

ul has various functions. Its chief function is that of a copula

between nouns and sentences, and in that case is best rendered by AND.

Its position is free, although it tends to follow the noun and to

precede the verb.

a'laq tExmu'm u
l a'laq qlutcu'ni one man and one woman 30.21, 22

mita'altin u
l mtta'altin my father and my mother

psni's psll'tc
u
l l~k!anu'~ku limnl'tc Skunk (doctored) first, and

Screech-Owl second 86.11

sEatsl'tc waa',
u
l hl'q!a

l
t thus he said and started 22.5, 6

tai u
l Vt/a1' he sits and eats

It serves, furthermore, to introduce a new idea, in which case its

functional character may best be compared to that of our syntactic

period. Its exact rendering is a rather difficult matter, unless the

arbitrary THEN be excepted.

L Ixu'yun ml'k fa tsl'lc/ya. L Ixu'yun hl'sa tkfanuwa'Jcu antspsm's.
Lnau'wi hltc u

i lqaqa
l'txaunpEna's she knew him (to be) very bad.

Screech-Owl knew that Skunk very well. At a rich man Skunk

was breaking his wind 86.5, 6, 7

s*atsl'tc waaif ants lie fanu'lcu . Ants plna'st
u
l ci'^xyat/ya aqa'wax.

u
l sEatsl'tc waa' ants Ik/anu'^. Thus said that Screech-Owl.

Then that sick man thought of running away. Then thus said

that Screech-Owl 86.14, 15, 16
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Finally, it may denote a connection with a previously expressed idea,

especially when used in conjunction with the particle wa* (see 128).

wal
yikt ants hltsl' 1

,

u
l ta'qnis hltu'stc although big (is) that house,

still (it is) full (of) people 25.2, 3

wal tci'wa maj
atc ants lqa

in
tu,

u
l mUtca* 'although in the water lay

those logs, nevertheless (they) began to burn 32.22

wal

ya
afxal

kite,
u
l hairmut sBas IHta'yun although many (were)

the people, still he devoured (them) all 94.10, 11

This subordinate function, as it were, is particularly brought out

when u
l is followed or preceded by the modal adverb a'tsa, sBaf

tsa THUS

(see 121). This phrase is invariably rendered by THAT is WHY.

a'tsa u
l wan tEmu'tx hltcu'u that is why now people assemble 15.5, 6

a'tsan ulriJcumi'ntc si'rixyun that is why I don't want it 15.8

sEaf
tsa ulTcumi'ntG nl'lcfa xi'ntmll hltc that was why not alone

traveled a person 94.11
u
l sEa'tsa u

l haya'mut htyatc L/xu'yun and this is why all people
know it

126. Temporal Particles

While Siuslaw employs distinct suffixes for the purpose of express-

ing the different tenses in the verb, it has a few particles that are

used to define more clearly the time, duration, or occurrence of a

certain action. These are used mostly in conjunction with the proper

temporal suffixes. The following particles serve this purpose :

dL denotes commencement of an action, and has been rendered

rather freely by NOW.

a'Lan lit fa'wax now I commence to eat

dL slLa'wax now he commences to swim
u
l
Enx aL hutca'tc now they began to play 72.23, 24

wan indicates finality, completion of action. It either pre-

cedes or follows the verb. The informant invariably rendered it by

NOW, THEN, but the most proper rendering would be FINALLY.

ulwan tc&n he finally returned 68.12

aqa'gaPx wan they two finally ran away 92.5

wan smutfa'f finally it ends 9.1

sqcfk wan hawaif there finally it ends 14.6

wa', waha'
', expresses repetition of action, and is best rendered

by AGAIN. It rarely occurs as an independent particle, being mostly
used as a verb (see 135). The explanation for the occurrence of the

double form has been given in 3.
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qa't&nt ants hltc waha' that man went again 19.5

IcHnlcya'waxan waha'wax I will look again 56.20
ulwan waha'ha^n qa'msk

u
tc finally again (said) to him his younger

brother 56.20, 21
uln Tcumi'ntc xwl'L/tux wa'^tux I will not go back again 46.8

wahair xalnair ants ya lc
us again climb up those seals 62.10

Ityax- indicates short duration of action. It always occurs in

verbal form (see 135), and is best rendered by A WHILE.

ll'yaxEm qa'q
u*nEm! listen a while!

ll'yax
a
xyaxan au'sisyax I slept a while

llyaxa'waxan ausa'wax I intend to sleep a while 27. 5, 6

127. Particles Denoting Degrees of Certainty and
Emotional States

a'clcfali indicates a supposition on the part of the speaker, and is

best rendered by PERHAPS, (I) THOUGHT. It consists of two etymologi-

cally obscure stems, a'ckfa and li. The subjective pronouns, when

added to this particle, are always suffixed to the initial element, and

never to li. It is invariably placed at the beginning of the sentence.

a'cklanl tt xau' (I) thought you (had) died 68.14, 15

a'cklall atsl'tc xwlL/a'wax ants tfa'mdns (I) thought thus were

going to return our (dual, incl.) boys 42.9, 10

a'cklali qa'ttfnt he went (away) perhaps

ha'nhan emphasizes a statement as having actually occurred.

Hence it is rendered by INDEED, TO BE SURE. It precedes the verb.

u
l wan ha'nhan sEatsa'tx hltcu'u now, indeed, thus people play 7.4

u
l wan ha'nhan Llu'watix hltsifstc finally, sure enough, they were

coming to different houses 30.6

hank! "KIND OF," LIKE, has a double function. When used with

verbs, it implies that the action is not intimately known to the speaker.

When referring to nouns (objects), it expresses a comparison between

the defined noun and one already known to the speaker. It always

precedes the noun or verb.

hank! tciktc ha1 he is in a way glad (literally, "kind of" some-

where his mind?) 70.15

kank! wi'nxHx ha} he is rather afraid
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hank! hl'tcEtc nictdma mu ts qwo'txa
1 the beaver acts like a person

(literally, like a person his actions [of] this beaver) 54.11

hank! hltc (he is) like (an) Indian 102.5

(I) WONDER, SUPPOSE (IF), (I) DON'T KNOW. This particle

has a dubitative character, expressing doubt on the part of the speaker

as to the possibility or advisability of a certain action. It may refer

to any part of the sentence, but must always precede the verb.

tci'nta^n tsx Vkwa'yun I wonder which one (shall) I take 88.20;

90.1

ni'ctcl tEX xi'ntmls hltc (I) wonder how (a) person (can) keep on

traveling

ni'ctcan tsx nictca'wax (I doubt whether we) shall accomplish (any-

thing) 60.9

m'ctcanl tsx xawa'un (I) wonder how we (incl.) can kill him 15.7

fctl. This particle occurs in the texts only once; but, judging

from the examples obtained in conversation, it seems to express

agreeable surprise.

hlifsan Jctt wan waa'yutswell he told me (I was agreeably surprised)

46.18

tai Ml wan he is here (literally, he stays, surprise)

k (1) MAY, PERHAPS. This is a dubitative particle, occurring

also in Coos,
1 and denoting possibility of action. Owing to its dubita-

tive character, it has often an interrogative significance.

nl'ctca ku what is the matter? (literally, how, perhaps . . .) 90.12

TcHnkfyafwaxan tqa
uiol

f

tc lc
u waha'wax I may look again up-stream

56.20

nl'ctxan ku a'ntsin m.at!l' IE ku1 tcl'nll what may (be the cause that)

that my elder brother, this here, not comes back? 58.1.1, 12

Vkwa'yunanx Jc
u ti'l'a

1

you may get salmon 48.18

Jcunci, a compound particle, consisting of the preceding one and

of the particle of interrogation na (see 131). Its significance is

dubitative, and it may be rendered by IT SEEMS, PERHAPS, MAYBE, (I)

GUESS. Its position is freely movable.

wan Jc
una ta'Mn sEatsl

f

tc ausi's now it seems, this I thus dream 70.1

ya^xa* Wl'a1

tqa
uwl' 7c

una much salmon may be up-stream 56.8

i See Coos, p. 385.
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s*as Jc
una cuxu'yun he, I guess, drove it away 56.11

lakwa'lcuun Tc
una he took him (away), perhaps 58.14

~kumi'ntc ~k
una sEatsl'tc not thus (it is), I guess 21.10

xl has the same function as the previously discussed hank! (see

p. 594). It may best be rendered by (IT) LOOKS LIKE, AS IF.

xaftsfu xl kite ts Id'nna (it) looks as if two people here were talking

plnaHx xl (it) looks as if he were sick

tqaLcfi'txan xl I feel rather warm

Lo L (I) WONDER, (I) DON'T KNOW. It either precedes or else

follows the verb.

tea/ltd'tc LO*L riifctux (I) wonder where (he will) go 64.20

tea LOSL Ll'utiix (I) wonder where he will stop (arrive) 64.24

plna? LO L (I.) wonder whether he is sick

128. Particles Denoting Connection with Previously
Expressed Ideas

Siuslaw has only two particles that serve this purpose. These are

ni'ctcim and wal
.

nt'ctctm indicates causality, and is best rendered by BECAUSE.

. . . ni'ctcim sqa
l
lc m'wat/l . . . because there he frequently

came 68.4, 5

. . . ni'cteim sEas 'k^xa'yun IE hltc . . . because he made disap-

pear these people 18.8

. . . m'ctcimin mEq/yafwax . . . because I intend to dance 72.12

. . . ni'ctimEnx namE
l ts^q . . . because you are my relative 21.5

wa> is best rendered by ALTHOUGH, EVEN, IN SPITE OF. It may
refer to the sentence as a whole or to any of its parts. The complex

of ideas dependent upon wal is invariably introduced by the conjunc-

tion u
l (see 125).

cuqwa'an hawafyun, wal

cafyatc he passes it as roast, although
his penis [it was] (literally, roast he makes it) 90.13

n%'ctcfitn sqa
l
lc Ll'wat/l, wot y&'tsa, because there he frequently

came every time (literally, because there he came frequently,

even for a long time) 68.4, 5

wal ml'lda^ Ltaya'
u
l Lxataif even on a bad place he runs 14.1

wot yikt ants hltsl'* u
l ta'qms hltu'stc although big (was) that

house, nevertheless full (it was of) people 25.2, 3
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wal qafXj
u
l xmt in spite of (the fact that it was) night, (they) kept

on going 64.24:

wa> tEq mi'k/a u
l IHlafyun sEas even (if it is) something bad still

she eats it 44.20

129. Exhortative Particles

qall expresses a polite command addressed to the first and third

persons. It is hence employed in the formation of the exhortative

mode. The verb usually occurs with exhortative suffixes (see 41,

48, 63, 64), although instances of idiomatic expressions are not lacking

where these suffixes have been omitted (see 139). This particle is

best rendered by LET (ME, HIM, us, etc.).

qaH qattfnl'xrm let him go!

qa
irlaux lakwl'm let them two seize (them) ! 52.12, 13

qaRnxcLL/l'tsmE Mtsl'i let me fix his house!

qaftwan au'stux let him sleep now! 27.8

tcu serves to emphasize the imperative and exhortative modes.

It invariably follows the verb, which must occur in either of these two

forms. It can not be translated easily. In some instances the inform-

ant rendered it by TRY TO.

qaqu'^nEm tcu listen now!

ll't/Emans tcu let us (incl. dual) eat!

qa'txEm tcu cry!

au'sEm tcu try to sleep!

tEm& indicates a polite command addressed to any person.

The informant rendered it by IT is BETTER TO. . . . Although it

usually followed verbs having imperative suffixes, I was able to ob-

tain examples showing the use of this particle in conjunction with

verbal expressions of a non-imperative character.

qioa^nyux tsma Laaya'tc better pour it into his mouth! 29.2

au'sEm tErna? (you had) better sleep!

tE7na wa'tux it is better (that) he should talk

alcuha'n is apparently a compound particle, whose component

elements can no longer be analyzed. It has an emphatic character,

implying that a certain command addressed to the second person must

be obeyed. It is best rendered by MUST, NECESSARILY.

ll't/sm dkuha'n you must eat!

L/wafnls cbkuha'n you must tell him!

L/l'lls akuha'n you must hit him!
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130. Restrictive Particles

ata's limits the action to only one object, and is to be rendered

by ONLY, MERELY. It usually follows the restricted object.

lqa'qa
lnx ata's your wind fcnly (is sick) 86.16, 17

pafl'u ata's qateut'txa^tnE from (one) well only it is being drunk

(plural) 76. 12

sqatJc wan ata's hawair
only there now it ends 29.7

s*hs ata's L/xu'yun he only knows it 44.8

hctf'tsl has a restrictive function, and is best rendered by NOTHING

BUT.

hfy/ahaP'ni ants xu'nJia1 ha^tsl nothing but dentalia shells these

(people) bet 78.14

hai'tsln Ico'tan yixa'yun nothing but horses I saw

txu MERELY, ONLY, JUST. It refers mostly to the verb, and may
either precede or follow it.

txu xyal'xi'sPin qa'ttfnt just a little ways he went 12.1

txu ll'tcEt ll'nlnx just Cougar (will be) thy name 13.5, 6

xauw i

ya
i ' txu hicatca'sWin he merely came out for a little while 64.8

ll't/Em txu just eat! 40.26; 42.1

ci'^xyatlya txu he was only continually thinking 42.2

kumi'ntc txu qlutcunya't kite not for nothing a person gets a wdfe

(literally, not just a woman has [gets a] person) 74.1

131. Miscellaneous Particles

ku l

, Ttumi'ntc, NO, NOT. These are two etymologically related

stems that are used as particles of negation. The final tc in TcumVntc

is the adverbial suffix (see 23, 94)

Ten* ci'l'xll he did not move 27.2, 3

leu* ni'ctca ni'ctcutnE nothing could be done to him 94.12, 13

~kui

ya'tsacL !a'ai not long then ... 7. 7

Icumi'ntc hll'sa not good (it is) 12.2

Jcumi'ntc llt/aya't ants Ico'tan not food had the horses 34.10

When followed by the subjective pronouns (see 24), leu 1
is con-

tracted into Tew. This contraction is not based on any distinct phonetic

law, but is the result of rapidity of speech.

~k
f

un'ya
ux ya'xa

u
l mi'ck'la1 not he saw their (dual) vulvas 90.3

Icwinx yaftsa sEa'tssyax not they long (did) thus 11.3, 4
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In certain cases the negated verb takes, beside the negative particle,

the distinct suffix of negation -ll (see 53).

ha", ha'nlk, YES, ALL RIGHT, are used as particles of affirmation.

Ad* yes, all right 21.8

hafivik yes
ha"1

L%'mqan td'ntux all right, I'll come back right away 56.21, 22

hau wa'nxan hatda'wun yes, now we (excl. ) shall ask her 74. 12

na serves as a particle of interrogation, and refers to the sentence

as a whole. Its phonetic similarity to the independent personal pro-

noun for the first person singular (see 24) is merely accidental.

nfotcl'tdn tsxna wa'als I wonder what shall I say? 74.7

plnd
1 na is he sick?

pakwa'wanx na are you going to play shinny ?

or, he, have an exclamatory character, and may be called inter-

jections.

afi

,
nictd'tc pla

an na waha' whatl is he sick again?

he, Icumi'ntc hlfisa nl'xatc Hey! it (does) not (look) well on you
13.5

Tta'tl, JcatVxtt, an emphatic particle. It never occurs alone, being

always preceded by the negation Jcu*, kumi'ntc (see p. 598), and is

then best rendered by NOT AT ALL.

Icumi'ntc Tcatl' xauffwl not at all he came out (from water) 64.7, 8

leu1 Icati'xti L/xma* ants ya kus he did not entirely kill that seal

64.12, 13

~kul Tcati'xti xau'vnl not again he floated up 64.16, 17

tnJlntc, a temporal particle indicating time in general. It is ren-

dered by WHEN, SOMETIMES. The final tc is the adverbial suffix par
excellence (see 23).

mintcL/aya' some time

mintc LO L Ll'utux (I) wonder when he will arrive

mi'ntcinx tca'xautyax when did you go home?

tsan, ants, Jcu1 nats. These three particles are etymologically

related. The last one is composed of the particle of negation leu1

NOT and of nats. The forms ants and nats resulted from the law of

consonantic metathesis (see 13); ants is easily confused with the

demonstrative pronoun of similar phonetic structure (see 115).
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These particles serve to introduce conditional clauses, and are best ren-

dered by IF, SINCE, leu* nats is rendered by IF NOT (see also 136).

tsa'ntci tu'ha si'n^yun ... if you want to buy her . . . 74.8

tsa'ntci si'^xyaxa^n,
ultci hatc'a'yun since you want her, (go and)

ask her 74.10, 11

ya
a'xal kite tEmuwair

sqatlc, ants kai

qa
i/ ants haml'^td many people

assembled there, when (if) those whales come ashore 82.21, 22

. . . ants tlcwa'myax ants inq/a'a
1 when (ice) closed up that river

78.3

Whenever the subordinate clause is introduced by the negative Jcu*

nats, the co-ordinate sentence that follows must be preceded by- the

particle nats.

leu 1 nats xa'waaxaatnE
)

ul nats tsl'~k!ya ml'lc/a L/a'ai if he had not

been killed, it would have been a very bad country 29.7, 8

Jcu{ nats Ll'uyax,
uln 7iats nakwa'yatltl ha 1 if he had not come, I

should have been sorry

ni'ctca, nl'ctca, nlctx. These three forms are undoubtedly

etymologically related. Their primary function can not be easily de-

fined, owing to the fact that they are used for the purpose of ex-

pressing grammatical concepts of a varying character. The most

frequent uses made of these particles are those of an interrogative and

indefinite pronoun. The function of an interrogative pronoun is

chiefly confined to the form ni'ctca when followed by the demon-

strative pronoun tE (see 115), while it serves as an indefinite pronoun
whenever it is preceded by the negative particle Jen*, Icumi'ntc NOT.

nifctca is frequently amplified by means of the modal suffix -lie (sere

94).

ntfctca Jc
u ts cuqwa'an tE ha'Tcwatlya what may (be the reason that)

this roast here continually falls down? 90.12

nl'ctcanx tanx ya^xa
1

qatx why do you (this one) cry (so) much ?

94.16, 17

ni'ctcan tsx nictca'wax I doubt whether (we) shall accomplish any-

thing 60.9

ni'ctcanl tsx xawa'un how can we kill him? 15.7

. . . m'ctca tE tal
. . . how this one was living 16.2

leu* ni'ctca nl'ctcutnE nothing could be done (to stop) him 94.12, 13

Tcu1 ni'ctca qa'tc
w
ll not able to get a drink 76.11

Tcu1 ni'ctca la'lcwll llt/ayaf she could not get food 96.16, 17

nwt(yL
f
tcEtcltEtEmuwa'tam . . . why you have been gathered 30. 17
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'kurm'ntc mctcl'tc d'nxll he thinks of nothing (else) 60.20, 21

lcu7nl'ntcEtd nlctd'tc ta'tcl tEmu'uts not for nothing did I assem-

ble you (here) 30.18, 19

nlctx occurs in two instances only, and to all appearances has an

Interrogative significance.

nl'ctxan ku a'ntsln mat!lf
tE leu1

ten,'nil what may (be the reason that)

my elder brother here does not come back? 58.11, 12

nlctx ~k
u a'naxa1 how (would it be if) he were given up? 64.26

In a great many cases m'ctca and nl'ctca are used as verbs with a

significance that adapts itself to the sense of the sentence (see 135).

The particles are then verbalized by means of some of the verbal

suffixes.

Itu1 nl'ctca nl'ctcutnE nothing could be done (to stop) him 94.12, 13

~kul nl'ctca tcaltcl'tc ni'ctwl not can anywhere (they) go 76.14

Tcuml'ntcxiin m'ctcls not we two (excl.) will Tceep on going 56.2

m'ctcan tsx nlctca'wax I doubt whether (we) are going to do (any-

thing) 60.9

nl'ctcatfaux sttrixyun to fight mutually they two want (it) 52.2

In one instance the addition of a nominal suffix has transformed

nl'ctca into a noun.

Tcumi'ntc qwatc L'!xu'xun nl'ctcatc ants nl'ctdsl no one knows what

happened to them (literally, how their arrival) 40.15, 16

132. The Suffixed Particle -u (~a
fi

)

It indicates an action, transitive or intransitive, that is performed

near the speaker, and may be added to stems other than verbal. It

always stands in final position as a loose suffix. Since similar forma-

tive elements expressing other locative categories were not found in

Siuslaw, and in view of the fact that Alsea employs, besides this suffix,

many other suffixes denoting location of action, I am inclined to believe

that this element represents a formative element borrowed from Alsea.

The Siuslaw render it by HERE, THIS WAY. A peculiar phonetic

law seems to be intimately connected with this particle. When follow-

ing the consonantic cluster nx, it causes the dropping of the x (see 4).

The interchange between u and a^ has been discussed in 2.

follow 92.7 lc
iwasi

yu'tsana
ii

you will overtake

me 92.3

above 80.12 yu
wiL/a'tx gaPxtinu' it broke on top
94.4
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qaft<&ntux he will come qa'tctntuxaP n&tche will come to me
own'L!Em come backl xwiL/smaP come back this wayl
Llu'unanx they come (trans.) LWfunanaP tei'wanE they come

out from the water

xifntanx they travel 88.20 xi'ntana? ti'mwa they travel this

way together

ya'quytfnanx thou art seen ya'guyunana"
1 thou art seen here

qathafn from afar 56. 8 gathafhcmaP Liu' he came from afar

sqa'tEin from there 34.3 sqaftmanu tslL/a
fL!aun I shoot at

him from there

133. The Stem L!a/ai

The original function of this stem is that of a noun denoting PLACE,

COUNTRY, GROUND, WORLD, and it occurs in this function in a great

many instances. Its locative form is L/ayaf or L/ayu's (see 86).

ml'Jc/a L/a'ai a bad world 29.8

yakHsk'wiu' L/aya'
u
l tlyu'

wi on a small place they were living
38.19

mi'tchstun L/ayu'stc he made (them) fall to the ground 94.7, 8

In most cases, however, it is used with a significance which, while

intimately connected with its original meaning, seems to lend to it a

peculiar function. Thus it is employed in the formation of verbs

expressing meteorological phenomena, and serves as the (impersonal)

subject of such verbs.

hi'n'Tdya L/a'ai it rained 78.1

Tc!uxwlnaif L/a'ai ice (appeared) all over 76.11

qa
if
x^xyax ts L/a'ai it got dark 34.4

na'qutyax L/a'ai it got cold 76.10, 11

huu'nyax L!afai it was dark (foggy) 34.8, 9

Tcumi'ntc wl'Lll ants L/a'ai there was no low tide 34.22

qlunEmat' L/a'ai (when) winter begins 78.5

From the Siuslaw point of view this application of L/a'ai is perfectly

justifiable, because to his mind verbs expressing natural phenomena

represent real actions performed by the UNIVERSE as a personified sub-

ject. Consequently he renders our neutral phrases IT RAINS, etc.
, by

THE WORLD RAINS, etc., using the noun L/a' ai as the general subject of

the action.

As a further consequence of this general significance, L/a'ai is used

to denote plurality of subjects and objects, especially in cases where

the verb is used in its singular form (see 78, 79, 139).
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tfamd'l'ma L/a' ai all the children 34.6, 7

qlutcu!n% L!afai many women 82.14:

SExaP'tc qaafxam ants L/a'ai
ts"q into the canoe were put many

things 34.5

mEtd't^tc xwa'Jca ants L/a'ai one-sided their heads (of) those

(people) 70.5, 6

ya
afxai xu'nha1 L/a'ai they bet a great deal 70.6

'hlq!aha
ufni L/a'ai many dentalia shells 70.6

tsl'lc!yaml
f~k!awaJ'nwT,tsL!afai

very bad (things existed) long ago
14.7

stlm L.ra'ai ma'q/ls there they keep on dancing 29.3

waa'a^tsms ants L/a'ai kite he said to all his people 7.1

pEku'
u L/a'ai

they play shinny 9.4

L/dxa'xa^tsmE hltc L/a'ai he sent all his people 30.1, 2

Jc!uxwl'nun L/a'ai he ma'de ice all over 94.2, 3

teit'cftfun L.fa' ai he caused the wind to blow all over 94.5

This stem occurs also as a suffix. In such cases it is abbreviated

into -L! (see 77).

134. Nouns and Verbs as Qualifiers

Siuslaw has no means of indicating by a grammatical device the

sex of a given noun; that is to say, it does not exhibit grammatical

gender. Hence, whenever it is desired to distinguish between the

male and the female of a species, the nouns tExmu'm MAN and

qlutcu'ni WOMAN are used as qualifying a given appellative term.

The qualifying noun either precedes or follows the qualified term.

qlutcu'ni ~kwl'yos a female dog
tExmu'm Ted'tan a male horse, stallion

tsi'sqan qlutcu'nl a female deer, doe

la'Tcukyax hltu'tc tExmu'nya she took a male person 60.23

tExmu'nitcwax ants tfamc Icflx they two had boys each (literally,

male their [dual] those infants each [are]) 40.19

Not infrequently verbs are used to qualify the actions implied

by another verbal stem. The qualifier has then the function of a

modal adverb, and its significance may best be compared to that of

our adverbs ending in -LY. The position of the qualifier is freely

movable.

ulsLdxu'xu xwlL/a'L/ so down(-wardly) he came back (literally,

he slid down and came back) 12.6
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xawaif
filtc

u
l Icwni'ntc td'nil xwlf

L/ll (when) a person dies, (he

will) not come back (by way of) return(-ing) (literally, not

he comes back [and] returns) 42.11

mita'tcwax ants tqulu' waaf their (dual) father, that one, shout-

ed, saying (literally, shouted [and] said) 52.8

135. Particles as Verbs

The frequent use of particles as verbs constitutes a characteristic

feature of Siuslaw that is chiefly due to the fact that the majority of

stems are neutral, deriving their nominal or verbal significance from

the nature of the suffix that is added to them (see 22). Conse-

quently any particle (or adverb) may serve as a verb when occurring

with the proper verbalizing suffixes, mostly the pronominal and tem-

poral elements.

hat'qiqyax it was (coming) ashore

56.13

yoftsa sEa'tsEyax for a long time

thus they (did) 11.3, 4

stlmts ya'xtux there you two will

multiply 32.6

al'twa'wanx also you (come) 16.4

a'l'tutunx hutcuu'stc also you will

(have) fun 22.8
ula ux al'twa*' hltu'stc they two

again were among people 98.17,

18
ulwanwaha'ha'iln qa'msk

utc finally

again (said to him) his younger
brother 56.20, 21

wa'^tunx 7nuqwa'LEmtc wa'as you
will again (talk with) Crow's

language 38.8, 9

llyaxa'waxan ausa'wax a little

while I intend (doing it), (namely

to) sleep 27.5, 6

tcftntau mctcd1' ants hltc whatever

shore ( 119)

sEa'tsa thus ( 121)

ya^xa
1 many ( 124)

afl'du likewise ( 125)

wcf, wahaf again ( 126)

ll'yax- a while
( 126)

ni'ctca ( 131)

does a man 70.22

Tcumi'ntcxtin ni'ctcls not we two

(excl.) will keep on (going) 56.2

136. The Conditional Clause

The rendering of the conditional clause in Siuslaw is accomplished
in so many different ways, that it was thought best, for the sake of
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conciseness, to devote a separate section to this subject. The usual

procedure is to introduce a conditional clause by means of the tem-

poral adverb ats AT THAT TIME, WHEN (see 120), or by means of

either of these three related particles: tsan, ku* nats, ants (see 131).

ats tE<i waxa'yExaylm if something (will) be given to him 18.5

tsa'ntcfa tu'ha sifrfxyun if you (to) buy want her 74.8

ya
a'xai hltc tEmuwaif

sqa
l

lc, ants hai

qa
i ' ants hami'*tci many peo-

ple assemble there, when those whales come ashore 82.21, 22

Tcu* nats xafwaaxautnE if he had not been killed 29.7

There are, however, other ways of expressing a conditional clause

that are resorted to more frequently than the process just mentioned.

Of these, the use of the past tense as conveying conditionality is of an

exceedingly frequent occurrence, and is due to the participial function

that is assigned by the Siuslaw to that tense (see 74). In such cases

the conditional clause tends to precede the sentence expressing the

co-ordinate thought, although instances of a reversed order are by no

means rare. The verb of the co-ordinate clause takes usually (but not

as a rule) the durative suffix (see 69).

td'lcEnx ya'xyaxa^n hltc,
u
l
Enx L/wa'nlsun if somewhere you see a

person, you will tell of it (literally, having seen . . . ) 38. 12, 13

wa'srfsyanx taqa
if
na^

u
l
Enx tsl'lc/ya qa

u'xun wa'al
s if you get mad

at anything, you very loud will always talk (literally, having
become mad . . .

) 36.11, 12

Ll'wayanx mqla'ltc,
u
l
Enx qnuwl'wus whenever they came into a

river, they would find (literally, having come . . .
) 66.21, 22

Llunau'w
ya

u
x,

u
l sEatsl'tc waa'yun when they two came together,

then thus she said 46.7

inqfa'ltc kite tair
yax,

u
l ya^xa

1
sinq! if in the ocean a man lives,

(very) much he is hungry 44.12, 13

tsl'k/ya his atsl'tc waa
'yax veiy good (it would have been) if thus

he had said 42. 13

The conditional clause is also expressed by the use of the future

tense.

si
fn{xyunE tstilna'tc xawa'au

,
au'stuxax it was desired (that) with

an arrow he (should) be killed, if he should (be a) sleep(er) 24.1

tsl'~k!ya his tfa'mdns td'ntux very good (would it be) if our chil-

dren (dual incl.) should come back 42.6, 7

hawaiftux ts tsi'L/l,
u
l
Ens tslLla'tEtux when finished will (be) these

arrows, then we two (incl.) will shoot 50.14

sl'^tunX)
ulnx qnl

f

xats xnl'wnlsun when (if) you will grow up, then

you will do it 98.10
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The conditional clause may also be expressed by the verb in its

present tense.

sif^xyanx llt/aya'^
ulnx natc Ll'wls if you want food, then you will

always come to me 44.6

tEq xawa*' pi'*tsis,
u
l sEas Vt/a'yun hai

'qyax if something dies in

the ocean, he eats it (it) having come ashore 44.19, 20

wlLa 1 ' L/a' ai u
l ha^qmas tcl'wa xi'ntmE when the water is low,

alongside of the beach he travels 46.16

tain hltsi'stc ants qwo'txa
1

,
atsl'tc waafyutsms ql'utc when he gets

home, that Beaver, thus he says to his wife 48. 17

137. VOCABULARY
All Siuslaw words may be divided into two distinct classes, those of

a denominating character and neutral stems. To the former belong

all nouns of relationship, terms denoting parts of the body, animal

names, words expressing natural objects, etc. These nouns never con-

sist of more than three S3^11ables. By far the greater part of the

vocabulary consists of neutral stems, whose nominal or verbal function

depends solely upon the sense in which they are used in a sentence and

upon the functional value of the suffix with which they occur (see 22).

These stems are mostly monosyllabic, and consist of a vowel and con-

sonant, of a consonant or consonantic cluster followed by a vowel, or

(in most cases) of a consonant vowel and consonant.

aus- to sleep 24.1 aq- to take off 13.1

anax- to give up 16.8 al

q- to leave

aq- to go away 52.10 aHc- to trade 36.4

iLf- to break 94.4

wa- to speak 7.1 qaa- to enter 34.5

tat- to sit, to live 16.2 xau- to die 16.8

stf- to grow 98.10 Ik fa- to open (one's mouth) 28.2

rriEq!- to dance 19.2 xintm- to travel 12.10

xdLf- to do, to make 50.8 tqul- to shout 52.8

yax- to see 20.10 dl'x- to shake 27.2

winx- to be afraid 17.6 Lfwan- to tell 17.1

qatc
En- to go 8.2

As examples of bisyllabic stems, the following may be given;

wasrfs- to be angry 36.11, 12 tsmu- to assemble 7.3

qaqun- to listen Jcfd'lau- to be tired 36.21

sinxi- to desire 11.7 xU'xcfc- to work 48.10

hafnEnlt!- to believe 46.3
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Onomatopoetic expressions are exceedingly rare, being confined to

three animal names and one verbal stem.

mi'tcmitc grouse (probably called so from its cry mit-mit)

pupuhu'nik! owl

qo'qoq swan (white)

xun- to snore u
l wan xuun now he snores 27.9

A few terms appear in a reduplicated form (see 109).

138. STRUCTURE OF SENTENCES

The absence of nominal incorporation and polysynthesis as gram-

matical devices renders the Siuslaw sentence subject to easy analysis,

and prevents the many complications that are met with in many other

American languages. Each part of the sentence such as subject,

nominal object, predicate, and attribute is expressed by means of a

phonetically independent word. The successive order in which these

parts of a sentence are arranged is arbitrary and exempt from an}
T

well-defined rules. The subject may be placed at the beginning or at

the end of the sentence, usage favoring its occurrence at the very end,

especially in cases where the sentence contains a nominal subject and

object.

lk!anu'Tcu u
lmsqfa

lftx haif

qmas Llyafwa Screech-Owl was continu-

ally dancing alongside of the fire 86.2, 3

lJcfanuwa'lcu wi'nxcfin ants pEni's Screech-Owl fears that Skunk
86.5

tsl'lclya wi'nxcfln antspsm's Hc!a?iuwa'Jcu very much is afraid of

that Skunk, Screech-Owl 86.3

pitca'ya
ux Iqatuwlyu's ants qltitcu'ni they two go over logs, these

women 88.15, 16

Nominal objects may either precede or follow the subject of the

sentence.

hlna'wun ants plna'st lk!ariu"wa'lcu she intends to take along that

sick man, Screech-Owl 88.1, 2

waa'aPn sgumo! ants Iqlal'o'ma said Pelican to that Sea-Gull 44.17

Of a similar free position are those parts of the sentence that

express adverbial ideas. They may precede or follow the verb.

ulaux td'watc hakwa'a1

they two into the water will be thrown

88.7, 8

xa'llnt qa'xuntc Iqatuwlyu'stc he climbs up on a tree 12.4

yak!isk'
>inut

Lfaya'
u
l tlyu'

wi on a small place they live 38.19

Vlcwa'yunanx Jc
u Wl'tf ssxa*1

'

you may get salmon in the boat 48.18
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Nominal and adverbial attributive complements may precede or fol-

low the noun or verb, excepting the demonstrative pronouns ants, IE

(see 115), which are usually placed immediately before the noun.

Owing to the fact that all adjectives are intransitive verbs, they seldom

refer to the noun, and are freely movable.

ya^xa
1 Jiltc plnaHx ha1 many people were sorry 15.4

yixa'yun kite yoP'xa
1 he saw many people

wi'nxaPn tsl'lclya tEpEm's she was very much afraid of Skunk 86.1

twfTc!ya
ux xau' sl'nl

xyun very much they two wanted him to die

86.19

yuwa'yun ya
afxai ants q/a'ilthey collected lots of that pitch 88.5, 6

LxaUyaaBCtP'nt ants psm's that other skunk 86.18, 19

yikt ants hitstf* big (is) that house 25.2

hl'tcEtc nictelma mu tE til a person's fashion (has) this Bear 60.26

The same freedom of order as is exhibited by the different parts of

the sentence is found in the relative position of coordinate and subordi-

nate sentences. Subordinate clauses are usually introduced by parti-

cles, and they may precede or follow the principal clause.

wal tdi'wa maatc ants lqa
in

tu,
u
l mUtcaif

although in the water lay

those logs, still (they) burned 32.22

ni'ctchm sqa% Ll'wat/l, wal

yaftsa because there he came fre-

quently, even for a long time 68.4, 5

yaP'xa
1

hltc,
u
l tEmPwa*' sqa

l
h, ants hai

qa
i> ants liaml'^tcl many

people assemble there, when those whales come ashore 82.21, 22

ts*q xawaif

pl'^tsis,
u
l sEas Vt/a'yun haif

qyax when something
dies in the ocean, he eats it after it has come ashore 44.19, 20

139. IDIOMATIC EXPRESSIONS

Here belongs in first place the manner of expressing comparison of

adjectives. The comparative degree is expressed by using the objective

form of the pronoun (or noun) for the compared object, which is in-

variably placed at the end of the sentence. In some cases the idea of

comparison is brought out more forcibly by the adverb psll'tc AHEAD,

FIRST, following or preceding the object.

sEa his natc he is better than I (am)
na'han hl'sa nl'xatc I am better than you (are)

yikti'l'man sEaif

napEll'tc I am taller than he (is)

yikt sEapEll'tc na
f
tcEnl he is taller than we (are)
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The superlative is expressed in the same manner, although the aug-

mentative or diminutive suffixes (see 83, 84) or the suffix -uni (see

102) are preferably used to indicate the superlative degree.

l'nauwi ssa ndtcPnxan he is (the) richest of us all

sEa yaJcfi'sk'in tExmu'ni he is the smallest man
na'lian y%kt%'l'ma I am the tallest

sEa yilctu'ni that biggest one

tu yalc!a
u'ni that smallest one 88.12

A very important example of idiomatic phraseology is the (collo-

quial) use of the singular number for the plural. It will be remem-

bered that Siuslaw has only two suffixes expressing plurality, neither of

which is used consistently (see 79, 80). In many cases the adverb

ya^xa
1

MUCH, MANY (see 121), the numeral particle fiaifmut ALL (see

124) or the stem L!a'ai
PLACE, WORLD (see 133), is employed for the

purpose of denoting plural subjects and objects, and, while these stems

are at times used in conjunction with one of the plural suffixes, they

more frequently express plurality without the aid of these suffixes;

that is to say, the verb is more often used in the singular form.

ya^xa
1 L!a!ai hltc yixa'yun he saw many people 70.2

ya^xa
1 Jtitc plna

ltx ha 1 many people were sorry 15.4

haifmut . . . l
llcwaif all get it 82.6

lat'qat skwaha
l
'tx xwaJcl' ants Lfa' ai feathers have on their heads

those people 10.9

Very often, however, the singular number has a plural function,

even without the aid of any of these particles, as may be seen from the

following examples:

sEaftsa in/a1 ' ts taif
yax thus eat those who lived here 82.12

u
l tqa

u'wltc taya
1'

they lived up stream 82.12, 13
u
l tE?nuwai/

sqa
l
Jc they assemble there 82.21, 22

c\fnaxtc ya'xa"
1 ants ya*lc

us three were the seals (literally, three his

number, that seal) 62.16, 17

xa'ts!u Mtcllqa*' two people dig 84.2

si'rii

xyun Iqla'nu they wanted (to buy) hides 100.15

hlq/aha^'ni ants xu'nJiat haiftsl nothing but dentalia shells these

(people) bet 78.14

Another peculiar idiomatic expression is found in the manner of

expressing an act performed by two subjects, both of whom are men-

tioned. This is usually done by adding the subjective pronoun for

139
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the third person dual -aux (see 24) to one of the subjects, using the

other in its absolutive form. The noun taking the pronominal suffix

occurs invariably in its discriminative form (see 111). It is not abso-

lutely necessary that these two subjects should follow each other in

immediate succession.

sEaftsatc nictcimcfmu IE squma' wa'nwits lq!al'dafma
ux thus was

long ago the custom of pelican and sea-gull (literally, thus his

custom, [of] this pelican long ago, [of] sea-gull, [of] them two)

48.4, 5

qwo'txa
1 tsbmtt'a'waux tat beaver and muskrat lived 48.6

sEatsl'tcwax halk! ma'q
uL ts uma'llwax thus is told the story of

Crow and Thunder (literally, thus their two, story, Crow [of]

this [and] this Thunder [of them two] 38.18

glutci'l'ma ltEkwa'ntcwax tal ti'mwa an old woman and her grand-
child lived together (literally, old woman, her grandchild, they

two, lived together) 96.15
ulaux stlm qa'txast ants tExmu'ni qayu'tc

Etcwax they two there

commenced to cry that man and his wife (literally, they two,

there, commenced to cry, that man, his wife, they two) 58.17, 18

LxaPyaxaFni ants psni's tsl'lc!ya
ux xau' si'^xyun ants plnast (he

and) that other skunk very much they two wanted (that) that

sick man (should) die 86.18, 19

An idiomatic expression of irregular occurrence is the formation of

the imperative mode of a verb that is preceded by the stem hau- TO

STOP. Such a phrase consists of the imperative form of the verb TO

STOP followed by the demonstrative pronoun sEa, and of the past tense

of the verbal stem that expresses the prohibited action.

ha'urn sEanx qaftxyax quit crying! (literal^, stop, this one you
[who] has been crying)

ha'um sEanx ts^L/yax stop shooting!
ha'um sEanx qa'Lxyax stop counting!

The verb expressing the prohibited action may sometimes occur

without the suffix for the past tense.

ka'umatci sEa'tci waana'wa stop talking to one another!

ha'um sEanx cuxu'yun IE Ted'tan stop scaring these horses!

As the last instance of idiomatic phraseology may be mentioned the

use of the durative as a negative imperative, a use that has been fully

discussed in 40, 60, and 61.
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TEXTS

THE DEATH OF GRIZZLY BEAR 1

Wa'nwits. 2
Tsl'klya

3 ml'kla wa'nwits2 L!a'ai
.

4 K!exu /5
L!aya

/6

Long ago. Very bad long ago world. Each on place on

u
i
7 sVt8 L!a'a1

.
4 SVtsa3

hl'q!aq!yax
9 wa'nwits. 2 MJ

ya'k!a
10

h'ya'tc
11

then such world. Thus it had started long ago. Bad person

Ftla'yun.
12 Swal13

i'tla'yun
12 hltc L!a'ai4 wa'nwits. 2 Hltc

devoured him. Grizzly devoured people many long ago. Person

p
aa!/Ln14

qatc'na
1

',
15 u

l s
Eas16

Llxmal'yus
17 u

l llUl'yus.
18

to hunt goes, then he would kill him and would devour
him.

Yaa'xai19 hltc plna'^tx
20 ha1 sV'na. 21 u

l tEmu'tx 22 hitcu'u .

23

Many persons sorry their hearts for that. Then assemble (pi.) people.

Sin
E
xyu'

u24 xaLla'tiltx. 25 Tsiin 28 xawa'aV7 A'tsa 28 u
l wan 29

Desire (pi.) be fixed his Always killed That's why now
(disposition). shall be.

tEmu'tx 22 hitcu'wi .
30 u

l waaT'tx
31

matiyu'
u32 ts 33 L!a'ai

.
4

assemble (pi.) people. Then say continually chiefs (of) this region.

"Pla'ntxan 34 ha1

tsi'klya.
3 M'cteanl 35 tEx 36 xawa'un? 37 u

i

"Sorry our hearts very. How we doubt kill him? For

1 See Leo J. Frachtenberg, Lower Umpqua Texts, Columbia University Contributions to Anthro-

pology, Vol. IV, pp. 15 et seq.
2 Temporal adverb ( 120).
3 Modal adverb ( 121).
< See 133.

B k.'lx EACH, EVERY ( 124, 2); -u local suffix of rest ( 91).
8 L/a'ai particle ( 133); -a locative case ( 86, 8).
i Conjunction ( 125).
8 Demonstrative pronoun ( 115).
9
hlq!- TO START, TO COMMENCE ( 108); -yax past tense (74).

10 Discriminative form of ml'k.'a (111).
Discriminative form of hltc PERSON ( 111).

" lit!- TO EAT ( 12); -at verbalizing ( 75); -un direct object of third person ( 28, 8).
is Discriminative form of swal GRIZZLY BEAR ( 111).
H Transposed from painai' ( 14); paLn- TO HUNT; -at verbalizing ( 75).
i 5 qatcn- TO GO, TO START; -at verbalizing (75, 136).
is Demonstrative pronoun ( 115).
!T L.'xmai- TO KILL; -a* verbalizing ( 75, 9, 2); -us durative ( 69, 8).
18 lit!- TO EAT; -a* verbalizing ( 75, 2); -us durative ( 69, 8).

Modal adverb ( 121).
20
pin- TO BE SICK; -aUx suffix indicating that object forms an inseparable part of the subject ( 33).

41 Demonstrative pronoun (115).
22 tEmu- TO ASSEMBLE; -tx plural ( 80).
23 hltc PERSON; -uu plural ( 79).
2< sinxl- TO WANT, TO DESIRE; -uu plural ( 79, 8)
25 X&L!- TO MAKE, TO FIX; -ultx passive ( 39).
29 Temporal adverb ( 120).
27 xau- TO DIE; -aa future passive ( 56, 8).
28 Modal adverb ( 121); a'tsa ul FOR THAT REASON ( 125).
2 Temporal particle ( 126).
20 hltc PERSON; -uwi plural (79).
31 waa- TO SPEAK; -aHx frequentative ( 68, 9).
s2 mfta'tl CHIEF ( 98); -tZ plural ( 79, 8).
33 Demonstrative pronoun ( 115).
3< Abbreviated; for pla'ntxanxan; pin- TO BE SICK ( 112); -tx suffix indicating that object forms an

inseparable part of the subject (3 33); -nxan exclusive plural ( 24, 4).
85 nl'ctca particle ( 131); -nl inclusive plural ( 24).
SB Particle (127).
37 xau- TO DIE ( 112); -un direct object of third person ( 28).
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kumi'ntc 38

not

si'n'xyun
43

want it

k!ink'ya'a
u46

it will be gone
and seen

qa'tc'ntx
50

go (pi.)
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u
l wan 29 Lloxa'xam 75 waa'xam 65 ants 60 hitc. Sukwl'tc 76

tsinqlt
77

Then finally is sent is told that man. Very poor

ants60 hitc Lloxa'xam. 75 "Hp'sanx 78 Llwa'nisun. 79 Kwmx 80 nictci'tc 81

that man who is sent. "Wellthou shalt tell him. Notthou what-like

Llwa'nisun 79 mi'kla'na. 82 Llwa'msunanx 83
s
E
atsi'tc,

61 'Si'n
E
xyut-

shalt tell'him bad-ly. Shalt tell him thou thus, 'Desire

sanxan 84 Ll'utux 85 tm'ts. 86
Tsi'klyanxan

87
si'n'xyun

43 hutca'au .'
88

we-thee come shall here. Very we want it fun shall be

(had).'

Atsi'tc
Enx 89 Llwa'nisun. 79 Kwinx 80 Llwa'msun 79 ml'kla'na. 83

Thus thou ehalt tell him. Not thou shalt tell him bad-ly.

Yaa'xa'tc 90 ha1

, tsi'klya
3 mi'k!a." u

l wan 29
qa'tchit

81 ants 60

Much his mind, very bad." So finally starts that

hitc. Winx tsi'klya.
3 "L!wa'xan 92 ta'kiri 93 LIU'." u

l wan 29

man. He fears very. "Messenger I this I come." Then now

wilwa1
'.

94 "Nlctci'tcanx 95 waa/
yaxa

uts 96 ants 60
li'ayax?"

87

he assents. "What-like thee told he-thee that (who) came ?"

"Kumi'ntc 38 nictci'tc
81 wa'a1

!.
98 Txun 99

Llona'yutnE
100

s
E
atsi'te:

61

"Not what-like he said. Just I am told thus:

'klaha'yu'nin.'
101 Atsi'tcin 102

Llona'yuts.
103

'Tsl'klyanx
104

si'n'xyun
43

'invited am I.' Thus me he tells he-me. 'Very they

76 L.'OX- TO SEND; -xam present passive ( 55, 4) .

Modal adverb ( 121, 94).

77
tslnq!- TO BE POOR; -t nominal ( 104).

78 hl*s GOOD; -a modal ( 96); -nx 2d person singular ( 24).

19 L.'OII- TO TELL ( 112); -Is durative ( 69); -un direct object of third person ( 28).

so kui NOT ( 131); -nx 2d person singular (24).
nVctca WHAT (131); -Uc modal ( 94, 9).

82 ml'k.'a BAD (96): -'na modal ( 94).

*3 L.'6n- TO TELL ( 112); -Is durative ( 69); -un direct object of third person ( 28); -nx 2d person

singular ( 24, 4).

**slnxl- TO DESIRE; -uisanxan direct object of first and second persons WE-THEE ( 29, 8, and

Table, p. 473).

w LIU- TO COME; -tux future ( 73).

w Local adverb ( 119).

87
tsl'k.'ya VERY ( 121); -nxan exclusive plural ( 24).

88 hutc- TO PLAY, TO HAVE FUN; -aa future passive ( 66).

89 atsi'tc THUS ( 121, 94); -nx 2nd person singular ( 24, 4).

w
yafl'xai MUCH ( 121); -tc possessive 3rd person singular ( 88).

si qatcn- TO START (4); -t present (72).
w Contracted; for L.'o'waxaxan ( 24); L.'OX- TO SEND ( 112); -oznominal ( 101); -n 1st person singular

( 24, 4).

83 laftk THIS ( 115); -n 1st person singular ( 24, 4).

9* wllu- TO AFFIRM, TO AGREE, TO ASSENT; -a" verbalizing ( 75, 8).

96 ni'ctca WHAT ( 131); -Uc modal ( 94, 9); -nx 2nd person singular ( 24, 4).

waa- TO SAY; -yax past ( 74); -a,ats direct object of first and second persons ( 29).

9i LIU- TO COME; -yax past ( 74).
98 waa- TO SAY; -a*l negative ( 53, 9).

99 ixu JUST ( 130); -n 1st person singular ( 24).
l<L.'on- TO TELL; -a* verbalizing ( 75); -utnE passive ( 58, 8).
'< k.'a'- TO INVITE; -a* verbalizing ( 75, 3); -u'nB passive ( 58, 8); -n 1st person singular ( 24).

'oa aLsl'tc THUS ( 121, 94); -n 1st person singular ( 24, 4).

l 3 L.'dn- TO TELL; -a verbalizing (75); -tits direct object of first person and second persons (29,8,
and Table, p. 480).

>M
tsl'k.'ya VERY ( 121); -nx 3d person plural ( 24).
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Llwa'wax. 105 SE
atsI'tcin

106 L!wa'x 107 ta'kin 93 Liu'.'" SE
atsi'tc 61

intend to come Thus I messenger this I come.'" Thus

(thou).

waa1
'.

108
"TE"qin

109 waxau'rnE 110 ta'kin 93
k!aha'yu'nE?"

m
he says. "Something I be given this I (who) am invited ?

"

"Kumin'ntc 38 nictcl'tc81 waa
'autnE. 112 Txu 113 wan 7 hutcu'u114

"Not anything is said. Just now have fun

Lla'ai
.

4 SVtsa3 tanx 115
si'n

E
xyutnE

116 U'utux." 85 " SE
atsi'tc

Enx 117

many. Thus this thou art wanted come shall." "Thus thou

Llwa'nis,
118 'Si'nxlt 119

taq^'na.
120 Ats70

tE'q
120

waxa'yExayim,,
121

"1

shalt tell, 'He wants something. When something be given to him, then

wan 29 U'utux.' 85 SE
atsi'tc

Enx 117
waa'yfits.

" 122

finally he come will.' Thus thee tells he-thee."

u
l s

E
atsi'tc

61 waa' ants 60
a'laq

123 hitc. "Txu 113
ya^xa'tc

90

Then thus says that one man. "Just much his

ha1
. SE

atsi'tc 61
si'n'xya,

124 ni'ctcim 125
s
Eas 16

kl'xa'yun
126 tE 33

mind. Thus he desires, because he kills these

hitc. A'tsa u
l
28

ya^xa'tc
90 ha 1." Atsi'tc 73 waa' ants 60

hitc.

people. That's why much his mind." Thus says that man.

"Atsi'tc 73
waa'xam,

65 k

MEq le'na'aV27
Huya'ultx

128 ha1
. Tsl'klya

3

"Thus he is told, 'It will be danced Changed his mind. Very
for him. (will be)

plany^'tlyun
129 ha'tc.'

130 SE
atsI'tc 61 waa1

'.
108 'Ats 70

tE'q
120

sorry continually for mind his.' Thus he says. 'When something
him

wa'xyaxa
u
mE,

131 u
l Li'utux." 85 SEatsi'tcin 10fl waa'auts." 132

bo given to him, then he come will.' Thus me tells he-me."

< LIU- TO COME; -awax intentional ( 70, 8).
i sEatsi'tc THUS ( 121, 94); -n 1st person singular ( 24, 4).
107 Contracted; for L.'owa'xax ( 24); L.'OX- TO SEND ( 112); -ax nominal ( 101).
i8 waa- TO SAY; -a verbalizing ( 75, 9).
109

ts'q pronominal particle ( 123); -n 1st person singular ( 24, 4).

o wax- TO GIVE; -a^mE passive ( 38).
111 k.'a'- TO INVITE ( 3); -a verbalizing ( 75); -u'nE passive ( 58, 8).

in waa- TO SAY; -autnE passive (58).
3 Restrictive particle ( 130).

i" hutc- TO HAVE FUN; -uu plural (79).
us taa-k THIS ( 115); -nx 2d person singular ( 24, 16).
ll*sinxl- TO DESIRE; -UtnE passive ( 58, 8).
i" sEatsl'tc THUS ( 121, 94); -a;2d person singular ( 24, 4).

H8L/071- TO RELATE ( 112); -is durative ( 69\
9 slnxl- TO DESIRE; -a* verbalizing ( 75, 2); -t present (5 72) .

120 pronominal particle ( 123).
121 Mis-heard for wa'xyaxaimE; wax- TO GIVE; -yax past denoting conditionality ( 74, 136); -aims

passive (38).
122 waa- TO SAY; -a verbalizing ( 75, 9); -uts direct object of first and second persons ( 29, Table,

p. 466, 8).
123 Numeral (116).
124 sillXl- TO DESIRE ( 112, 8).
125 Particle (128).
126 jt/i'x- TO DISAPPEAR; -a* verbalizing ( 75); -tin direct object of third person ( 28, 8).

i mao.'- TO DANCE; -In verbal ( 81, 2); -oa passive ( 56).
128 huya- TO CHANGE; -ultx passive ( 39).
129 Contracted; for planyaiya't.'yun; pin- TO BE SORRY ( 112); -a* verbalizing ( 75, 8); -at.'l frequen-

tative ( 68); -un direct object of third person (?S 28, 8).
i8 ha*- MIND, HEART ( 98); -tc possessive 3d person singular ( 88, 139).
131 wax- TO GIVE; -yax past denoting conditionality ( 74, 135), -a^mE passive ( 38).

IM waa- TO SAY; -auts direct object of first and second persons ( 29 and Table, p. 480).
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u
l wan 2M

qa'tc'nt
91 ants 60 hltc waha'. 133 "SE

atsI'tc
Enx "7

Then now starts that man again. "Thusthou

wa'a!sun. 134
'Waxa'yimanx

135
qani'nal.' Atsl'tcEnx 89

Llona'yun.
138

shalt tell him. 'Is given to thee knife.' Thus thou tell him.

'Li'mqanx
137

qa'tc'ntux,
67

klaha'yu'nanx.
54 Hutcu'wi114 L!a/ai4

'Quick thou start shalt, invited art thou. Play many

ya^xa
1
.
19

Si'i^xyu'nanx
138 il'utux.' 85 Atsi'tcEnx 89

Llona'yun."
136

much. Wanted art thou come shall.' Thusthou tell him."

Ci'n'xyatlya
139 ants 60 hltc Lloxa'aV40

"Qna'han
141

waa'yun.
142

Thinks continually that man (who) sent will be. "I say to him.

Llxu'yun
143

qna'han
141

nictcl'tc
81

waa'yun,
142 u

l hl'nak!1144

Know it I what-like say to him, and right away

qa'tc
Entux." 67 u

l wan 29
qa'tc

Ent 91 ants 60
hltc. "Qna'han

1* 1

he start will." Then now goes that man. "
I

waa'yun,
143 u

l hi'nak!1144 qa'tc
Entux." 67

say to him, and right away he start will."

Atsl'tc 73
ciVxyatlya

139 ants 60 hltc. u
l xint u

i LIU'. Llu'un. 53

Thus thinks continually that man. So he goes and arrives. He comes to him.

"L!wa'xan 92 to/kin 93 LIU'. Tsl'klyanx
145

siVxyu'nE
146 Llwa'wax. 105

"
Messenger I this I come. Very thou art wanted intend to come.

Ku'ya'tsacLla'*
1147 u

l smu't'Etux 148 ants 60 L!a'ai4 hutcu'". 63

Pretty soon then end will that big fun.

Atsi'tcln 102
waa'yutnE.

149 Na'mE
iinx 150

tE'q.
120 Nictcl'tcanx 05

Thus I am told. Mine thou relative. What manner thou

tanx 115 kui151 a'mhaHI 152 ha1 ?" Atsi'tc 73 waa'aun. 153 "Yaa/ -

this thou not willing (thy) mind?" Thus he says to him. "Much

xa^txan 154 ha' 1
. SVtsan 155 tE 33 kumi'ntc 38 a'mha^I 152 ha1

. Txun99

(think in my) mind. Thus I this not willing (my) mind. Just I

"3 Temporal particle ( 126).
i waa- TO SAY; -aUs durative ( 69, 9); -un direct object of third person ( 28).

135 wax- TO GIVE; -a verbalizing ( 75) ;
-ImE passive ( 38, 8); -nx 2d person singular ( 24).

136 i/o7i-TO RELATE; -a* verbalizing ( 75); -un direct object of third person ( 28, 8).

i" Li'mqa BIGHT AWAY ( 120, 96); -nx 2d person singular ( 24).

138 sinxi- TO DESIRE; -u'ns passive ( 58, 8); -nx 2d person singular ( 24).

is9 (Anxi- TO THINK ( 4); -at/I frequentative ( 68, 8, 7).

i 4 L/oz- TO SEND; -aa future passive ( 56).
"i

q- discriminative ( 21); na'han personal pronoun 1st singular ( 113).
J waa- TO SAY; -a* verbalizing ( 75); -un direct object of third person ( 28, 8).

i L.'XU- TO KNOW; -ui verbalizing ( 76, 9); -un direct object of third person ( 28, 8).

Temporal adverb ( 120).

1*5
tsl'k'ya VERY ( 121, 96) ; -nx 2d person singular ( 24).

148 sinxl- TO DESIRE ( 4); -u'nE passive ( 58, 8).

i Temporal adverb ( 120).
J smut1 - TO END, TO FINISH; -tux future ( 73, 4).

"9 waa- TO SAY; -a*' verbalizing ( 75); -HtnE passive ( 58, 8).

iso Contracted; for na'mFllnEnx ( 15); nal ( 113);-wi relative ( 87, 9); -in possessive 1st singular

( 88); -nx 2d person singular ( 24, 4).

i 51 Particle of negation ( 131).

wa'mha WILLING; -aUl possessive ( 88, 9).

is3 waa- TO SAY; -avn direct object of third person ( 28).

wyaa'xai MUCH ( 121); -tx suffix indicating that object forms an inseparable part of the subject

( 33), -n 1st person singular ( 24, 4).

^5 sEa'tsa THUS ( 121); -n 1st person singular ( 24).
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kuna156 xa'wa 157
si'n'xyutnE.

110 SVtsan 155 uln 158
ya'xa^I

159 ha1 ."

perhaps to die am wanted. Thus I and I much (think mind."
in my)

"Kumi'ntc 38 s
E
atsI'tc,

61 txunx 160
ya'xa

161
si'n'xyutnE.

116 SEa'tsanx 162

"Not thus, just thou to see art wanted. Thus thou

tE 33
klaha'yu'nE.

111 Txunx 160 w&n 29 hP'sa 163
hawa'yimE

164 ha1
.

this art invited. Just thee now well (towards) it is made mind.

TE"q
Enx 165 waxaG'niE. 110 SVtsanx162 tE 33

Idaha'yu'nE.
111 Na'mE-

Something thee it is given. Thus thou this art invited. Mine

linx 150
tE'q/

20 sVtsanx 162 tanx 115
Fkwa'yuts

166
qna.

167 SE
atsI'-

thou relative, thus thee this thee fetch I-thee I. Thus

tcin 106 ta'kin 93
Li'mqa

168 ilu'. Qam'nal waxau'manx. 169 SV-
I this I quickly come. Knife is given to thee. Thus

tsanx 162 tanx 115
klaha'yu'nE,

111 sVtsa 3 ta'kin 93
LIU', ni'ctci-

thou this thou art invited, thus this I come, because

mEnx 170 na'mE
l
171

tE'q.
120 SVtsanx 162 tE 33 Liu'uts 172

qna.
166

thou me of relative. Thus thee this come I-thee I.

Si'n'xyutsanx
173

qna
166 hutca'wax. 174 SVtsanx 162 tE 33

Lli'Llututs. 175

Want I-thee I intend to play. Thus thou this approach I-thee.

SEatsi'tcm 176 ha 1
: kumi'ntc 38 kuna 156

tE'q
120 rm'k!a'na 82

Thus my mind, not perhaps something badly

mxa
tc.

177 A'tsan 41 tE 33 na178 Lloxa'xam." 75 uHafl
!

179
Tsl'klyanx

145

thee to. Thus I this I am sent." "Yes! Very thou

mi'kla. Llxma'yanxin
180

si'n'xyuts.
181 SVtsan 155 kui151 a'mhaHI 152

bad. Kill they me want he-me. Thus I not willing (my)

ha1." "Kumi'ntc 38 kuna 156
s
E
ats!'tc.

61 SVtsan 155 ta'kin 93 na 178

mind." "Not perhaps thus. Thus I this I I

M Dubitative particle ( 127).

a;<m-TODiE(112).
las vi THEN ( 125); -n 1st person singular ( 24); sEa'tsa *-i THAT'S WHY.
69 yaa'xai MUCH ( 121); -altl possessive ( 88, 9).

i txu JUST ( 130); -nx 2d person singular ( 24).

1 t/OX-TOSEE(112).
2 s^a'tsa THUS ( 121); -nx 2d person singular ( 24).

J3 M's GOOD; -a modal ( 96),
164 hau- TO MAKE, TO FINISH; -ai verbalizing ( 75, 8); -ImE passive ( 38, 8).

166
tE'q SOMETHING ( 123); -nx 2d person singular (24, 4).

Ie6 laku-fo TAKE, TO FETCH ( 12); -a* verbalizing (75, 8); -uts direct object of first and second

persons ( 29, Table, p. 480 and 8).

167
q- discriminative ( 21); n& personal pronoun 1st singular ( 113).

ia Modal adverb (121, 96).
' wax- TO GIVE; -aftmE passive ( 38); -nx 2d person singular ( 24).

170 ni'ctcim BECAUSE ( 128); -nx 2d person singular ( 24, 4).

171 n& personal pronoun 1st singular ( 113); -Eml relative ( 87, 9).

172 Liu- TO COME; -uts direct object of first and second persons ( 29, Table, p 480, 10).
173 stnxl- TO DESIRE; -utsanx direct object of first and second persons I-thee ( 29, Table, p. 473, 8).

174 hutc- TO PLAY; -awax intentional ( 70).

175 LIU- TO APPROACH ( 107); -t present ( 72); -uts direct object of first and second persons ( 29 and

Table, p. 480).
"6 s^atsl'tc THUS ( 121, 94); -In possessive 1st singular ( 88).
177 Objective form of personal pronoun 2d singular ( 113).
178 Personal pronoun 1st singular ( 113).
" Particle of affirmation ( 131).
"0 L.'xml- TO KILL; -a* verbalizing ( 75); -nx 3d person plural ( 24); -n 1st person singular ( 24, 4).

i stnxl- TO DESIRE; -uts direct object of first and second persons (29, 8, Table, p. 480).
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Lloxa'xam. 75 SE
atsi'tc

61
nats,

182 kui151 nats 183 na 178
L!o'xyaxa

a'nE. 183

am sent. Thus if not, not conditional I had been sent.

Qa'tc'ntunx
184 wan?" 29

"Qa'tc'ntuxan.
185 HP'sanx 78 ma'msuts186

Start wilt thou now?" "Go will I. Well thou shalt watch
thou-me

qnl'x
ats." 187 SE

atsi'tc
61 waa'a^n. 153 "Hafl

!
179 Atsi'tcln 188 ha1

.

thou." Thus he tells him. "All right! Thus my mind.

Kurni'ntc 38 kuna 158
tE'q

120 mi'kla'na 83 tE 33 hutcu'u63 L!a/ai
."

4

Not perhaps something bad-ly this fun big."

"Haa
,

179
qa'tc'ntuxan

185 wan. 29 Kumi'ntc 38 wan 29
tE'q,

120 xau'-

"Yes, start will I now. Not now something, die

tuxan." 189 SE
atsi'tc 61 waa1 '108 u

l hl'qlaH.
190 "Kumi'ntc 38 kuna 156

if will I." Thus he says and starts. "Not perhaps

wan 29 s
E
atsi'tc.

61
Qa'tc'ntunx?"

184 Atsi'tc 73 waa'aan. 153 "Tsi'kl-

now thus. Go wilt thou?" Thus he tells him. "Very

yanx
145

qna
168

si'n'xyuts.
181 ATtutunx 191 hutcuu'stc."

56 Atsi'tc 73

thee I like I-thee. Also shalt thou fun to." Thus

waa'un. 192 a
Qa'tc'ntuxan

185 wan." 29 u
l wan 29

qa'tc'nt.
91 CiWx-

he tells him. "Go will I now." Then finally he starts. Keeps

yatiis
193 ants 60 hitc la'kut!wi. 194 SEatsi'tc 61

ci'n'xyatlls.
193

on thinking that man fetcher. Thus he thinks continually.

Qa'tc'ntaox
195 wan. 29 Llwi'tcwax 19fl wan 29 xint. ulaux 197 s

E
atsitc 61

Go they two now. "Approach, man- now go. So they two thus

ner of, they two

waa'xam. 65 "Xumca'caux 198 wan. 29
Hlna'yun

199 wan 29 tE 33 mi'kla
are told. "Come they two now. He brings him now this bad

hitc." Tc!haucya'xam
200 wan. 29 Wan^tc^n. TlEmtlma'xam 201 wan. 29

man." Gladness was felt now. Finally he He is assembled about now.

returns.

"Tsl^klyanx
145 his tanx 115

Uu', ts'il'mu't. Hu'tctunl 202
ya

a/xa." 203

"Very thou good this thou comest, friend. Play will we much."

"a Particle ( 131).
183 L.'OX- TO SEND; -yax past denoting conditionality ( 74, 136); -aa'nE passive ( 68).

84 Contracted; for qa'tc
sntuxanx ( 24); qatcn- TO GO ( 4); -tux future ( 73); -nx 2d person singular

( 24, 4).

iss qatcn- TO GO ( 4); -tux future ( 73); -n 1st person singular ( 24, 4).

i8 man- TO WATCH; -Is durative ( 69); -uts direct object of first and second persons ( 29,Table, p. 480).

7
q- discriminative ( 21); nlxats personal pronoun 2d singular ( 113).

i88 atsl'tc THUS ( 121, 94); -in possessive 1st singular ( 88).

1*9 xau- TO DIE; -tux future denoting conditionality ( 73, 136); -n 1st person singular ( 24, 4).

i90
hlq!- TO START, TO COMMENCE; -at verbalizing ( 75, 9); -t present ( 72).

i Contracted; for a'l-tutuxanx ( 24); a'ldu LIKEWISE ( 125, 135); -tux future (73); -nx 2d person

singular ( 24, 4).

i92 waa- TO SAY; -un direct object of third person ( 28).
i3 ctnxi- TO THINK ( 4); -at.'l frequentative ( 68, 8); -is durative ( 69, 9).

IM laku- TO TAKE, TO FETCH; -t!wl nominal ( 100).
195 qatcn- TO GO ( 4); -t present (72); -ax 3d person dual ( 24).

198 Liu- TO APPROACH; -itc modal ( 94, 8); -wax transposed for -az 3d dual ( 24, 13) .

i9r { THEN ( 125); -aux 3d dual ( 24).
198 xumc- TO APPROACH, TO COME ( 108); -ax 3d dual ( 24).
199 hin- TO TAKE ALONG; -a< verbalizing ( 75); -un direct object of third person ( 28, 8).

K Abbreviated; for tdha^cyaxxam (15); tc.'hacu- TO FEEL GLAD ( 12); -yax past ( 74); -xam present

passive (55,15).
201 tsmu- TO ASSEMBLE ( 107); -xam present passive ( 55).

^Contracted from hu'tctuxanl ( 24); hutc- TO PLAY; -tux future ( 73) ;
-nl inclusive plural ( 24, 4).

- MUCH; -a modal ( 96).
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Atsl'tc 73 waa' ants 60 hltc. TEmii'tx 22 hitcu' u23 ants 60 L!a'ai
.
4 Wai204

Thus says that man. Assemble (pi.) people those many. Although

ya
a'xa119 ants 60

hltc,
u
l ha^mut 205

qa'tc'nt
91

sqa
!

ktcl'tc,
206 ants 60 L!a'ai

.

4

many those people, still all go now there to, manner, that crowd.

La'nlsutnE 207 ants 60
hltc. "Tsfklya 3 his tanx 115 Llu'. Yaa'xanxan 208

Is called con- that man. "Very good this thou comest. Much we
tinually

hutcu1
'.

209 Hu'tctuns." 210 "Hau !" 179 SE
atsI'tc

61 waa' ants 60
hltc.

have fun. Play will we two." "All right!" Thus says that man.
"
Ya'q

u
hltunx,

211 kwmx 80 au'sls. 212 Yaa'xanxan 208 hutcu1
'."

209 Atsl'tc 73

" Look shalt thou, not thou shalt sleep. Much we play." Thus is

waa!'su'nE 213 ants 60
hltc. Wa'nwits 2 ha'wa. 214

Si'n'xyu'nE
148

repeatedly told that man. Long ago it is ready. It is desired

tslihia'tc 215 xawa'au,

27 au'stuxax. 216 Atsl'tc 73 ha'usImE. 217
"Ts'il'mu't,

pitch with killed he shall when sleeper he Thus it is agreed. "Friend,
be, will be.

kwmx 80 au'sls. 212 Ha'tctuns." 210 Atsl'tc 73 waVsu'nE. 213 " SVtsanx 162

not thou sleep con- Play will we two." Thus he is repeatedly told. "Thus thou
tinually.

tanx 115
klaha'yutnE." 218 SE

atsI'tc 61 waa^sutnE. 219 "Yaa'xai19 L!a'ai4

this thou art invited." Thus he is told continu- "Many they
ally.

nictcaraairnat'u'wi 22 ants 60
tlyu'

wi 221 hutcu'.222 K !lx
223

tF/q
12 hutca1 ' 224

different (of) inhabitants games. Each some- fun
those thing

u
l
Enx 225

yixa'yun.
226 SVtsanx 163 tanx 115

klaha'yu'nE.
111

Tsl'kly-
and thou seest it. Thus thou this thou art invited. Very

anxan 87
hl'sltl 227 ha1

. Kumi'ntc 38
tE'q

120 ml'kla'na." 82 Atsl'tc 73

we good is (our) heart. Not something badly." Thus

wa'aisu'nE. 21? Tci'nta" 228 hltc Llwa1

',
229 u

l atsl'tc 73
waa'yusnE.

230

he is repeatedly told. Whatever person comes, so thus he frequently was
told (by him).

aw Particle (128).
* Numeral particle ( 124).
206 sqaik THERE ( 119); -tc local of motion (90); -lie modal (94).
win- TO CALL BY NAME; -IsutnE durative passive (59).
208

yafix- MUCH; -o modal (96); -nxan exclusive plural (24).
aBMte-TO PLAY, TO HAVE FUN; -ui verbalizing ( 75).
210 Contracted; for hu'tctuxans (24) ; Mtc- TO PLAY; -tux future ( 73); -ns inclusive dual (f 24, 4).
211 Contracted; ioTya'qufiituxanx ( 24);?/a<p'- TO LOOK (3); -a verbalizing ( 75, 2); -tux future

( 73); -nx 2d person singular ( 24, 4).
212 aug. TO SLEEP ( 12); -Is durative ( 69).
213 waa- TO SAY; -cUsunE durative passive ( 69, 9).
214 hail- TO MAKE, TO HAVE READY ( 112).

Mts.'cdn PITCH; -a locative case ( 86, 12); -tc adverbial (90).
2i6as- TO SLEEP ( 12); -tux future denoting conditionally ( 73, 136); -ax nominal ( 10J >.

wfiau YES ( 131); -fi durative ( 69, 9); -ImE passive (38).
fc/a

f
- TO INVITE; ( 3); -a verbalizing ( 75); -utnE passive ( 58, 8).

219waa- TO SPEAK; -aisutnE durative passive ( 59, 9).

&mctcamai'nat'- DIFFERENT; -iiwi plural (79).
^tai-io LIVE

( 2); -uwi nominal ( 97, 8).

whutc- TO PLAY, TO HAVE FUN; -u^i nominal ( 97).
223 Numeral particle ( 124).

hutc- TO HAVE FUN; -a nominal (98).
22sj THEN ( 125); -nx 2d person singular ( 24, 4).

yax- TO SEE ( 12); -a* verbalizing ( 75); -un direct object of third person (28, 8).
227 /MS GOOD; -ill possessive (88).
ssspronominal particle (123).
229 Liu- TO COME; -a* verbalizing ( 75, 8).
230 waa- TO SAY; -a verbalizing ( 75); -usne durative passive ( 59, 8).
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"Tsl'klya
3 his tanx 115

LIU', ts'il'mu't. Wai204
ya'tsa

231 ants 60

"Very good this thou come, friend. Although longtime that

L!a'ai
,

4 u
l xni'wms. 232

Ya'q
uhltunx." 211 u

l s
E
atsI'tc 61 wa'a!su'nE. 213

crowd, still does continually. Look shalt thou. " Then thus he is told repeatedly.

"SVtsanxan 233
klaha'yuts.

234 Yaa'xa i19 hutcu'" 63 Wan 29 hlna'au235

"Thus we invite we-thee. Much fun." Finally he taken

will be

tclk 236 ants 60 hutcu'u63 Lla/a1
.
4

Sqa
Tk 237 hlnaV. 235 Ma'ltcu'nE 238

where that fun great. There he taken Fire is made (in)

will be.

ants 60
hits!'

1
.
239 Wai204

yikt
240 ants 60

hits!' 1

,

239 u
l ta'qnis

that house. Although big that house, still full

hltu'stc. 241 Stlm 243
ya'q

uha!t
243 ants 60

hltc.
" Ti'kEnxan 244

people with. There looks that man. "Here we

ta'nxan 245 hutcu1

',

209 ta'nxan 245
klaha'yuts

234
qna."

167
Ha^qmas

248

these we play, these we invite we-thee I." Alongside

tl'xam 247
Liya'watc.

248
QIa'Il ants 60

Liya'aV
49 "Yaxau'wltc 250

he is seated fire at. Pitch that fire. "Multitude kind of

L!a'ai4 hltc ya'q
uha!tun." 251 Atsl'tc 73

ci'n'xyatlls
103 ants 60

hltc.

many people look at now I." Thus keeps on thinking that man.

Ma'ltcu'nE 238 ants 60
hits!'

1
.
230 "Kwlnx 80 au/8ls 212 ts'il'mu't. Atsi'tc 73

Fire is built (in) that house. " Not thou always sleep, friend. Thus

ta'nxan 245
waa'yuts

122
qna

167 Llwa'wanx." 252 " Haa
!
178

tsl'klyan
253

these we tell we-thee I intend to come thou." " All right! very I

hl'slti
227 ha1

. Yaq
u
'ya'waxan

254 hutcuu'stc
56
Llaya'."

255 Atsl'tc 73 wa'aV56

good (my) mind. Intend to look I fun at great at." Thus says continually

ants 60 hltc. Ha^qmas
246 tl'xam 247

Lrpj/wa.
257

Ya'q
uhIsu'nE. 258

that man. Close by he is seated fire. He is continually watched.

MI Temporal adverb ( 120).

znxniwn- TO DO; -is durative ( G9).

233 s
Ea'tsa- THUS ( 121, 96); -nxan exclusive plural (24).

&* k.'a'- TO INVITE (3);-a verbalizing (75); -uts direct object of first and second persons (29,
Table, p. 480, 8).

235 hln- TO TAKE ALONG; -aa" future passive ( 66).
236 Particle ( 131).
237 Local adverb (119).
233 malic- TO BURN: -u'ne passive (58).
=39 See 98.

2 See 104.

2-u hitu's locative form of hUc (86); -tc adverbial (90).
2 Local adverb ( 119).
2 yaqu'- TO LOOK ( 3); -ai verbalizing ( 75, 9); -t present ( 72).
2 tlk HERE ( 119); -nxan exclusive plural ( 24,4).
2<5aajt THIS ( 115); -nxan exclusive plural ( 24, 16).
2 Local adverb (119).
847 tai TO SIT ( 2); -xam present passive ( 55).

^tiya'au FIRE
( 97); -a locative case ( 86,8); -tc local ( 90).

2 See 97

ftoyax- MANY; -auwi nominal ( 97); -Uc modal ( 94, 9).

25i7/ao'- TO LOOK; (3); -ai verbalizing (75); -t present (72); -un direct objectof third person ( 28)-
252 Contracted from Llwa'waxanx (24); Liu- TO COME; -awax intentional ( 70, 8); -nx 2d person

singular (24, 4).
253

tsl'k.'ya VERY ( 121); -n 1st person singular ( 24).
< yaqu'- TO LOOK (3); -awax intentional ( 70, 8); -n 1st person singular ( 24, 4).

v*L.'a'ai particle ( 133); -a locative case ( 86, 8).
258 waa- TO SAY; -a'ts durative ( 69, 9).
*** Liya'au FIRE ( 97); -a locative case ( 86, 8).

TO LOOK (3); -lau'nE durative passive ( f>9, 9).
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Wusya'a'st
259 ants 60 mi'kla hitc. LllLlwi'sQtnE 260 wan. 28 "Kwinx 80

Begins to feel that bad man. He is continually now. "Notthou
sleepy approached

au'sls,
212

ya'q
uhIs

Enx. 261 A'tsanxan 262 ta'nxan 245
waa'yuts

122

always sleep, always look thou. Thus we these we tell we-thee

Uwa'wanx. 252 Kwlnx 80 au'sls,
212

ya'q
uhls

Enx. 261 Atsi'tc 73

intend to come thou. Not thou sleep always, watch always thou. Thus

tanx 115
klaha'yu'nE.

111 HWnxan 263 hawa!'tx 264 ha1." WusyaVst 259

this thou art invited. Good we make our heart." Begins to feel sleepy

ants 60 mi'ck'la1
.
265

Ya'q
uhisu'nE. 258 Ha'usmiE 266 ants 60

tslaln.

that bad man. He is constantly watched. Is made ready for him that pitch.

SVna'tc 267 xawa'a". 27 Ll'wIsu'nE 268 ants 60
mEq!yu'

u269 L!a/ai
.

4

That with killed he will be. He is constantly those dancers many.
approached by

"Hair

qa
T

tcya,
270

ts'il'mu't, miltcl'xmmx." 271 Atsi'tc 73 waVsu'nE. 213

"Shore-like from, friend, thou mayest get burned." Thus he is constantly told.

"Kwlnx 80 au'sls 212 ts'il'mu't."
"
WusyaVstin."

272
MEq!yu'

u269

"Notthou always sleep friend." "Begin to feel sleepy I." Dance (pi.)

Lla'*1
.

4 Au
si's.

273
"Ha'V'tcya^miltci'xmlnx."

271 Tc!hau'dsutnE. 274

many. He sleeps. "Shore-like from, mayest get burned Gladness is constantly
thou." felt.

SVtsa 3 xawa'au .
27 WusyaVst

259 wan. 29 Atsi'tc 73
waVsutnE,

219

Thus killed he will be. He begins to sleep finally, Thus he is constantly told,

ciTxIsutnE. 275
"Ha^qa^cya,

270 miltcl'xmlnx." 271 Kui151 ciTxil. 276

he is shaken con- ' ' Shore-like from, mayest get burned Not he moves not.

stantly. thou."

"Iwan 29
qaa'xam

277 ants 60
Ll'yaxa"'

278 tslaln. MEq!yu'
u269

So finally is brought in that boiled pitch. Dance (pi.)

L!a/ai
.
4 "Ha^tcya 270 ts'il'mil't." Ku1151

kwi'sll,
279

tsl'klya
3

many.
" Shore-like from friend." Not wakes up not, very

a^i's. 273 Atsl'tc 73 waa'. uA'nxafitsatci.
280

Liyaxa'waxan
281 ausa'wax. " 282

he sleeps. Thus he says.
" Leave alone you-me. A while intend I sleep intend."

l- TO FEEL SLEEPY; -a* verbalizing ( 75); -st inchoative ( 66).
160iZu- TO APPROACH ( 107); -IsutnE durative passive ( 69, 8).

teiyaqu* -TO LOOK ( 3); -Is durative ( 69); -nx 2d person singular ( 24, 4).
*s*a'tsa THUS ( 121); -nxan exclusive plural (24).
163 hUs GOOD; -nxan exclusive plural ( 24, 4).

tutiau-TO MAKE; -atte suffix indicating that objectformsan inseparable part of the subject ( 33, 8).

*See 98.

wfia'us READY, DONE; -ImE passive ( 88).

*tfs
Eai'na HE, THAT ONE ( 115); -tc adverbial ( 90).

it8 Llu- TO APPROACH; -Isu'nE durative passive ( 69, 8).
tfa maq!l- TO DANCE; -w nominal ( 97, 8).

*haiq SHORE ( 119); -aUc modal ( 94); -ya local ( 93).

"maKc-TO BURN (12); -Ixmi intransitive exhortative ( 63) ; -I future passive (56,9); -nx 2d

person singular (24).
WWUSI-TO FEEL SLEEPY; -a i verbalizing (.75); -st inchoative (66); -n 1st person singular ( 24, 4).

ysasu- TO SLEEP ( 12, 108).

*ntc!hacu- TO BE GLAD ( 12); -isutnE durative passive ( 59).

*">cU-x-TO SHAKE, TO MOVE; -isutnE durative passive (59).
878 ctl'x- TO MOVE, TO SHAKE; -ll negative (63).
177 qaa- TO ENTER; -xam present passive ( 55).

WL.'IXU- TO BOIL ( 112, 7); -awwi nominal ( 97, 9).

tf'fctm-TO WAKE UP; -ft negative (53).
anx- TO LET ALONE; -auisatcl direct object of firstand second persons You-sie (29, Table, p. 473, and

$24,4).
llyax- A WHILE ( 126, 135); -awax intentional (70); -n 1st person singular ( 24, 4).

2ast- TO SLEEP (12); -awax intentional (70).
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u
l wan 29

ci'n'xyaxam
283 s

E
ats!'tc:

61
"Qa'l

284 wan 29 au'stux." 285

Then now it was thought thus: "Let now he sleep shall."

La'qwls
286 ants 60 tslahi Ll'yaxa*'.

278 Atsl'tc 73
waa'xam,

65 "Qa1
!
284

Boils con- that pitch boiled. Thus it is said, "Let
tinually

wan 29 au'stux. 285
Ha^q^tcya,

270 tsfl'mu't." Kui151 ci'l'xlL 276 u
l

now he sleep shall. Shore, manner, from, friend." Not he moves not. Then

wan 29 xuun.

now he snores.

Ha^mut 205 L!a/a14 tE'q
120 lokwi'xam. 287 Tcimtca'mi 288 lokwi'xam. 287

All many something is seized. Axes are seized.

Ka'st'tux,
289 u

l txu 113
teimtca'myatc

290 xawa'a". 27 u
l wan 29 xuun.

Get up will he, then just ax with killed he will be. And now he snores.

Lkla'atc 291 Laa' xuun. u
l wan 29 hau'tx 292 hitcu'V3

Tsl'klya
8

Open his mouth he.snores. Then finally quit (pi.) people. Very

tcIma'nlsu'nK. 293
"iJxmiya'yunanL

294 SVsEnl 295
kl'xa'yuts,

296 u
l

he is watched " Kill him will we. He us kills he-us, so

constantly.

sVtsanl 297
Llxmiya'yun."

298 Lokwi'xam 287 wan 29 ants 60
iJ'yaxa^

1
.
278

thus we kill will him." Is seized now that boiled (pitch).

"Ha'Vtcya270
ts'il'mu't, miltci'xmmx. " 271 Kumi'ntc 38

ci'l'xil.
276

"Shore-like, from friend, mayest get burned thou." Not he moves not.

u
l wan 29 xwaki'tc 299

So now head on
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ha1 sVtsa. 3 SVtsa 8 ants 60
mEq!yu'

u269 Lla/ai
.

4 u
l wan 29 skwaha'. 808

mind thus. Thus those dance (pi.) many. Then finally he stands up.

Lokwl'xam 287 ants 60
Li'yaxa*'.

278 u
l stim 242 skwahau/wi304 L!a/ai4

that boiled (pitch). And there stand (pi.) many

ants 60
tcimtci'mya.

305 Wai204
ya

a'xai19 tE'q,
120 u

i

axes with (are). Although much something, still

kumi'ntc 38 kwi'sil. 279 "
Qwa''nyux

307 tEma' 308

he wakes up not. " Pour it it is better

Is seized

hairmut 205

all

pI'umE.
306

those

stninoise is made
with it.

Laaya'tc!"
309 u

l

mouth into!" So

not

wan 29
qu'nfxamimE.

310

it is poured into

(his mouth).

Txu 113

Just

mi'ltcistx 311

begins to burn
his

Laa'.

mouth.

Stlra 242 L!arai4

There many

ha^mut 205
hi'qu

1
.

ma'qlis.
"

keep on dancing.

Stim 242

all hair. There

tcimtca'myatc.
290 Stim 242

ax with. There diffuses smoke
constantly

317 tE 33 mi'kla hltc.

this bad person.

hitc.

man.

314

Mi'itcist 31J ants 60

Begins to burn that

wan 29
yak Ii'tcyaxam
was cut into pieces

ants 60 ml'kla
that bad

finally

tqu'nls
316

Mi'ltcistx 311

Begins to burn his

xwa'katc 315

head his

hitc. Xauwl'-
man. Killed

xamyax-

Sqa
Tk 237 wan 29 ata's 301 hawa*'. 318 Kui151

There now only it ends. Not
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[Translation]

(It happened) long ago. The world was very bad long ago.

Everj^where it was so, and this was the cause of it: A bad person was

devouring (the people). Grizzly Bear was devouring them long ago.

Whenever a man went out hunting, he would kill and devour him.

Many people felt sorry because of that. So one day the people came

together and tried to devise some remedy. (They all agreed that

Grizzty) must be killed. For that reason they came together. Then

the chiefs of that region said,
" We feel very sorry, but how are

we going to kill him? He can not be killed by means of arrows:

hence we don't want to kill him with an arrow." Then finally some-

one suggested to go and see how Grizzly lived, and to invite him (to

come to the meeting-place). So one man went in search of him. And

(when the messenger) came to Grizzly's residence, (he said,)
"
You, too,

are invited to come to the play-grounds." But Grizzly Bear was not

willing to go : hence the messenger went back, and, upon returning,

related thus: "He does not want (to come)." (In the mean while) the

people who had assembled had lots of fun. (Then after a while an-

other messenger was sent), and the man who was about to go was told

thus: "We won't give up. When he is dead, then we will give up."

Thus it was repeatedly asserted.

Then finally the man was ordered to go. He was a very poor man.

"Speak to him carefully, don't tell him anything bad. Tell him thus:

' We want you to come here. W^e are going to have lots of fun.' Thus

you shall tell him. Don't tell him anything bad. He is shrewd and

very bad." Then that man started out, thinking (a great deal) to him-

self, for he was very much afraid (of Grizzly). (And when he came to

Grizzly, he said,)
"
I come here as a messenger." (He then told him his

mission and departed. Not long afterwards Grizzly's friends came to

visit him and inquired about the messenger's mission). One of them

said,
" What did the man tell youwho came (here)?" "He said nothing

(of importance). I was simply informed that 1 am invited (to some

games). Thus he told me: '

People want you to come very much.

For that purpose I came here as a messenger.'
'

(After a while an-

other messenger was sent to Grizzly, requesting him to come at once.)

Then (Grizzly) said thus (to the messenger): "Will anything be

given to me, if I come?" "Nothing was said (about that). People
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are just playing, and that's why you are invited to come." (Then

Grizzly said), "You tell them thus: 'He wants something. If some-

thing be given to him, then he will come.' Thus he says to you."

(The messenger went back to his people and told them what Grizzly

said). And he (furthermore) said, "He is shrewd. He thinks (of

not coming), because he has killed (so many) people. That's why he

is shrewd." Thus the messenger said. "He was (evidently) told (by

some friend) that a dance had been arranged for the purpose of

changing his (mean) disposition, and that everybody dislikes him.

That's why he replied, 'If something be given to him, then he will

come.' That's why he told me (so)."

Then another messenger went to Grizzly. "You tell him thus:

'A knife will be given to you.' Thus tell him. 'You shall start right

away, you are invited to come. Many people are playing (there),

and it is desirable that you should come.' Thus you tell him." And

that messenger kept on thinking, "I will speak to him. I know

what to tell him, so that he will start right away." Then the mes-

senger started. "I will speak to him, and h'e will start right away.''

Thus he was thinking as he kept on going. Finally he came to (Griz-

zly, and said), "A messenger I come. You are wanted very much.

Pretty soon the games will come to an end, and for that reason 1 was

told (to come here). You are my relative. Why don't you want to

go?" And (Grizzly) answered him thus: "1 am wise, that's why I

don't want to go. It seems to me that I am simply wanted (there)

to be killed. That's why I am wise." "Not so, they want you to see

(the fun). For that purpose (only) you are wanted. Their intentions

toward you are good. A present will be given to you. For that

reason you are invited. You are my relative, hence I (came to) fetch

you. That's why I came quickly. A knife will be given to you,

because you are invited. I came right away, since you are my
relative. The reason why I came to you is because I want you to

have some fun. That's why I came to you. I don't think that any-

thing bad will happen to you. That's why I was sent." (And Grizzly

answered,) "Yes, you are a bad man. They want to kill me, that's

why I don't want (to go)." "I don't think (it will be) thus. (Not)

for that purpose 1 was sent. If it were as you say, I should not have

been sent. Will you go now?" "I shall go. You will have to take
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good care of me." And (the messenger) said thus to (Grizzly):

"All right, I don't think that anything bad will happen (to you) on

the part of those who play (there)." "All right, I will go. I don't

care, even if I die." Thus said (Grizzly) as he started. "I don't

think (it will be) as (bad as you imagine). Are you coming?" Thus

said (the messenger) to him. "I should very much like to have you,

too, at these games." Finally (Grizzly) said, "I will go." So he

started. And the man who came to fetch him was thinking continually.

He was thinking thus.

Now they two kept on going; and when they were almost there,

the two (chiefs) were told, "They two are coming. He is bringing

that bad man." So everybody was glad; and when he arrived, people

assembled about him. "It's very good that you came, O friend ! We
shall have a great deal of fun." Thus everybody said (to him). Many

people assembled (around him). Although there were many of them,

still they all went there (to Grizzly), shouting, "It's very good that

you came. We will play a great deal. We two will play." (Then

Grizzly would say,) "All right." "You shall watch (us). Yousha'n't

sleep. We will play a great deal." Thus he was constantly told.

(Everything) had been made ready long ago. It had been decided to

kill him with pitch during his sleep. Thus it had been agreed upon.

"Friend, don't sleep! we two will play." Thus people kept on telling

him. " For that reason you were invited." Thus he was told.
" Peo-

ple who live here know different kinds of games, and you will witness

all kinds of fun. For that purpose you have been invited. We are

well disposed (towards you). No mishap will befall you." Thus he

was constantly told. Whoever came in would tell him thus. "It's

very good that you came, O friend ! You will see, they will play for

a long time." And he would (also) be told, "That's why we invited

you. There is going to be a great deal of fun. "

At last he was taken to the play-grounds. A fire was started in

the house, which, although very large, was nevertheless full of people.

Grizzly Bear was looking there. "Here we play, those who have

invited you." He was seated near the tire, which consisted of pitch.

"It seems to me I see (too) many people." Thus Grizzly was think-

ing. And the fire in the house kept burning. "Don't sleep, O
friend! (Not) for that purpose we asked you to come (here)." "All

3045 Bull. 40, pt 212 40
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right! I am glad. I intend to watch the fun." Thus Grizzly was

saying, seated close to the fire. He was constantly watched.

(After a while) he began to feel sleepy. Then people kept on

approaching him, (saying,)
' ' Don't sleep, look on ! For that purpose we

invited you. We have abandoned all our hatred." (Again) he began
to feel sleepy, (and again) he was constantly watched. The pitch with

which he was going to be killed was made ready ;
while many dancers

went to him, (saying,) "Move away from the fire, you may get burned,

friend!" Thus they were telling him. " Don't sleep, friend!" "I

feel sleepy." People kept on dancing, while he began to fall asleep.
4'Move away from the fire, you may get burned!" Everybody was

glad, because he was going to be killed. At last he began to sleep.

Then people kept on shaking him, saying to him thus:
u Move away

from the fire, you may get burned !" But he did not move. So the

boiling pitch was brought in, while the people kept on dancing (and

saying), "Move away from the fire, friend!" But he did not get up.

He was very sleepy, and (merely) said,
" Leave me alone! I intend to

sleep a while." So the people thought thus: "Let him sleep." And

while the pitch kept on boiling, they said, "Let him sleep. Move

away from the fire, O friend !" But he did not move, and (soon) com-

menced to snore.

Then people took hold of all kinds of things. They seized axes,

(because it had been decided that as soon as) he should wake up, they

would kill him with an ax. He was snoring, keeping his mouth wide

open. Then the people got ready. They watched him closely.
"We will kill him, because he has killed (so many of) us." Then the

boiling pitch was seized, (and one man shouted,) "Move away from

the fire, friend, you may get burned!" But he did not move. Then

they held the boiling pitch over his head, and everybody was

glad, for the dance had been arranged with the purpose in view of

getting rid of (the consequences of) his mean disposition. For that

purpose so many people had been dancing. Finally (one man) stood

up and took hold of the boiling pitch. And around Grizzly there

were standing many armed with axes. They made noise with all

kinds of implements, but he did not wake up. (Then one man said,)

"Better pour it into his mouth!" So it was poured into his mouth,

which began to burn (right away). And the people kept on dancing,
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(as Grizzly Bear) was consumed (gradually) by the fire. His hair got

burned, and then his head was cut into pieces with an ax. And while

suffering death, he was constantly diffusing smoke.

Here (the story) ends. If (Grizzly Bear) had not been killed, this

would have been a very bad place. Thus that man was killed. Such

was the custom of people living long ago. Here at last it ends.

INVOCATION OF RAIN 1

K!uxwinairtx 2 L!a/ai
.
3 Yaa

'xa'' u'lti
4

Llayu's.
5

Na'qutyax
6

Ice (has on) its (body) world. Much snow ground on. Cold became

L!a/ai
,

3 k!uxwinai/7 L!a'ai
.

3 Kui8 ni'ctca 9
qa'tcwil

10 ants 11 L!a'ai
.
3

universe, ice has world. Not how drink not that crowd.

PaTu 12 ata's 13 u
l
14

qatcu
1'txautnE. 15

Haya'mut
16

h'yatc
17

qatcu
1 '-

Well only then it is drunk from. All people drink

txaun. 18 WaiV19
ya

a'xa!

hitc,
u
l
14

sqa"^
20

qatcu^tx.
21 Tci'wa 22 U

I
14

(from) it. Although many people, still there drink (pi.). Water on then

kl^wina1
'.

7 Ku18 ni'ctca 9 tcaitci'tc 23
ni'ctcil

24 ants 11
tlyu'

wi
.
25

ice appears. Not manner where manner go not those inhabitants.

Qa'Wx 26 k!uxwiniyu's
27

qatc
Enatu'u 28 ants 11 hitc L!a/a1

.

3 u
l
14

Top along ice on go (pi.) those people many. Then

wan 29 tExmil'a'mi 30
iJxu'yun

31 ants 11 wa'nwitsaxax 32 nictcimaemu. 33

now people old know it that long ago people custom.

1 See Leo J. Frachtenberg, Lower Umpqua Texts (Columbia University Contributions to Anthro-

pology, vol. iv, pp. 76 et seq.)
* k.'uxwln- ICE ( 12); -dUx suffix indicating that object forme an inseparable part of the subject

( 33).
s Particle ( 133).

< See 98.

tL.'a'ai GROUND ( 133); -us locative case ( 86, 9, 8).
6 naqut- TO BE COLD; -yax past ( 74).

1 k.'uxwln- ICE ( 12); -a* verbalizing ( 75).
8 Particle of negation ( 131).

Particle ( 131).
10 qatcu- TO DRINK; -II negative ( 53, 8).
11 Demonstrative pronoun ( 115).
12 See 97.

" Restrictive particle ( 130).

Conjunction ( 125).

qatcu- TO DRINK; -fit verbalizing ( 75, 9); -tx plural ( 80); -a%tnE passive ( 58).
16 Discriminative form of hai'mut ALL ( 111, 124).
11 Discriminative form of hitc PERSON ( 111, 7).
is qatea- TO DRINK; -ui verbalizing ( 75); --to plural ( 80); -a^n direct object of third person ( 28).
is Particle ( 128).
20 Local adverb ( 119).
21 qatcu- TO DRINK; -fi verbalizing ( 75, 9); -tx plural ( 80).
22 tcl WATER (88); -a locative case ( 86, 8).
28 Particle ( 131, 94, 108).

ni'ctca MANNER ( 131, 135); -II negative ( 53, 9).
25

tai-, tl- TO LIVE ( 2); -uwi nominal ( 97, 8).
26 qaux HIGH, TOP ( 119); -au; local ( 92).

kluxwi'nl ICE ( 98, 12); -us locative case ( 86, 8).
28 qatcn- TO GO ( 4); -t present ( 72, 4); -flu plural ( 79).
29 Temporal particle ( 126).

> Discriminative form of tExml'l-ma ( 111); tsxam STRONG; -il-md augmentative ( 84).
M L.'XU- TO KNOW; -m verbalizing ( 75, 9); -un direct object of third person ( 28, 8).
82 wa'mvits LONG AGO ( 119); -ax nominal ( 101, 108).
See 103.
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u
l
14

tqull'yusnE
34 ants 11

tcixni'nE,
u
l
14

tquil'yusnE
34 aTdu 35 ants11

Then is shouted at that Raccoon, and is shouted at also that

constantly constantly

tsxu'npil.
36

Lanatll'yusnE,
37

"Tcixni'nE, tcixni'nE, hi'n k!itsx 38

Coyote. lie is called constantly, "Raccoon, Raccoon, to rain cause thy

L!a/ai
!
3

world!

WaVs 39

Tell to

tE 40

this

mo'luptsinl'sla !
41 HiVklltsxats 42

iJ.a'
ai

!
3

Coyote!

cold our (bodies have) we
Nakwa'yatyanxan,

43

Poor we

lanatH'yusnE :

37
"Tcixni'nE,

he is called continually: "Raccoon,

Mo'luptsinl'sla,
41 hi'n k!ltsxats 42

Coyote, to rain cause ye two
your

fryate
17

world!

wan 29

now

tcixni'nE,
Raccoon,

L!a'ai !" 3

world!"

To rain cause ye two
your

ya
a'xa." 45

"I
14

muchly." Then

hi'n k!ltsx 38

to rain cause thy world!

u
l
14 wan 29 M'n k!ya

i4e

Then finally begins to rain

Lla'ai
.

3

universe.

Haya'mut
All people

ha'ninithm. 47

believe it.

SVtsa 48

Thus

tqull'yusnE,
1

are shouted at

continually,

uJ14

then

wan 29

finally causes to rain
its (body)

L!a'ai
.

world.

SVtsa 48

Thus

and they
two

uJ14

then

tqulii''nE,
51 ants 52

tkwa'myax
53 ants 11

inqla'a
it is shouted, when

Sqa
!k 20 wan 29

There now it ends. It ends finally there.

Llxu'yun.
31

know it.

closes up that

hawa1
'.

55 Smit'u1 ' 56

it ends. It ends

river.

wan 29

finally

Ta'kin 57

This I

3*
tqul- TO SHOUT; -ai (-1) verbalizing ( 75, 2); -usns durative passive ( 59, 8).

5 Conjunction ( 125).

se See 98.

a? In- TO CALL; -at.'l frequentative ( 68); -usnE durative passive ( 59, 8).

*Mn'k!l- TO RAIN; -at (-) verbalizing ( 75, 2, 9); -tsx imperative ( 47).

30 waa- TO SPEAK; -a*s transitive imperative ( 62, 9).

> Demonstrative pronoun ( 115).

41 Alsea term for COYOTE.

htn'kfi- TO BAIN; -ai (-) verbalizing ( 75, 9, 2); -tsx imperative ( 47); -ts 2d person dual ( 24, 4)

4 nakwa'yat- TO BE POOR; -nxan exclusive plural ( 24, 4, 8).

i* Contracted from nsqut&t'txanxan ( 15); naqut- TO BE COLD ( 12); -Hi verbalizing ( 75); -te suffix

indicating that object forms an inseparable part of subject ( S3); -nxan exclusive plural ( 24, 4).

45 yaax- MUCH; -a modal (96).
46 hinsk!l- TO RAIN; -at verbalizing ( 75, 8).

47 haninlt.'- TO BELIEVE; -un direct object of third person ( 28).

43 Modal adverb ( 121, 96).

49 ul THEN ( 125); -aux 3d person dual ( 24).

&hlnsk!i- TO RAIN; -a t verbalizing (75,8); -tx suffix indicating that object forms an inseparable,

part of subject (33).
"

tqul- TO SHOUT; -U'HE passive ( 58).

M Particle ( 131).

M tkum- TO SHUT, TO CLOSE ( 7, 112); -yax past denoting conditionality ( 74, 136).

5< See 98.

65 hau- TO END; -ai verbalizing ( 75, 8).

**smuf- TO END ( 12); -ut verbalizing ( 75).

w taflk THIS ( 113, 12); -n 1st person singular ( 21, 4).
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[Translation]

(When in former days the) ground was covered with ice, much

snow (lay) on the ground, and it became very cold, then the people

had no way of drinking (water freely). From one well only could

they drink, and all people drank from it. Although m&ny were the

people, still they all drank there. (And when) ice began to appear

on the water (of the rivers), then all inhabitants could not go an}
7-

where. They were forced to go along the surface of the ice. Then

(at such times there would always be some) old man who knew that

(ancient) custom of the people of long ago. (He would then tell it to

his people.) And Raccoon would be invoked, and Coyote likewise

would be invoked. He would be called by name, "Raccoon, Raccoon,

cause thy rain (to flow)! Speak to Coyote! Cause ye two your rain (to

flow)! We are in straits, we are very cold." Then (once more Rac-

coon) would be invoked, "Raccoon, Raccoon, cause thy rain (to flow)!

(You and) Co}rote cause }
Te your (dual) rain (to flow)!" Then at last it

would rain. All people believed in (the efficacy of this formula). For

that reason they two would be invoked, (until) it would commence to

rain. Thus people were shouting whenever (ice) closed up the rivers.

Now there it ends. It is the iiuish. (Thus) I know it.


